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Abstract
The increased use of autonomous robotic agents, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
and ground rovers, for complex missions has motivated the development of autonomous task
allocation and planning methods that ensure spatial and temporal coordination for teams of
cooperating agents. The basic problem can be formulated as a combinatorial optimization
(mixed-integer program) involving nonlinear and time-varying system dynamics. For most
problems of interest, optimal solution methods are computationally intractable (NP-Hard),
and centralized planning approaches, which usually require high bandwidth connections
with a ground station (e.g. to transmit received sensor data, and to dispense agent plans),
are resource intensive and react slowly to local changes in dynamic environments. Distributed approximate algorithms, where agents plan individually and coordinate with each
other locally through consensus protocols, can alleviate many of these issues and have been
successfully used to develop real-time conflict-free solutions for heterogeneous networked
teams.
An important issue associated with autonomous planning is that many of the algorithms
rely on underlying system models and parameters which are often subject to uncertainty.
This uncertainty can result from many sources including: inaccurate modeling due to simplifications, assumptions, and/or parameter errors; fundamentally nondeterministic processes
(e.g. sensor readings, stochastic dynamics); and dynamic local information changes. As discrepancies between the planner models and the actual system dynamics increase, mission
performance typically degrades. The impact of these discrepancies on the overall quality of
the plan is usually hard to quantify in advance due to nonlinear effects, coupling between
tasks and agents, and interdependencies between system constraints. However, if uncertainty models of planning parameters are available, they can be leveraged to create robust
plans that explicitly hedge against the inherent uncertainty given allowable risk thresholds.
This thesis presents real-time robust distributed planning strategies that can be used to
plan for multi-agent networked teams operating in stochastic and dynamic environments.
One class of distributed combinatorial planning algorithms involves using auction algorithms augmented with consensus protocols to allocate tasks amongst a team of agents
while resolving conflicting assignments locally between the agents. A particular algorithm
in this class is the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA), a distributed auction protocol that guarantees conflict-free solutions despite inconsistencies in situational awareness
across the team. CBBA runs in polynomial time, demonstrating good scalability with
increasing numbers of agents and tasks. This thesis builds upon the CBBA framework to

address many realistic considerations associated with planning for networked teams, including time-critical mission constraints, limited communication between agents, and stochastic
operating environments.
A particular focus of this work is a robust extension to CBBA that handles distributed
planning in stochastic environments given probabilistic parameter models and different
stochastic metrics. The Robust CBBA algorithm proposed in this thesis provides a distributed real-time framework which can leverage different stochastic metrics to hedge against
parameter uncertainty. In mission scenarios where low probability of failure is required, a
chance-constrained stochastic metric can be used to provide probabilistic guarantees on
achievable mission performance given allowable risk thresholds. This thesis proposes a
distributed chance-constrained approximation that can be used within the Robust CBBA
framework, and derives constraints on individual risk allocations to guarantee equivalence
between the centralized chance-constrained optimization and the distributed approximation.
Different risk allocation strategies for homogeneous and heterogeneous teams are proposed
that approximate the agent and mission score distributions a priori, and results are provided showing improved performance in time-critical mission scenarios given allowable risk
thresholds.
Thesis Supervisor: Jonathan P. How
Title: Richard C. Maclaurin Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The increased use of robotic agents, such as unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and autonomous ground rovers, has motivated the development of autonomous cooperative task
allocation and planning methods. Teams of heterogeneous networked agents are regularly employed in several different types of autonomous missions including intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) operations [1, 2], environmental disaster relief [146],
search and rescue operations [219], fighting forest fires [207], precision agriculture [197], and
weather forecasting [84]. Such missions typically involve executing several different activities, sometimes simultaneously, where agents must coordinate and interact with each other
to perform the requisite mission tasks. Agents within these networked teams are usually
heterogeneous, possessing different resources and capabilities, and some agents are better
suited to handle certain types of tasks than others leading to different roles and responsibilities within the mission. For example, UAVs equipped with video can perform search,
surveillance, and target tracking tasks, human operators can visually classify targets, monitor system status, and perform supervisory tasks, and ground teams can be deployed to
perform rescue operations or engage targets. Figure 1-1 illustrates an example ISR mission
scenario involving numerous networked agents performing a variety of search, track, and
surveillance tasks, and Figure 1-2 shows a few examples of real systems that are currently
used in ISR missions including small and large UAVs and human-in-the-loop operators.
Ensuring proper coordination and collaboration between the different agents in the team
is crucial to efficient and successful mission execution, motivating the development of au-
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Figure 1-1: Illustration of an example ISR mission scenario involving numerous agents
performing a variety of search, track, and surveillance tasks.
tonomous task allocation and planning methods for heterogeneous networked teams. The
goal of such planning algorithms is to distribute the required mission tasks amongst the
agents so as to optimize overall mission efficiency, and to ensure spatial and temporal synchronization of the team while considering mission costs, available resources and network
constraints. Furthermore, the advancement of communication systems, sensors, and embedded technology has significantly increased the value of those solutions that are scalable
to larger teams, from dozens to hundreds or even thousands of agents [1, 2]. However, as the
number of systems, components, and mission tasks grows, planning for such teams becomes
increasingly complex.

(a) Remotely piloted small UAV

(b) Predator UAV

(c) Predator UAV operator

Figure 1-2: Examples of current systems and components comprising ISR missions.
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Autonomous mission planning for teams of networked agents has several inherent challenges. Firstly, task allocation involves solving complex combinatorial (mixed-integer) decision problems (NP-hard), which scale poorly and for which optimal solutions are usually
computationally intractable for large numbers of agents and tasks [36]. Developing useful
agent models that can be embedded within a planning framework is typically a complex endeavor. Agent dynamics are not usually well understood or cannot be well represented, and,
as such, the underlying agent models typically involve several simplifying assumptions about
the problem structure, agent dynamics, system states and the operating environment. In
spite of these simplifications, the resulting models often involve nonlinear and time-varying
transition dynamics and constraints that are difficult to handle within a combinatorial optimization framework. This challenging problem is further complicated by realistic mission
considerations such as resource limitations (fuel, payload, ordnance, etc), varying communication constraints, cooperative task execution, time-varying score functions, and unknown
dynamic environments for which limited a priori information is available [71, 114, 174, 220].
Finally, since mission operations usually involve dynamic environments, where agents’ situational awareness and underlying models change rapidly as new information is acquired,
the planning strategies employed must consist of computationally efficient algorithms that
can adjust or recompute solutions in real time.
A major limitation associated with deterministically planning for heterogeneous networked teams is that the problem formulation and planning solutions rely on the underlying system models and parameters. In unknown and dynamic environments, these models
and parameters are typically uncertain, and deterministic planning methods must therefore
use parameter approximations to make decisions (e.g. maximum likelihood estimate of the
parameters given the agent’s current situational awareness). Discrepancies between these
planner models and the actual system dynamics cause degradations in mission performance
and solution quality. Furthermore, the impact of these discrepancies on the overall quality
of the plan is typically hard to quantify in advance due to nonlinear effects, coupling between tasks and agents, and interdependencies between system constraints. For example, if
an agent takes longer than predicted to complete a task, this will not only affect the score
obtained for that task, but is also likely to impact the arrival time of his next task. In
time-critical missions, this compounding effect will cause deteriorations in the performance
of the overall mission. As difficulties arise, agents can replan to reassign the team’s as19

sets in light of new information, however, it is likely that the initial imprecise allocations
will have caused the team to consume resources (e.g. fuel, power, ordnance) and may have
positioned agents such that it is difficult for them to respond effectively to new threats
and targets. Thus it is often better to explicitly hedge against the uncertainty, selecting
plans that “expect the unexpected” and are less sensitive to modeling errors and imprecise
information. In particular, if additional information or models for the planning parameters are available, these can be leveraged to produce plans that exhibit good robustness
properties [34, 35]. Examples of parameter uncertainty models could include probabilistic distributions, stochastic metrics such as moments, central moments or bounds, Markov
models, Gaussian processes, Bayesian nonparametric models, etc. The tradeoff for this increase in planner performance is a substantial (often exponential) growth in computational
complexity, since the planner must now consider the many possible outcomes provided by
the uncertainty models in addition to enumerating the planning options.
This thesis presents real-time distributed robust planning strategies that can effectively
embed uncertainty models of planning parameters into the score functions, transition dynamics, and constraints, creating plans that hedge against the inherent uncertainty. The
next few sections provide further insight into the key technical challenges and current solution methodologies associated with generating such planning strategies.

1.2

Literature Review

There are several research areas that address aspects of the robust planning problem for
large heterogeneous networked teams. Some of these are described in the following sections
and include cooperative planning strategies for autonomous networked teams, stochastic
planning approaches and robust optimization, and efficient inference techniques to represent
and sample from complex uncertainty models.

1.2.1

Planning Strategies

Many different methods have been considered for allocating tasks amongst a team of agents.
The basic problem can be formulated as a combinatorial optimization mixed-integer program, involving nonlinear dynamics and integer and continuous decision variables. Mixedinteger problems are significantly harder to solve than their linear programming counter-
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parts, and exhibit poor scalability since computation time increases exponentially with the
problem size [36]. For most problems of interest, optimal solution methods are computationally intractable motivating the development of many approximation techniques [36].
Centralized planning approaches, where a control center plans and distributes tasks to all
agents, usually require high bandwidth connections with a ground station (e.g. to transmit
received sensor data, and to dispense agent plans), and thus are resource intensive and react slowly to local changes in dynamic environments. Distributed algorithms, where agents
plan amongst themselves and coordinate with each other, present several advantages over
centralized solutions [51, 63, 148, 202], such as fewer resource requirements and faster reaction times to local information changes. One class of distributed combinatorial planning
algorithms involves using auction algorithms augmented with consensus protocols to allocate tasks over a team of agents while resolving conflicting assignments locally among the
agents [3, 58, 194]. An example is the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) [58], a
distributed auction protocol that guarantees conflict-free solutions despite inconsistencies in
situational awareness across the team. CBBA runs in polynomial time, demonstrating good
scalability with increasing numbers of agents and tasks, and enabling real-time distributed
planning for multi-agent networked teams1 .
Although several of these distributed planning algorithms have been successfully demonstrated through simulation and experimentation, their solution quality is dependent on the
accuracy of the underlying system models. Since plans generated deterministically are typically rigid and do not allow for much slack in plan execution, performance can degrade
substantially if the planning parameters are different than expected, possibly leading to
plan infeasibility [144]. Furthermore, since the underlying optimization problem is discrete in nature, it is difficult to predict and quantify in advance the repercussions of plan
deviations, motivating the study of robust planning strategies.

1.2.2

Robust and Stochastic Optimization

The problem of robust combinatorial optimization has been extensively explored in the literature, mostly within the context of centralized planning. Stochastic planning techniques
have been employed in several applications, ranging from operations research, to robust
1

This thesis builds upon the CBBA framework to address many realistic considerations associated with
planning for networked teams operating in uncertain and dynamic environments, in particular focusing on
robustness to communication and parameter uncertainty.
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portfolio optimization strategies [74, 143, 226], from dynamic vehicle routing [213], to UAV
operations [38, 40, 122, 123, 147, 187, 188]. The airline scheduling community has also explored the robust planning problem in the context of airline operations, focusing on issues
such as minimizing the impact of delays on fleet schedules, robust crew and resource allocation, and optimizing runway and taxi operations [15, 17, 18, 59, 125, 128, 129, 136, 200].
While these varied approaches provide valuable insights into the challenges and benefits
associated with robust planning, they also highlight several key issues. Firstly, robust planning involves solving large combinatorial optimization problems which scale poorly as the
problem size increases, especially when uncertainty must be explicitly accounted for (curse
of dimensionality [30]), and most approaches consider centralized solutions which cannot
easily be extended to distributed environments. Secondly, developing scoring and constraint
functions in the robust problem formulation involves coupling and combining probability
distributions, which is usually nontrivial unless limiting assumptions on the underlying
probability models are made (e.g. independent identically distributed parameters). Even
when analytic expressions for the combined distributions can be derived, stochastic metrics
(such as moments or expectations) cannot usually be computed in closed form. Finally,
as parameter distributions are updated (as additional information is acquired), the scoring
and constraint functions, combined distributions, and planner solution must be completely
recomputed to account for the new information.
Many of the stochastic planning algorithms employed in the above examples involve
maximizing the expected-value or average system performance [28]. In missions where
stronger performance guarantees than optimizing average scores are required, a stochastic
metric to mitigate the worst-case possible system performance can be used instead. Classical
“robust” formulations, that optimize worst-case system performance, have been considered
for integer programming problems [25, 34, 43, 154–156]. However, these approaches typically involve making several limiting assumptions about the problem formulation and the
form of the uncertainty, in order to maintain analytic and computational tractability (i.e.
linear program formulation, bounded and symmetric or ellipsoidal uncertainty models, independence between parameter distributions, etc.), which restrict the scope of the solution
methodologies making generalization to more complex realistic mission scenarios difficult.
Additionally, mitigating worst-case system performance is often too conservative, motivating the development of probabilistic planning approaches that reduce the risk of failure to
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within a predefined threshold [120, 121, 190]. In [35], the degree of conservatism can be
controlled by setting the maximum number of parameters that take their worst-case values, and the problem can be converted into an equivalent deterministic problem and solved
using standard approaches. Their solution provides robustness bounds for each constraint
being violated, but does not address the robustness of the overall solution. An alternative
chance-constrained formulation, presented in [55], guarantees system performance within
an allowable risk threshold. However, the coupling of the uncertainty under this formulation limits the applicability of the approach, especially when uncertainty is present in
the constraints, and the computational requirements associated with solving this optimization are much higher than the previous approaches. Recent work in [144] extends some of
these classical formulations to address robustness of the total solution and computational
tractability of the algorithms, however, the approach in [144] still assumes linear cost and
constraint formulations and specific forms of parameter uncertainty, and cannot be easily
extended to support the types of system dynamics and uncertainty models of interest in
this thesis (time-varying, nonlinear, nonmonotonic score functions, and nonsymmetric or
unbounded distributions, etc).

1.2.3

Representing Uncertainty

As mentioned in the previous section, working with uncertainty models within an optimization framework requires combining distributions and evaluating stochastic metrics, for
which analytic expressions cannot usually be derived unless the underlying distributions
are of very specific types (e.g. independent identically distributed random variables, Gaussian, exponential or Bernoulli distributions, etc). This limits the practical applicability
of using a typical Bayesian framework that, while theoretically sound, cannot be implemented directly except in a few very special cases, since the integrals required for most of
the essential Bayesian calculations (normalization, marginalization, computing moments,
etc) are often intractable [11, 67, 86]. To address these inference related issues, sampling
algorithms, that approximate complex distributions with a finite number of representative
samples, have been extensively explored. These algorithms, commonly known as Monte
Carlo methods, were originally developed in the 40’s [150] and have been widely used to
efficiently solve complex high-dimensional problems in a variety of fields such as statistics,
econometrics, decision analysis, physics and machine learning [11, 86]. Examples of com23

monly used Monte Carlo methods include rejection sampling, importance sampling and
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). MCMC methods in particular, have been widely
used in the literature, due to their simplicity, computational efficiency, and ability to represent very complex high-dimensional systems [11]. The most popular MCMC method is
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [97] and consists of the following steps: initialize the
system, draw a sample from some proposal distribution which is a function of the current
state, use the sample as the new state with some acceptance probability. A key feature
of the algorithm is that the acceptance probability involves a ratio of the proposal and
actual probability distributions and therefore does not require computing the normalization constant of either distribution, a property that can be exploited by many algorithms
involving Bayesian propagation. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is the most general
form of MCMC and it can be shown that several of the popular MCMC algorithms (Gibbs
sampling, simulated annealing, independence sampling, symmetric random walk Metropolis, etc.) are special cases of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm that use specific forms of
proposal distributions and acceptance probabilities [11, 67].
The main issues associated with MCMC algorithms are that they usually require a large
number of samples to obtain accurate representations, and algorithm convergence and performance are highly dependent on the choice of proposal distribution. It is difficult to design
a proposal distribution that is easy to sample from yet provides a realistic representation of
the underlying complex system, and this approach is typically empirical and problem dependent. Furthermore, it is difficult to assess convergence to stationarity and errors in the
estimates, since the very nature of the problem does not typically allow for the calculation
of a baseline truth [73]. But in spite of these difficulties, MCMC methods are promising
solutions to problems where there are often no other alternatives, and if specific distribution
forms are available (e.g. conditional conjugate distributions, etc), then algorithm convergence is typically fast and accurate. Another advantage of sampling algorithms, is that
individual samples can often be updated online using Bayesian updates or transition dynamics as the environment changes or more information is acquired (e.g. sequential Monte
Carlo or particle filtering algorithms [11, 189]), allowing for a reusable framework that does
not require resampling all the particles every time the uncertainty models are updated.
Stochastic planning algorithms that use sampling methods for inference have been developed mainly for continuous optimization problems (e.g. trajectory optimization, collision
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avoidance, etc), however, extensions to discrete optimization problems such as task allocation are nontrivial.
A key design decision, that drastically impacts the performance of the stochastic planning and sampling algorithms employed, consists of choosing the underlying uncertainty
models to represent the stochastic parameters of interest. This typically involves a tradeoff
between modeling the uncertain distributions as accurately as possible, and using uncertainty representations that work well within the planning framework. For example, if the
stochastic planning algorithms involve computing metrics over sums of random variables,
then only very few distributions under limiting assumptions allow these computations to be
performed analytically in closed form (e.g. independent identically distributed random variables with Gaussian, exponential or Bernoulli distributions), or if distribution parameters
must be updated in real time given new data acquired, then using conjugate distributions
allows for convenient recursive updates within the planner (e.g. gamma, Dirichlet, Gaussian), but generic distributions typically require recomputing the parameters given the new
data. The use of sampling algorithms within a stochastic planning framework allows for a
wider variety of uncertainty representations, alleviating several of these limitations, however
the performance and computational efficiency of these algorithms is highly dependent on
the uncertainty representations used (choice of proposal distribution, parameter dimensionality, number of modes, etc). A special example is the Gibbs sampler, where the use of
conditional conjugate distributions (such as Dirichlet) drastically improves algorithm performance, allowing for very efficient measurement updates [67]. The main challenges and
questions to consider when developing the underlying uncertainty representations are: how
to balance the tradeoff between choosing an efficient model versus realistically representing
the system dynamics, how accurately does the model represent the system given the current
data, how efficiently can the model be updated, and how well can the model adapt as new
information is acquired.

1.2.4

Remaining Challenges

The goal of this research is to develop real-time distributed robust planning strategies that
can effectively embed uncertainty models of planning parameters into the score functions,
transition dynamics, and constraints, creating plans that hedge against the inherent uncertainty. Although the current literature described in Section 1.2.2 provides many insights and
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useful lessons, the inherent assumptions adopted in most of the approaches (e.g. linearity,
independent homogeneous distributions, etc.) limits their applicability when planning for
more general realistic mission scenarios. The dynamic models associated with networked
teams of heterogeneous agents executing missions with temporal and spatial constraints
typically involve nonlinear time-varying functions, and the uncertainty models of interest
consist of nonsymmetric dependent distributions for which analytic expressions for sums of
random variables are usually not available. Due to these limitations, this thesis explores
the development of computationally efficient planning strategies that are flexible enough to
allow for heterogeneous agent dynamics and varied uncertainty representations.
There are several key challenges associated with this problem. The first involves developing methods to embed general models of parameter uncertainty into the planning
framework. This work explores numerical methods to efficiently represent complex uncertainty models, combined distributions, and stochastic metrics of interest through sampling
approaches (e.g. expectations, percentile thresholds, etc). Furthermore, to enable real-time
computationally efficient planning, this work employs polynomial-time approximation algorithms that incrementally build solutions (e.g. sequential greedy) rather than optimal
algorithms that enumerate all possible assignments (NP-hard). The main challenge therein
is to ensure that the uncertainty of the total solution is represented appropriately when
making these incremental decisions. Furthermore, when planning for large-scale networked
teams operating in dynamic environments it is advantageous to consider distributed planning strategies, however, most of the distributed approaches described in Section 1.2.1 cannot be trivially extended to account for parameter uncertainty and robustness. This work
presents a robust distributed planning framework that extends state-of-the-art distributed
algorithms to include uncertainty models. Since most of these distributed algorithms involve
consensus on plans between the different agents, the key challenge here lies in ensuring that
the uncertainty can be represented locally within each agent’s planning process, while still
guaranteeing convergence of the distributed algorithm. This thesis extends the ConsensusBased Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) presented in [58] and leverages its converge guarantees
under varying agent situational awareness to ensure that agents can create robust plans
locally given their own uncertainty representations. The next section provides details on
the specific extensions of CBBA and contributions of this thesis.
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1.3

Thesis Contributions

This thesis addresses the problem of real-time robust distributed planning for multi-agent
networked teams operating in uncertain and dynamic environments. In particular, several
extensions and variants to the baseline CBBA algorithm presented in [58] are proposed and
discussed, enabling distributed real-time planning in time-critical, communication-limited,
and uncertain environments. The specific contributions of this thesis are described as follows:
1. This thesis extends CBBA to handle time-critical mission considerations, where timevarying score functions can be optimized within the CBBA algorithmic framework to
enable dynamic planning for agents and tasks with specific timing constraints (e.g.
task time-windows of validity, time-varying rewards for time-critical tasks, agent velocities). In particular, the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm
proposed in Section 4.2 modifies the bundle construction process of CBBA to explicitly optimize task execution times as well as agent assignments, enabling both spatial
and temporal coordination of multi-agent teams in dynamic mission scenarios. The
algorithm performance was validated through simulations, and a real-time replanning
architecture was designed and implemented to enable real-time experiments for heterogeneous networked teams. Flight test experiments involving multi-agent dynamic
search and track missions were performed in an indoor flight test facility at the MIT
Aerospace Controls Lab using heterogeneous teams of quadrotor UAVs and robotic
ground vehicles, demonstrating the real-time applicability of the distributed planning
algorithms.
2. This thesis extends the CBBA planning framework to enable conflict-free distributed
planning in the presence of network disconnects due to communication-limited operating environments. The proposed approach, described in Section 4.3, employs a
local distributed task space partitioning strategy, where the sets of tasks available
to the different agent sub-networks are disjoint, thus ensuring conflict-free solutions.
Simulation and experimental flight tests validated the proposed algorithms, showing
improved performance over the baseline CBBA algorithm, but with lower communication and computational overhead than centralized strategies which require a priori
task space partitioning at every replan iteration.
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3. In Section 4.4, we develop a distributed cooperative planning algorithm that builds
upon the CBBA framework to enable agents to maintain network connectivity in
communication-limited environments. The algorithm, named CBBA with Relays,
guarantees network connectivity for agents performing tasks that require a live connection (e.g. video streaming), by locally incentivizing under-utilized agents to act as
communication relays for other agents within a distributed framework. The proposed
algorithm explicitly handles the joint network connectivity constraints through a local distributed network prediction phase, and cooperation between agents is enabled
through the local creation of relay tasks by the agents that require a network connection. The CBBA with Relays algorithm is guaranteed to converge, runs in real-time,
and guarantees network connectivity while tasks are being executed. The algorithm
was validated through simulation, and indoor and outdoor flight test experiments,
demonstrating real-time applicability.
4. In Chapter 5, we extend the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm of
Section 4.2 to explicitly account for robustness in the planning process. A real-time
distributed robust planning framework, named Robust CBBA, is proposed, which
can leverage probabilistic models of planning parameters and different distributable
stochastic metrics to hedge against parameter uncertainty. The algorithm employs
sampling approaches to compute agent path scores given different stochastic metrics
within the CBBA bundle construction process, enabling polynomial-time algorithm
convergence. The Robust CBBA framework leverages a recent submodular extension
of CBBA proposed by Johnson [106] to guarantee distributed algorithm convergence
given different stochastic metrics, and uses the convergence guarantees of CBBA under
varying situational awareness to allow agents to individually construct their robust
plans given local uncertainty representations. The Robust CBBA algorithm was implemented using two stochastic metrics, the expected-value metric and the worst-case
stochastic metric, and used to plan for heterogeneous multi-agent teams performing
search and track missions in uncertain environments. Simulation results are provided
demonstrating real-time applicability, and showing that Robust CBBA improves performance over the baseline CBBA algorithm and achieves results similar to centralized
planning strategies, validating the distributed approach.
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5. In Chapter 6, we extend the Robust CBBA framework proposed in Chapter 5 to
optimize performance in environments where low probability of failure is required.
The approach uses a chance-constrained stochastic metric that provides probabilistic guarantees on achievable mission performance given allowable risk thresholds. A
distributed approximation to the chance-constrained metric is proposed to enable the
use of Robust CBBA in these risk-aware environments, and constraints on individual
risk allocations are derived to guarantee equivalence between the centralized chanceconstrained optimization and the distributed approximation. Different risk allocation
strategies for homogeneous and heterogeneous teams are proposed that approximate
the agent and mission score distributions a priori, and results are provided comparing
the performance of these in time-critical mission scenarios. The distributed chanceconstrained CBBA algorithm was validated through simulation trials, and the results
showed improved performance over baseline CBBA and over worst-case conservative planning strategies given allowable risk thresholds. Furthermore, the distributed
chance-constrained approximation algorithm proposed in Chapter 6 achieved similar
results to those obtained by centralized chance-constrained methods, validating the
distributed approximation.
The next section describes the layout of the thesis.

1.4

Thesis Layout

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 defines the task allocation
problem statement, the time-varying version of the task allocation problem statement, and
the specific task allocation formulation considered in this thesis. It also provides a discussion on different robust metrics that can be used in stochastic planning environments and
formalizes the language and variables used throughout this thesis. The chapter ends by
discussing common solution approaches to multi-agent planning problems explored in the
literature within a centralized framework.
Chapter 3 provides background on distributed planning, describing various architectural decisions that must be addressed when implementing real-time planning algorithms
for autonomous multi-agent teams. In particular, insights are provided on when centralized, distributed, and decentralized architectures can be used given the communication
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infrastructure and available computational resources of the multi-agent system. Different
considerations and challenges associated with distributed planning are discussed, and algorithms that can be utilized within distributed planning frameworks are identified. One
particular algorithm, the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) [58], is highlighted as
an algorithm which is well-suited to dynamic real-time planning environments, and provides
the foundation for the remainder of the work in this thesis.
Chapter 4 describes the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) developed by Choi
et al. [58], and presents key extensions and variants developed in this thesis to address
dynamic mission planning in realistic environments. Section 4.1 describes the baseline
CBBA algorithm proposed in [58]. Section 4.2 proposes an extension to CBBA that enables
optimization given time-varying score functions and dynamic mission scenarios (CBBA
with Time-Varying Score Functions). Section 4.3 presents strategies to ensure conflictfree solutions in the presence of network disconnects through local task space partitioning
methods. And, Section 4.4 proposes a cooperative planning algorithm (CBBA with Relays),
that builds upon the baseline CBBA framework to enable cooperative mission execution in
communication-limited environments through the use of relay tasks.
Chapter 5 describes how uncertainty models of planning parameters can be leveraged
within the distributed planning framework to create robust plans that explicitly hedge
against the uncertainty. A stochastic planning extension to the distributed CBBA algorithm is proposed (Robust CBBA), describing how expected-value and worst-case stochastic
metrics can be embedded within the planning framework using numerical sampling techniques. Finally results for homogeneous and heterogeneous networked teams are provided
demonstrating performance improvements for multi-agent teams operating in uncertain and
dynamic environments.
Chapter 6 explores the use of the chance-constrained stochastic metric, which provides
more flexibility over the conservatism of the solution, and discusses the different distributed
planning considerations associated with risk-aware planning. A distributed approximation
of the centralized chance-constrained optimization is proposed which can be used within
the Robust CBBA framework, and different methods to allocate risk amongst the different agents are discussed. Finally, simulation results for homogeneous and heterogeneous
networked teams are provided, validating the proposed approach. Chapter 7 presents a
summary of the thesis contributions and directions for future work.
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Appendix A provides detailed derivations for the different risk allocation strategies proposed in Chapter 6, discussing how risk can be allocated amongst the different agents given
homogeneous and heterogeneous teams. And finally, Appendix B describes joint work with
Cornell University, where a distributed information-based planning framework was created
to address the issue of how to obtain better data to improve models and reduce uncertainty.
The proposed approach involves a novel planning and estimation architecture, where the
goal of maximizing information is a primary objective for each of the algorithms at every step, producing a cohesive framework that strategically addresses the main mission
objectives.
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Chapter 2
Problem Statement
This chapter defines the generic problem formulation and a few key variants, formalizing
the language and variables used throughout this thesis. It also discusses common solution
approaches to multi-agent planning problems.

2.1
2.1.1

Problem Formulations
Multi-Agent Task Allocation

Given a team of Na agents and set of Nt tasks, the goal of the task allocation algorithm is to
find a matching of tasks to agents that maximizes some global reward (see Figure 2-1). The
global objective function for the mission is given by a sum over local objective functions for
each agent-task pair, which are in turn functions of the agent assignments and the set of
planning parameters. This task assignment problem can be written as the following integer
program,

max
x

s.t.

Na X
Nt
X

cij (x, θ)

(2.1)

i=1 j=1

G(x, θ) ≤ b
x∈X

where the decision variable x is the global assignment comprised of all agent-task pairings
xij denoting whether agent i is assigned to task j (i.e. X , {0, 1}Na ×Nt ). In the above
formulation, θ is a set of planning parameters that affect the score calculation (e.g. fuel
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Figure 2-1: Task allocation example for a networked team of UAVs performing target search
and track tasks at different locations. Blue arrows denote the path of each UAV, and the
red X’s represent task locations with associated score values.
costs, task rewards, agent and task positions, etc.), and cij is the reward agent i receives
for task j given the overall assignment x and parameters θ. The optimization problem is
subject to a set of constraints, G(x, θ) ≤ b, where G = [g1 , . . . , gNc ]T and b = [b1 , . . . , bNc ]T
defining Nc possibly nonlinear constraints of the form gk (x, θ) ≤ bk , capturing vehicle
transition dynamics, resource limitations, etc. This generalized problem formulation can
accommodate several different design objectives and constraints commonly used in multiagent decision making problems. Some examples include search and surveillance missions
where cij could represent the value of acquired information and the constraints gk could
capture fuel limitations and no-fly zones, or human-robot missions where cij and gk could
capture interactions between operators and autonomous agents.
An important observation is that, in Eq. (2.1), the scoring and constraint functions are
explicitly dependent upon the decision variables in x, making this complex combinatorial
decision problem very difficult to solve in general (NP-hard) due to the inherent system
interdependencies [36]. Examples of this type of multi-agent multi-task allocation problem include the well-studied Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and the Dynamic Vehicle
Routing Problem (DVRP) [213], which are widely recognized as complex, computationallyintensive optimization problems.
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2.1.2

Multi-Agent Task Allocation With Time-Varying Score Functions

It is often of interest to consider dynamic task allocation problems where rewards can
change over time. For example, some tasks, such as scheduled landings at airports, can
have specific time-windows of validity, or other tasks, such as rescue operations, may be
time-critical favouring earlier task service times (see Figure 2-2 for examples of time-varying
score functions). In these types of time-dependent scenarios, the task allocation framework
can be extended to include selection of task service times as well as task allocations. This
can be formulated as the following mixed-integer program,

max
x,τ

s.t.

Na X
Nt
X

cij (x, τ , θ)

(2.2)

i=1 j=1

G(x, τ , θ) ≤ b
x∈X
τ ∈T

where τ is an additional set of real-positive decision variables τij indicating when agent
i will execute its assigned task j, and τij = ∅ if task j is not assigned to agent i (i.e.
T , {R+ ∪ ∅}Na ×Nt ). In this formulation the constraints are functions of the task execution
times as well, gk (x, τ , θ) ≤ bk , allowing time-varying constraints to be represented in the
optimization (e.g. time-varying agent dynamics, temporal constraints and dependencies
between tasks, etc.). Examples of time-varying multi-agent multi-task allocation problems
in the literature include DVRP with time-windows (DVRPTW) [213], servicing impatient
customers with strict service time-windows [167], and developing MILP frameworks and
hybrid models for DVRPTW problems [71, 110].
The above formulations specified in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) are generic enough to accommodate explicit agent cooperation through coupled score functions. As an example, if a
task requires two (or more) agents for successful completion (e.g. remotely piloted UAV’s
require assigning the UAV asset and the human operator simultaneously), then the two
agents i and k must collaborate to perform task j, thus xij and xkj are both 1, and cij and
ckj depend upon both xij and xkj being assigned. Similarly, tasks may have dependencies
between them. For example, a rescue mission might require a UAV search task to locate
the victim and a subsequent ground convoy task to perform the rescue. In this framework,
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Figure 2-2: Examples of time-varying score functions for different types of tasks.
the ground convoy rescue task m would only receive a positive score if the UAV search task
j is assigned as well, thus for any agent i, cim is dependent on both xim and x?j being assigned1 . These types of coupled problems are very complex and difficult to solve, especially
in distributed environments, due to all the inherent interdependencies in the system. Furthermore, because of this extreme generality, the cardinality of the state-space in Eq. (2.2)
is uncountably infinite and thus is a very difficult space to search, even approximately.
The following section describes some simplifying assumptions regarding task independence
and agent independence that are typically added to the above formulations to make solution approaches tractable. For further discussion on cooperative planning through coupled
constraints see Whitten et al. [220].

2.1.3

Simplifying Assumptions and Constraint Specifications

The first assumption employed in this thesis is that every task may be assigned to at
most one agent (i.e. two or more agents cannot be assigned to the same task). This is a
standard assumption often made in the task allocation literature [58], and is beneficial for
the optimization framework because it has the effect of dramatically reducing the cardinality
of X . This task service uniqueness constraint is formalized as
Na
X

xij ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ J

(2.3)

i=1

xij ∈ {0, 1},

∀(i, j) ∈ I × J

where I , {1, . . . , Na } and J , {1, . . . , Nt } are the index sets that iterate over agents
and tasks respectively. The constraint in Eq. (2.3) ensures that the algorithm returns a
conflict-free matching of tasks to agents that maximizes the global reward2 . Even though
this constraint explicitly prohibits multiple agents from performing the same task, it still
1

In this notation ? is used to represent any agent. In other words, the score that agent i receives for
selecting task m is dependent on whether task j is assigned (possibly to another agent) or not.
2
An assignment is said to be conflict-free if each task is assigned to no more than one agent.
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allows for cooperation given some creative task construction. For example, some approaches
like posting multiple tasks at the same location and time (implying cooperation will take
place) are a brute force way to establish cooperation at a task location. Other approaches
encode this cooperation explicitly as more complicated coupling constraints (see Whitten
et al. [220]).
The second assumption employed is that the scores agents receive for their tasks are
independent of other agents’ assignments, locations, and plans3 . Therefore, agent i’s score
is a function of xi , {xi1 , . . . , xiNt }, a subset of the global assignment x denoting the task
assignments for agent i, and τ i , {τi1 , . . . , τiNt }, a vector of corresponding task execution
times for agent i which is a subset of τ . Using this assumption, the global objective function
for the mission can be written as a sum over local objective functions for each agent, where
each local reward is determined as a function of the tasks assigned to that agent xi , the
times at which those tasks will be executed τ i , and the set of planning parameters θ. The
expression for the global objective function is given by

max
x,τ

Na
X



Nt
X


i=1


cij (xi , τ i , θ)

j=1

A third simplifying assumption that would be useful to reduce the coupling between
decision variables involves task independence, where the score achieved for each task is
independent of the completion of all other tasks and locations of all other agents. Unfortunately, in time-varying domains, tasks are not usually independent, since what an agent
does prior to arriving at a task potentially impacts the agent’s arrival time at that particular
task. It is useful in the optimization, however, to encode this temporal task dependence
into the task execution decision variables explicitly (i.e. τij is a function of the tasks agent
i does prior to executing task j). This enables the reward function to be decoupled so
that the only two things that affect the score of the task are the capabilities of the agent
servicing the task (including the availability of the agent due to commitments of servicing
other tasks) and what time the task is actually serviced. The local agent-task scores cij
thus become functions of τij and θ only. Using these simplifications the global objective
3

This assumption is employed throughout most of the algorithms used in this thesis, however, Section
4.4 considers a more complex problem that involves coupling between agents’ assignments. In particular, in
Section 4.4, task scores are dependent on network connectivity, which is a function of the agents’ positions
over time. The CBBA with Relays algorithm proposed in that section further illustrates how complex it is
to explicitly include cooperation and coupling between agents in distributed planning environments.
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function can be written as
Na
X

max



Nt
X



x,τ

i=1


cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij 

(2.4)

j=1

where the new variable pi is the path agent i takes given assignment vector xi . The path
pi , {pi1 , . . . , pi|pi | } is an ordered sequence of tasks composed of elements pin ∈ J for
n = {1, . . . , |pi |}, where the k th element, pik ∈ J , is the index of the task that agent i
conducts at the k th point along the path.
Note that implicit in the task allocation optimization is a path-generation problem
which further exacerbates the computational complexity of the combinatorial optimization
(i.e. a full solution to the task allocation optimization not only specifies which tasks agents
will perform, but also in what order they will execute these). Typically path generation
involves finding the most efficient order in which to execute the tasks specified by xi . For
time-varying domains this involves solving

max
τ i ,pi

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij

j=1

which can be thought of as a two-step process,

max max
pi

τi

Nt
X


cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij 

j=1

where the inner optimization is solved to obtain the optimal task service times τ ?i for each
given path pi , and the outer optimization iterates over all possible paths pi to obtain the
best path p?i . In most planning algorithms, conservative estimates of the maneuvering
capabilities of the agents are typically used to make predictions about routes and timing
[22, 179, 195]. Most algorithms in the literature employ path approximations, such as
straight-line paths or Dubin’s car paths, and the accuracy of the timing and cost estimates
used in the planner depend upon these approximation models, possibly leading to poor
performance if the actual optimized paths vary greatly from those assumed in the task
allocation process.
Finally, it is sometimes useful to impose a maximum path length for each agent, Li ,
limiting the amount of tasks that can be assigned to that agent. The maximum path length
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constraint can be written as
Nt
X

xij ≤ Li ,

∀i ∈ I

(2.5)

j=1

and can be used to simulate resource constraints (e.g. fuel, ordnance) instead of explicitly
accounting for these in the optimization, thus further simplifying the problem statement.
More importantly, this constraint can be imposed as an artificial constraint to help with
computation and communication efficiency in the planning algorithms, and is often paired
with an implicit receding time horizon to guarantee that an agent does not commit to tasks
too far in the future, exhausting its path length.
Similar simplifications regarding agent and task independence can be introduced in the
constraint formulations, G(x, τ , θ) ≤ b, to reduce the complexity and coupling associated
with the multi-agent optimization. This work assumes that there are no constraints other
than those imposed by conflict-free assignments and maximum path lengths as described
above. Combining the assumptions and simplifications specified in Eqs. (2.3), (2.4) and
(2.5) gives the following problem formulation for multi-agent task allocation in time-varying
environments which will be used throughout this thesis:

max
x,τ

s.t.

Na
X



Nt
X


i=1
Nt
X


cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij 

(2.6)

j=1

xij ≤ Li ,

∀i ∈ I

j=1
Na
X

xij ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ J

i=1

xij ∈ {0, 1},

∀(i, j) ∈ I × J

τij ∈ {R+ ∪ ∅},

∀(i, j) ∈ I × J

An advantage of formulating the problem as in Eq. (2.6) is that distributing the computation
across multiple agents becomes significantly easier. Given a global assignment x, composed
of individual agent assignments xi , each agent can optimize its own path pi and select
its own task service times τ i . Thus the primary source of distributed coupling in the task
allocation problem is restricted to the choice of the assignment vector x and the conflict-free
constraint.
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Even with the above simplifications, this optimization problem remains a complex combinatorial decision problem, with many nonlinearities and interdependencies, for which
optimal solution approaches are NP-hard [36]. Furthermore, the planning process depends
on the system parameters θ, which are usually assumed to be deterministic. However, in
realistic missions, the true values of the planning parameters are typically unknown and
only approximations are available (estimates, distributions, etc.). Given stochastic planning parameters, the planning process must account for the uncertainty in θ in Eq. (2.6),
further exacerbating computational intractability [31]. The next section provides details on
how to model this uncertainty within the planning framework.

2.1.4

Planning in Uncertain Domains

An important issue associated with planning for networked multi-agent teams is that planning algorithms rely on underlying system models, which are often subject to uncertainty.
This uncertainty can result from many sources including: inaccurate modeling due to simplifications, assumptions, and/or parameter errors; fundamentally nondeterministic processes
(e.g. sensor readings, stochastic dynamics); and dynamic local information changes. Differences between planner models and actual system dynamics cause degradations in mission
performance. Furthermore, the impact of these discrepancies on the overall quality of the
plan is typically hard to quantify in advance due to nonlinear effects, coupling between
tasks and agents, and interdependencies between system constraints. For example, longerthan-expected task service times not only affect the scores received for those tasks, but also
impact the arrival times of subsequent tasks in an agent’s path (see Figure 2-3). These
types of propagation effects can be catastrophic in certain environments (e.g. time-critical
missions), however, if uncertainty models of planning parameters are available they can be
leveraged to create robust plans that explicitly hedge against the inherent uncertainty to
improve mission performance.
For example, consider the problem definition introduced in Eq. (2.6) but where the
planning parameters θ are random variables. Assume that a model of the uncertainty
is available, where θ ∈ Θ and is distributed according to the joint probability density
function (PDF), f (θ). Stochastic planning algorithms can use the information provided in
f (θ) to create plans that explicitly account for the variability and coupling of the uncertain
parameters in the score functions cij . There are several metrics that can be used to account
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(a) Proposed Schedule

(b) Actual Schedule

Figure 2-3: Illustration of task coupling given uncertain task durations. Figure (a) shows
the agent’s proposed schedule. Figure (b) shows the agent’s actual achieved task durations,
where the longer-than-expected duration of the first task impacted the arrival times for the
second and third tasks as well. In time-critical missions, this would result in lower-thanexpected task scores for all three impacted tasks.
for uncertainty in the planning formulation. Perhaps the most common approach is to
maximize the expected mission performance [28], where the objective function from Eq. (2.6)
becomes,

max
x,τ




Na
Nt
X

X

cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij 
Eθ


i=1

(2.7)

j=1

Note that optimizing Eq. (2.7) is not the same as deterministically planning using the
mean values of uncertain planning parameters θ̄ = Eθ {θ}, which can often lead to poor
planning performance since the problem formulation fails to capture the nontrivial coupling
of uncertainty in scores, dynamics and constraints. This is especially problematic when
scores are coupled, and can lead to biased predictions that drastically misrepresent the
actual expected performance.
While optimizing Eq. (2.7) provides a plan that maximizes the expected performance
of the system, an actual single run execution of this best expected plan is still subject to
the uncertainty in the environment, and may result in a relatively poor plan (worse than
expected) with some non-zero probability. If the current mission tolerance to failure is very
low, a more conservative planning objective involves maximizing the worst-case scenario
(sometimes referred to as robust in the literature [33]),

max
x,τ




Na
Nt

X
X

min
cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij 

θ 
i=1

j=1
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(2.8)

Optimizing Eq. (2.8) guarantees that the plan execution will result in a score no worse than
that predicted by the algorithm, however, in general, execution of the robust plan typically
leads to scores higher than the worst case, and for missions of general interest, maximizing
this worst-case lower bound is usually far too conservative.
Several robust optimization and stochastic optimization methods, that find the best solution within some predefined risk threshold, have been developed to mitigate this issue of
conservatism [33, 157]. One such approach involves optimizing a risk-adjusted expected performance, where a risk function R(cij ) biases the original cost function cij towards more conservative solutions to account for the acceptable level of risk. Another approach is to bound
the domain of the uncertainty set θ to be within certain ranges, θ ∈ [Θmin , Θmax ] ⊂ Θ
(e.g. ellipsoids for specified confidence intervals [24]), or to take on a set of discrete representative values θ ∈ [θ 1 , . . . , θ k ] ⊂ Θ (e.g. by constructing representative uncertainty sets
[32, 56]), thus limiting the support of the uncertain parameters. Classical robust convex optimization techniques can then be used to solve the resulting approximate problem [25, 31].
Although these approaches provide methods to control the conservatism or risk associated
with the planning solution, there are a few issues which makes their practical implementation difficult. Firstly, it is not usually obvious how to design the risk functions R(cij ) or
the bounded uncertainty sets for θ, and the selection of these is typically problem specific,
time consuming and ad-hoc. A more serious issue, however, is that when a global risk
threshold is available, the metric of interest is the cumulative risk of the total solution, not
the individual parameter or task risks, and it is difficult to quantify how these individual
parameter bounds will affect the risk of the global solution. Nonlinearities in the cost functions, complex variable coupling and interdependencies, and discrete optimization effects,
often affect the solution in unpredictable ways, and it is therefore hard to ensure that the
total mission outcome is within the desired risk threshold by simply bounding the support
of the random variables individually.
An alternative approach that guarantees that the global mission performance will be
within a certain risk threshold is the chance-constrained formulation [45, 66, 157],
max
x,τ

s.t.

y

(2.9)





Na
Nt

X
X

Pθ
cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij  > y ≥ 1 − 


i=1

j=1
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The goal of Eq. (2.9) is to maximize the worst-case score within the allowable risk threshold
specified by  (can be interpreted as guaranteeing that solution will be at least as good as
y with probability greater than or equal to 1 − ). When  = 0, the score is guaranteed
to be at least y with probability one (absolute worst-case), and the chance-constrained
formulation reduces to the robust formulation of Eq. (2.8). When  = 0.5, the chanceconstrained formulation is equivalent to optimizing the median performance of the system
(similar to optimizing the mean for symmetric distributions). Thus setting the risk value
 appropriately provides control over the conservatism of the solution within a consistent
framework. The main drawback of the chance-constrained formulation is that it makes
the optimization difficult to solve (analytically and computationally), especially given the
extensive coupling between agents and tasks (double sum over distributions). Previous
work has mainly considered linear or quadratic optimization with continuous variables [45,
66, 157], where, under special circumstances, optimal solutions and bounds can be found
analytically. However, the task allocation formulation presented in Eq. (2.6) is a mixedinteger program, and these techniques cannot be easily extended to discrete optimization,
especially given nonlinear and heterogeneous score functions with coupled distributions.
Furthermore, these solution strategies are centralized and cannot be trivially extended to
distributed environments. This thesis addresses these issues by proposing robust distributed
planning strategies that can incorporate the stochastic metrics described in this section
to improve the performance of multi-agent networked teams operating in uncertain and
dynamic environments.

2.2

Solution Algorithms

Task allocation for autonomous multi-agent systems has been widely considered throughout the literature, and various researcher have addressed many aspects of the problem [19,
22, 52, 53, 112, 127, 148, 166, 184, 191, 198, 201], including traditional methods for solving Traveling Salesman Problems (TSPs) and Vehicle Routing Problems (VRPs) from the
operations research (OR) and artificial intelligence (AI) communities [60, 213]. Exact optimization methods such as Branch and Bound, Branch and Cut, Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSPs), and Dynamic Programming (DP) have been used to solve the problem
to optimality, using standard software solvers such as CPLEX [102]. While guaranteed
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to yield optimal results, these methods are computationally intensive, and the complexity
associated with most combinatorial optimization problems typically make optimal solution
techniques intractable. As a result, numerous approximation methods have been proposed
to address these complexity issues.
An important observation is that, not only are optimal solution techniques computationally intractable for most problems of interest, they are also only optimal with respect to
the objective function and underlying system models, which are often necessarily approximate, further motivating the use of approximation methods. Classical heuristic methods,
such as constructive and two phase methods, have been used to solve large VRP problems
relatively quickly [126], but these methods often generate solutions that are far from optimal. Different heuristic methods such as Tabu-Search [92], Cross-Entropy [64, 140, 215],
Particle Swarm Optimization [62, 192], Genetic Algorithms [57, 72, 203] and Evolutionary
Algorithms [158, 175] have also been proposed in recent years to solve these complex optimization problems. Although these approximations help to reduce the computation time as
compared to exact methods, most of these algorithms are still computationally intractable
for real-time replanning environments with complex constraints.
Several strategies have been considered in the literature to further reduce the computation time required to solve these problems. One approach is to reduce the problem
size by limiting the duration (in time or plan length) using a receding horizon formulation
[9, 52, 113]. A key challenge here, however, is to develop an effective and computationally efficient approximation of the “cost-to-go” from the terminal point of the plan, to
avoid having an overly short-sighted planner. Other authors have identified several efficient mixed-integer linear programming formulations that dramatically reduce the number
of variables and constraints in the problem, significantly alleviating the computational effort required. Although problem specific and applicable only in certain environments, these
formulations cover a variety of UAV task assignment problems of practical interest [5, 6].
Other approaches have considered fast constant-factor approximate algorithms for multiUAV assignment problems, which involve making mild assumptions to approximate the
vehicle dynamics (e.g. constraints on turning radius, etc.) [179]. Finally, recent work has
considered employing learning techniques to guide the MILP solution process [16]. The approach involves using machine learning to efficiently estimate the objective function values
of the LP-relaxations to within an error bound, and to use that information to perform fast
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inference at run time for new but similar relaxation problems that occur when the system
dynamics and/or the environment changes slightly.
Although not the primary focus of this thesis, it is worth mentioning that planning for
autonomous multi-agent teams has been considered within frameworks other than mixedinteger programming. In particular, the Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework has
been widely studied in the literature for both deterministic and stochastic planning problems. The following is a very brief description of MDPs, however, it is interesting to note that
the primary issues with mixed-integer multi-agent planning (e.g. computational tractability
and scalability, agent modeling and representations, real-time dynamic planning, etc.) are
major considerations within this framework as well. Markov Decision Processes provide
a formal architecture for representing stochastic sequential decision making problems for
multi-agent teams [49, 209]. Cooperative planners based on MDPs have shown tremendous
versatility in modeling multi-agent systems [41, 96, 206, 217], and the associated solution
algorithms, such as dynamic programming, have enabled near-optimal solutions in many
application domains. As with mixed-integer programming however, a well-known issue
is that MDPs and related dynamic programming techniques suffer from bad scalability
[23], and quickly become intractable as the number of participating agents increases. As
a result, many approximation algorithms have been developed to mitigate this computational challenge, including linear function approximation, Bellman residual minimization,
least-squares temporal difference, and other approximate dynamic programming strategies [28, 48, 49, 75, 89, 124, 138, 196, 208, 210]. While many of these approaches have
been successfully used to solve large multi-agent problems which would otherwise remain
intractable [42, 206], most have fundamental challenges similar to mixed-integer programming methods, such as difficulty in selecting appropriate approximation architectures or
absence of proper guidance in tuning algorithm parameters. For further details on MDPs
and multi-agent MDPs the reader is referred to [42, 88, 171, 182].
Most of the approaches discussed in this section are centralized solution strategies,
meaning that all of the planning relevant computation occurs in a single location. The
following chapter discusses how to break this centralized assumption and highlights different
strategies, issues, and challenges associated with distributing the optimization over multiple
agents.
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Chapter 3
Distributed Planning
This chapter discusses various architectural decisions that must be addressed when implementing online planning algorithms for autonomous multi-agent teams. In particular,
insights are provided on when centralized, distributed, and decentralized architectures can
be used given the communication infrastructure and available computational resources of
the multi-agent system. Different considerations and challenges associated with distributed
planning are discussed, and algorithms that can be utilized within distributed planning
frameworks are identified.

3.1
3.1.1

Distributed Planning Components
Planning Architectures

When planning for autonomous multi-agent networked teams, there are several planning
architectures that can be considered depending on the mission scenario, available resources,
operating environment, and communication infrastructure [105, 171, 201, 204]. This section
formalizes definitions for three planning architectures that can be employed given different
computational resources and communication environments: centralized, distributed, and
decentralized. The differences between these architectures are highlighted with regards
to how agents can handle consensus and cooperation in the assignment space, whether
the underlying algorithms require synchronization or not, and how these choices affect the
performance of algorithms within these respective environments1 .
1

For a more detailed description of centralized, distributed, and decentralized architectures, and the
different issues associated with underlying planning algorithms within these environments, the reader is
referred to [105, 171].
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Centralized planning architectures refer to multi-agent algorithms that can run on a single machine, and where information exchange between different modules of the algorithm
occurs through shared memory. Fast centralized algorithms are often implemented using
parallelized computation structures that can take advantage of the large number of cores
available in modern computer systems. Since all modules in the algorithm have instant
access to the current global shared memory state, communication cost between modules is
effectively negligible (communication cost includes both the additional resources required
to facilitate communication and the associated delays introduced by explicit message passing). As a result, centralized planning architectures are often very good choices, even when
planning for multi-agent teams. Figure 3-1(a) illustrates an example of planning for a networked team of UAVs using a centralized planning architecture. In some environments,
however, enabling agents with more autonomy may be more suitable. For example, if
planning parameters are changing rapidly (e.g. agent state, task parameters, environment
variables), and large amounts of data have to be transmitted to the centralized solver’s
location, a centralized architecture may not be ideal. Remote processing of data to extract
useful information prior to communicating with the base station may be more appropriate
(referred to as distributed processing [204]), or the agents could converge locally on new
assignments given the updated information without ever communicating with a centralized
location (referred to as distributed problem solving [204]). Furthermore, the solution speed
and quality of centralized solvers is limited by the accuracy of the communication and the
rate at which information is received. Given slow, unreliable, or expensive communication
channels, passing large amounts of (possibly irrelevant) data through the network may not
be justifiable. If most of the information needed by each agent to create its cooperative
assignments is obtained locally, much faster response times might be obtained by keeping
all relevant planning computations local as well, and sharing only the results of these local
computations with other agents.
Distributed planning architectures consist of algorithms that run as separate modules,
where each of these distributed algorithmic pieces uses its own memory partition to store
data associated with the planning process, and where relevant information is shared between the modules through reliable communication channels. This communication aspect
introduces an additional layer of complexity over centralized algorithms, since there are
communication costs and delays typically associated with sharing information. Distributed
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algorithms typically rely on a strong communication infrastructure, meaning that each distributed node has knowledge of the existence of all other nodes it is able to communicate
with, and assumes that messages between nodes will be sent and received reliably and with
low latency. The main trade-off to consider when moving from a centralized to a distributed
architecture is that the additional time and resources associated with message communication must be offset by the additional computation available by using multiple machines.
For example, if the computational load of an optimization problem is too immense for
a single (possibly multi-core) machine, distributed algorithms could be used to split the
problem into modules over multiple machines communicating through reliable channels.
For the multi-agent applications considered in this thesis, distributed algorithms are better
suited than centralized algorithms, since they perform better when information is being
acquired remotely (see Figure 3-1(b)). For example, in cooperative planning environments,
this could involve an agent observing a local event, changing its own plan based on this
newly observed information, and then reliably communicating the results to the rest of the
distributed modules, as opposed to communicating the raw data associated with the local
event. This local processing tends to dramatically reduce the overall communication load
on the system while using a similar amount of computation as a centralized architecture.
As mentioned before, distributed algorithms rely on stable communication channels and
information sharing. If communication links are not sufficiently reliable, performance may
degrade significantly, motivating the use of decentralized algorithms.
A decentralized planning architecture consists of independent agents planning autonomously
for themselves in environments with unreliable and sporadic communication infrastructures,
where there are no rigid constraints and guarantees placed on message delays, network connectivity, program execution rates, or message arrival reliability. In these types of environments, algorithms cannot rely on information being shared appropriately between the
modules, thereby limiting the amount of coordination and cooperation achievable. As a
result, these algorithms may be conservative and have lower performance than distributed
architectures when communication conditions are actually favorable, but they are also more
robust to drastic changes in the communication environment. Fully decentralized algorithms
enable the sparsely connected agents with a high degree of autonomy, since they do not place
rigid rules on how agents must interact. In addition, in weak communication environments,
decentralized algorithms can allow large teams to interact efficiently, without bogging down
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(a) Centralized Planning

(b) Distributed and Decentralized Planning

Figure 3-1: Illustration of centralized and distributed/decentralized planning for a networked team of UAVs performing target search and track tasks at different locations. In
centralized planning, agents communicate with a ground station to receive plans. In distributed/decentralized architectures, agents can plan individually and perform consensus
through local communication.
the entire network with restrictive message passing requirements.
Given the three planning architectures described above, choices can be made about how
to coordinate the parallelized computation and communication amongst the different modules. In particular, consideration needs to be given about whether these interactions will
happen synchronously or asynchronously and how that impacts the convergence and performance of the algorithms. Highly structured synchronous algorithms enforce constraints on
when computation and communication can take place, whereas at the other extreme asynchronous algorithms provide extreme flexibility for each module to execute these at their
own pace. Synchronization is typically used by most iterative algorithms, and involves restricting computations to occur only after certain event driven triggers, to ensure that the
algorithm has a predictable state during program execution. During typical synchronous
operation, the individual modules perform parallel computations, share state variables, and
then wait until a certain trigger (e.g. heartbeat, scheduled time) before computing the next
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iteration of the algorithm. The main benefit of synchronous planning is that guarantees
can be made about the state of each agent, as well as allowing the algorithms to make
assumptions about the information states of the other modules. This information can be
leveraged to increase planning performance and rate of convergence. The drawback, however, is that in some environments it may take significant effort to enforce synchronous
behavior (referred to as the synchronization penalty [29]). In distributed and decentralized
algorithms, the computation triggers are often not local and must therefore be inferred
through inter-module communication. In centralized approaches, the mechanisms required
to enforce synchronization are fairly lightweight, but when information is being shared
across a network, and modules must spend time waiting for messages to arrive from physically separated machines, this synchronization penalty can become severe. On the other
hand, asynchronous computation can be used when the algorithmic modules are executed
relatively independently of one another, such as in decentralized algorithms, where information is incorporated into the planning process whenever it is available instead of on a rigid
schedule. There is fundamental trade-off, therefore, between enforcing synchronicity which
allows the algorithm to make assumptions about algorithmic states, versus adopting a more
flexible asynchronous architecture while taking a performance hit for losing information
assumptions and state guarantees. Typically, in centralized and distributed environments,
the synchronization penalty is weak enough to encourage the use of synchronous computation, while in decentralized approaches the synchronization penalty is much higher and
asynchronous computation is often preferable.

3.1.2

Coordination Techniques

As mentioned in Chapter 2, in most general cases of interest, the score functions and constraints in the optimization are dependent upon the team decision variables. This produces
nontrivial coupling between the agents when solving the optimization within a distributed
or decentralized architecture. Since each agent’s decisions depend upon the assignments and
plans of the other agents in the team, the agents need to coordinate and reach agreement
on consistent values of the decision variables to maximize team performance, or at least
to ensure constraint satisfaction. In this section, three strategies are discussed to achieve
this consistency: (1) a priori task space partitioning, where the task space is divided into
disjoint sets and allocated amongst the agents prior to planning; (2) implicit coordination,
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where agents perform situational awareness consensus and then plan independently; and
(3) coordinated planning, where agents directly incorporate constraint feasibility into the
planning process through the use of communication and consensus algorithms.
A priori task space partitioning effectively divides the task space into disjoint sets,
and only allows each agent to select assignments from a subset of the overall task set.
Given a higher-level task allocation or a human supervisor, it may be reasonable to use
this method for small teams in relatively static environments, especially when roles and
responsibilities of each agent are well defined in advance (e.g. specialized agents specifically
designed for certain tasks). However, in environments with large numbers of relatively
homogeneous agents, or in dynamic environments, the task partitioning problem can become
very complex. Although this strategy enables rapid plan computation for each agent and
ensures conflict-free team assignments, by creating this partition outside of the optimization
the algorithm is placing artificial constraints on which allocations are available, which may
result in arbitrarily poor performance.
The second strategy, implicit coordination, requires that agents perform consensus on
situational awareness (SA) prior to running the planning algorithm. Situational awareness
consensus refers to the process by which all agents agree on all variables relevant to the
initial conditions of the task allocation problem (e.g. environment variables, agent states,
task parameters, etc.). After this consensus process, the agents independently run centralized planners to obtain the global team assignment, and then select their portion of the
plan to execute. The basic premise of this method is that, by running identical planners
with consistent planning parameters, each agent will generate identical final allocations
that satisfy constraint feasibility and maximize team performance. This method has been
widely explored in the literature [9, 98, 151, 159, 162, 184–186, 211, 222], and its popularity
stems from the fact that it is a relatively straightforward way to distribute a task allocation
algorithm. One main benefit of using implicit coordination over task space partitioning is
that, by not limiting the assignment space a priori, the algorithm can account for local
information changes often encountered in dynamic environments (e.g. dynamic tasks, additional state information, updated model parameters, etc.). In the task space partitioning
method, any changes in planning state usually require a full repartitioning of the task space,
whereas implicit coordination can account for information changes through the situational
awareness consensus protocol during replans, thus producing more relevant and higher per52

forming assignments. Furthermore, by solving the full centralized planner on each agent,
implicit coordination can capture and exploit coupling and cooperation between agents well,
and can therefore lead to good performance and cooperative behaviors in highly coupled
environments. A drawback, however, is that the situational awareness consensus process
which must be executed prior to the planning phase requires coming to consensus on all
planning parameters, which may be time consuming and require large amounts of communication bandwidth [9]. This is especially cumbersome in robust planning environments where
consensus must be performed not just on parameter values but on uncertainty models (e.g.
distributions) as well. Another potential issue with implicit coordination algorithms is that
planning parameters must be known precisely in order to guarantee that agents produce
identical assignments, thus requiring that the consensus process be conducted until errors
in situational awareness become very small. In fact, since the planning process does not
explicitly guarantee constraint satisfaction, it is often the case that if the final estimates of
the planning parameters do not converge to within arbitrarily tight bounds, the resulting
team assignment may not be conflict free.
Finally, the third coordinated planning strategy involves performing task consensus by
directly incorporating constraint feasibility into the planning process through the use of
communication and consensus algorithms, thus guaranteeing conflict-free solutions. Since
the communication effort is spent on achieving consistent values for the agent assignments
rather than the situational awareness planning parameters, the bandwidth requirements are
often lower, especially in scenarios with few inter-agent and inter-task constraints (the more
coupled the task environment, the more communication effort it takes to explicitly ensure
constraint feasibility). Furthermore, if the communication environment is not necessarily
reliable such that it would be difficult to reach complete team-wide consistent situational
awareness, these types of coordinated planning strategies are often preferred, to ensure
that the team assignment remains conflict free even with varying situational awareness
amongst the agents. For example, in many decentralized applications, the primary goal
is achieving a conflict-free distribution of tasks that performs well, rather than requiring
intense cooperation between agents to achieve the best possible assignment. Given that in
these decentralized environments the communication links are often unreliable, especially
across larger distances, broadcasting only information directly relevant to the assignment
constraints may be preferable (e.g. the CBBA algorithm [58] described later in Section 4.1).
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There is a trade-off between implicit coordination and assignment consensus, where the
choice is motivated by the specific planning problem and the communication environment,
and whether it is easier to converge on a consistent assignment vector or to converge on all
other significant state variables (within arbitrarily tight bounds).
For the scenarios considered in this thesis, given the size and static nature of the assignment vector x, the independence and simplification assumptions described in Chapter
2, and the relatively light constraints imposed on the system, it is typically easier to employ the third strategy to explicitly ensure conflict-free assignments through task consensus,
rather than performing situational awareness consensus on all the dynamic and uncertain
environment parameters. The CBBA algorithm and its variants discussed later in Chapter
4 use this third strategy to perform distributed planning. It is worth noting that the three
coordination strategies discussed above are not mutually exclusive, and cooperative planning algorithms may use combinations of all three to improve system performance given the
particular application and communication environment2 . Ongoing research is addressing
how to combine these three strategies to optimize performance and the interested reader
is referred to the work of Johnson et al.3 The next section provides details on consensus
algorithms employed by distributed multi-agent teams to perform coordination between
agents.

3.1.3

Consensus

A key component of distributed cooperative decision making involves performing consensus
amongst agents, which is defined as reaching an agreement on quantities of interest, such
as plans, situational awareness, or other desired parameters. Most distributed planning approaches employ consensus algorithms, which are sets of rules, or protocols, that determine
how information is exchanged between agents to ensure that the team will convergence on
the parameters of interest.
As a simple illustrative example, the following linear consensus protocol can be used to
2

For example, Section 4.3 proposes an extension to CBBA to handle communication-limited environments, which involves combining (local) task space partitioning and task consensus to achieve conflict-free
assignments in the presence of network disconnects.
3
http://acl.mit.edu/members/johnson.htm
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converge on a continuous parameter z,
ẋi (t) =

X

(xj (t) − xi (t)),

∀i

(3.1)

j∈Ni

xi (0) = zi ,

zi ∈ R

where each agent i computes errors with its set of neighbors Ni and uses these to correct
its parameter estimate [161]. Collectively the team dynamics for n agents can be written
as an nth order linear system,
ẋ(t) = −Lx(t)

(3.2)

where L = D − A is known as the graph Laplacian, which is computed using an adjacency
matrix A describing connectivity between agents (the elements aij are 1 if j is a neighbor
n
X
of i and 0 otherwise), and a degree matrix D = diag(d1 , . . . , dn ), with elements di =
aij
j=1

(number of connections for agent i). The maximum degree, denoted as ∆ = maxi di , is
useful in bounding the eigenvalues of L, which for an undirected connected network can be
ordered sequentially as
0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · ≤ λn ≤ 2∆.

(3.3)

The eigenvalues of L can be used to predict convergence rates and stability properties of
these linear consensus algorithms (in particular, λ2 is related to speed of convergence and λn
provides stability bounds in time-delayed networks [161]). As shown above, the nontrivial
eigenvalues are all positive (all except λ1 ), and since Eq. (3.2) describes a linear system,
the consensus algorithm is globally asymptotically stable and converges exponentially to an
equilibrium with rate given by λ2 [161]. Furthermore, for the system described in Eq. (3.1),
n
1X
zi , where z̄ is the
the algorithm is guaranteed to achieve a unique equilibrium, z̄ =
n
i=1
average of all the agents’ initial values.
Recent research has explored the effects of more realistic mission environments on these
types of linear consensus algorithms for multi-agent teams. Some examples include analyzing the impact of time-delayed messages and dynamic network topologies on convergence
and stability properties of the consensus algorithms. The work in [161] shows that global
exponential convergence guarantees can be extended to dynamic networks as long as the
network remains connected at each time t. The agents are guaranteed to reach consensus
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with convergence rate greater than or equal to λ?2 = min λ2 (G(t)), where λ2 (G(t)) is the
t

second eigenvalue of the Laplacian for the graph at time t, G(t). Similar guarantees can
be made for time-delayed networks, where messages are received after a delay τ instead of
instantaneously. The system dynamics can be modified as follows,
ẋ(t) = −Lx(t − τ )

(3.4)

and global exponential convergence guarantees are retained for delays within the range
τ < π/2λn . Note that convergence rates and robustness to time-delays can be improved by
actively controlling the network structure (modifying G and L), which is an active area of
research [46, 103, 161, 184, 186].
Consensus algorithms have been applied to a wide variety of distributed decision making
applications, ranging from flocking to rendezvous [20, 76, 103, 135, 161, 183, 184]. Most
of these consensus algorithms are computationally inexpensive and guarantee convergence
of team situational awareness, even over large, complex, and dynamic network topologies [98, 211, 222]. A common issue with classical consensus algorithms is that agents’
observations are often treated with equal weight, whereas in reality some agents may have
more precise information than others. Extending classical consensus algorithms to account
for this uncertainty in local information, Kalman consensus approaches have been developed that approximate the inherent uncertainty in each agent’s observations using Gaussian
distributions [8, 185]. These algorithms produce consensus results that are more heavily
influenced by agents with smaller covariance (therefore higher certainty) in their estimates.
A limitation of Kalman consensus approaches is that Gaussian approximations may not be
well-suited to model systems with arbitrary noise characteristics, and applying Kalman filter
based consensus methods to the mean and covariance of other distributions can sometimes
produce biased steady-state estimation results [82].
Other Bayesian decentralized data and sensor fusion methods have been explored to
determine the best combined Bayesian parameter estimates given a set of observations [95,
139, 218]. A major challenge, however, is that these decentralized data fusion approaches
require channel filters to handle common or repeated information in messages between
neighboring nodes. These channel filters are difficult to design for arbitrary network structures, and generic channel filter algorithms have not been developed other than for simple
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network structures (e.g. fully connected and tree networks), thus limiting the applicability
of decentralized data fusion methods [95]. Recent work has addressed this issue by showing that, through a combination of traditional consensus-based communication protocols
and decentralized data fusion information updates, scalable representative information fusion results can be achieved, without requiring complex channel filters or specific network
topologies [82, 83, 160, 223]. In particular, the work in [160] utilized dynamic-average consensus filters to achieve an approximate distributed Kalman filter, while [223] implemented
a linear consensus protocol on the parameters of the information form of the Kalman filter,
permitting agents to execute a Bayesian fusion of normally-distributed random variables.
However, as previously noted, these Kalman based methods are derived specifically for
normally-distributed uncertainties [160, 223], and thus can produce biased results if the local distributions are non-Gaussian. Recent work has extended these combined filtering and
data fusion approaches to allow networked agents to agree on the Bayesian fusion of their
local uncertain estimates under a range of non-Gaussian distributions [83]. In particular,
the approach exploits conjugacy of probability distributions [87], and can handle several
different types of conjugate distributions including members of the exponential family (e.g.
Dirichlet, gamma, and normal distributions) [82, 83]. The approach in [83] is termed hyperparameter consensus, and has demonstrated flexibility in handling several realistic scenarios,
including ongoing measurements and a broad range of network topologies, without the need
for complex channel filters.

3.1.4

Distributed Performance Metrics

This section discusses several metrics that are useful in characterizing the performance of
distributed algorithms. These metrics serve as a benchmark to assess the usefulness of
different algorithms given the relative importance of each metric for the particular scenario
at hand.
• Score performance measures the overall score obtained by the team given the objective function defined. It serves to characterize the importance of finding a solution
that optimizes the global objective function, as opposed to optimizing other metrics
such as convergence time. The relative importance of score performance is scenario
dependent. For example, for scenarios with significant coupling between agents and
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tasks, finding a good plan becomes difficult and typical distributed algorithm strategies might perform poorly. In these problems it may be desirable for an algorithm to
have strong performance guarantees with respect to the optimal. On the other hand,
in other scenarios it may be relatively easy to find near-optimal allocations, and other
considerations might become the limiting factors.
• Run time specifically refers to how much computational time the entire algorithm
takes to complete. This is typically considered a global measure for the entire team,
as opposed to local convergence time as discussed below. Acceptable measures of run
time can vary significantly depending upon the application at hand. For example,
for offline solutions, acceptable run times are usually considered in terms of hours
(or possibly days). On the other hand, for real-time dynamic systems such as those
considered in this thesis, acceptable run times are usually on the order of seconds.
• Convergence time is a more flexible metric that can be used to describe the amount
of time required to obtain a solution at the agent level or at the team level. In
terms of global algorithmic convergence, run time and convergence time are equivalent. When referring to local agent convergence or partial system (component) convergence, convergence time measure the time required for the particular algorithmic
piece to complete its computations. As intuition suggests, smaller convergence times
are preferable, since fast convergence times allow for more rapid adaptation to dynamic changes in the environment. For highly dynamic and uncertain environments,
replanning often is a useful tool, and thus convergence time is typically considered
one of the most important metrics.
• Reaction time, which is closely related to convergence time, looks specifically at the
turn around time between acquiring information and incorporating it into the plan
cycle. In some less flexible algorithms, information cannot be incorporated into the
planner mid-convergence, whereas other algorithms (such as decentralized ones) allow
for the inclusion of new information at any time. During algorithm design, trade-offs
between convergence time and score performance must be addressed to enable faster
reaction times to local situational awareness changes.
• Convergence detection is typically a very difficult thing to quantify in distributed
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and decentralized environments. During post processing given global information, it
is usually trivial to detect when convergence occurred. However, at the local agent
level, it may be difficult to determine if the full system has reached convergence (this
is especially true in decentralized environments). As a result, different algorithms
have employed different definitions of “convergence”, including full global convergence,
local module convergence, and partial system convergence (e.g. decisions about the
next immediate tasks are consistent, but future decisions are still unsure) [105, 171].
The type of convergence criteria employed will impact what type of information is
communicated as well as how much total communication is actually required by the
system.
This section presented various architectural and performance considerations that need
to be addressed when planning for autonomous multi-agent systems. For a more thorough
review of distributed planning considerations the reader is referred to [105, 171]. The next
section provides more details on the specific distributed problem formulation considered
in this thesis, discusses some of the assumptions employed and outlines common solution
approaches considered in the literature.

3.2
3.2.1

Distributed Planning Algorithms
Distributed Problem Formulation

Recall from Chapter 2 that the multi-agent task allocation formulation, with all the assumptions discussed in Section 2.1.3, can be written as

max
x

s.t.

Na
X



Nt
X


i=1
Nt
X


cij (pi (xi ), θ) xij 

j=1

xij ≤ Li ,

∀i ∈ I

j=1
Na
X

xij ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ J

i=1

xij ∈ {0, 1},
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∀(i, j) ∈ I × J

(3.5)

To solve this optimization in a distributed fashion, each agent can optimize its own plan,
subject to the joint team constraints and coupling in score functions with other agents.
For this particular problem statement, this implies that each agent i ∈ I must solve the
following optimization,

max
xi

s.t.

Nt
X

cij (pi (xi ), θ) xij

(3.6)

j=1
Nt
X

xij ≤ Li ,

j=1
Na
X

xij ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ J

xij ∈ {0, 1},

∀j ∈ J

i=1

where each agent i selects its best assignment vector xi . The main issue with this distributed
formulation is the coupling between agents’ decision vectors. In Eq. (3.6), this coupling
comes in through the second set of constraints,
Na
X

xij ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ J

i=1

which specify whether an assignment is conflict free (i.e. at most one agent can be assigned to
each task). Therefore, agent i’s decision for task j, xij , depends upon other agents’ decisions
for task j. This coupling between agents becomes an issue in distributed environments and
solution algorithms must carefully design consensus protocols to address the coupling. For
example, if no other agent is assigned to task j (i.e. xkj = 0, ∀k 6= i), then agent i is free to
make its own independent decision for xij . If, however, one or more other agents are assigned
to task j, then agent i must decide whether this task is infeasible for him, or whether he
should “overrule” the other agents’ decisions and add it anyway, informing the others that
the task is infeasible for them instead. The CBBA algorithm [58], discussed later in Section
4.1, addresses this issue through an auction algorithm, where agents place bids on tasks,
and the highest bidders get to keep their assignments. The consensus protocol of CBBA
is designed specifically to address the joint constraint in Eq. (3.6), ensuring convergence to
conflict-free assignments (given certain criteria on score functions, details provided later).
The formulation presented in Eq. (3.6) does not include very severe coupling between agents,
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however for more general scenarios, the more coupling there is (e.g. more joint constraints,
coupled score functions) the harder it becomes to design adequate consensus protocols.
The time-varying version of Eq. (3.6) considered in this thesis, which corresponds to the
full time-varying optimization presented earlier in Eq. (2.6), Chapter 2, can be written as
follows,

max
xi ,τ i

s.t.

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij

(3.7)

j=1
Nt
X

xij ≤ Li ,

j=1
Na
X

xij ≤ 1,

∀j ∈ J

xij ∈ {0, 1},

∀j ∈ J

i=1

τij ∈ {R+ ∪ ∅},

∀j ∈ J

where each agent must optimize the additional decision variables τ i corresponding to the
execution times of the assignments selected in xi . In this distributed time-varying problem
statement, the only coupling between agents is again through the joint constraint specifying conflict-free assignments, and therefore the same deconfliction rules can be used in
the consensus protocol. Of interest in this thesis are the robust variants of the distributed
optimization presented in Eq. (3.7). As described in Section 2.1.4, robust metrics that can
be used include the expected value metric, optimizing worst-case performance, and chanceconstrained optimization which optimizes worst-case performance within an allowable risk
threshold. Chapters 5 and 6 present the robust variants of this distributed problem formulation and provide details on how robust distributed optimization can be executed in
uncertain and dynamic real-time environments. The next section describes how to design
distributed algorithms and highlights different distributed approaches that have been considered in the literature.

3.2.2

Distributed Solution Strategies

As mentioned before, the main issue associated with distributed planning is deciding how to
handle the coupling between individual agent problem statements. Therefore a key technical
challenge involves designing appropriate consensus protocols to ensure constraint feasibility
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and score maximization. The consensus protocol must specify what information agents must
communicate with each other and define rules for agents to process received information
and modify their plans accordingly. The specific design of the consensus protocol employed
by a distributed algorithm has a huge impact on the convergence rate and the performance
of the algorithm. Coupling can enter the optimization through agent score functions and
through joint team constraints. Furthermore, agents’ individual optimizations are based on
each agent’s local knowledge of the world and planning parameter values. Both coupling
and varying situational awareness affect the performance of the global optimization since
they directly impact agent score functions. The rules specified in the consensus protocol
affect how agents share information and what decisions they make given new information.
For example, in auction algorithms, when agents are outbid for assignments they typically
drop those tasks and replan to select new ones. As a result, the deconfliction rules specified
in the consensus protocol affect the rate of convergence of the algorithm. Furthermore,
when designing consensus protocols consideration must be given to the communication
environment and message passing requirements between agents. Given all these effects, it
is often important to consider what performance and convergence guarantees can be made
for different distributed algorithms.
Several approaches have been explored in the literature to solve distributed mixedinteger programming problems [51, 63, 148, 202]. Many of these methods often assume
perfect communication links with infinite bandwidth in order to ensure that agents have the
same situational awareness before planning. In the presence of inconsistencies in situational
awareness, these distributed tasking algorithms are augmented with consensus algorithms
to converge on a consistent state before performing the task allocation [9, 98, 151, 159,
162, 185, 186, 211, 222], a strategy described as implicit coordination in Section 3.1.2.
Although these consensus algorithms guarantee convergence on information, they may take
a significant amount of time and often require transmitting large amounts of data [7].
Alternately, distributed algorithms can be designed to perform consensus in the task space
by sharing information about agent assignments rather than situational awareness. One
class of planning algorithms in this category are market-based or auction algorithms, which
are able to efficiently solve mixed-integer cooperative assignment problems in distributed
and decentralized settings [68, 69]. Typically, these market-based approaches use an auction
mechanism [27, 28], where each agent computes rewards associated with tasks or sets of
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tasks, and then uses these reward values to place bids on the most desirable assignments.
Auctions may be run via an auctioneer [90, 91, 145], where agents communicate their bids
to a central location, and the auctioneer determines the winner for each task. These types
of methods guarantee conflict-free solutions, since the auctioneer only selects one agent as
the winner for each assignment, and are distributed since bids are calculated at spatially
separated locations, however they do require a designated auctioneer (central location or
specific agent) to resolve the conflicts. More flexible auction-based methods do not need to
designate a single agent as the auctioneer, but utilize consensus protocols where the winner
is decided based on a set of self-consistent rules [51, 58, 107]. Such methods have been shown
to produce approximate solutions efficiently when reward functions satisfy a property called
submodularity [3, 14, 106, 130, 194]. A particular algorithm of interest is the ConsensusBased Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) [58], a polynomial-time market-based approach that uses
consensus to reach agreement on the cooperative assignment. The following chapter provides
more details on CBBA and proposes key extensions that build upon the CBBA framework.
Example applications involving multi-agent missions are presented, illustrating how these
types of distributed auction algorithms can produce provably good approximate solutions
in real-time distributed environments.
Although not the primary focus of this thesis, other major distributed multi-agent planning frameworks widely studied in the literature include Decentralized MDPs (Dec-MDPs)
and Game Theory. Similar to mixed-integer programming methods, these frameworks suffer
from many of the same issues and challenges as those described above, such as computational tractability and scalability, agent modeling and representations, communication and
consensus design, and real-time dynamic planning. These frameworks are briefly described
below and similarities to the distributed mixed-integer programming problem formulations
are highlighted.
For most centralized multi-agent MDP formulations, all agents are assumed to have access to the global state. However, when agents are making decisions and observations locally
this is generally an impractical assumption, since it would require each agent to communicate their observations to every other agent at every time step with zero communication cost
(referred to as free comm). To address this issue, Decentralized MDP (Dec-MDP) formulations have been proposed that extend centralized multi-agent MDP problems to explicitly
account for communication between agents [26], however, this additional layer increases
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the dimensionality of the problem and thus the computational complexity4 . Variants of
Dec-MDPs include Dec-POMDPs to model uncertain environments, Dec-POMDP-COMs
[93, 94] which explicitly model message passing as actions which incur costs, and MultiAgent Team Decision Problems (MTDPs) and COM-MTDPs [176], which are very similar
to Dec-POMDPs and Dec-POMDP-COMs5 . These algorithms have all been shown to be
NEXP-complete (nondeterministic exponential time), suffering from bad scalability as the
number of agents and actions increases, motivating the development of approximate problem
formulations that make assumptions on independence and communication between agents to
reduce the computational complexity. Similar to mixed-integer programming algorithms,
Dec-MDP approximation algorithms exploit the structure of the domain to make intelligent decisions about which assumptions to make given the scenario at hand (independence,
feature-based representations, etc.), leading to trade-offs between optimality and computational tractability. The most notable of these approximation algorithms is the Transition
Independent Decentralized MDP (TI-Dec-MDP) [21], which assumes that agents are independent collaborating entities connected through a global reward that is a function of all
agents’ states and actions (i.e. agents have independent transition and observation dynamics), thus reducing computational complexity. Other approximation algorithms include: the
Decentralized Sparse-Interaction MDP (Dec-SIMDP) [149], which deals with computational
limitations by separating the parts of the state space where agents need to cooperate from
the parts where they can act independently; the Group-Aggregate Dec-MMDP [181], which
uses features to compress other agents’ state-action spaces to highlight the properties of interest for each agent (e.g. how many agents are in an area of interest, versus where is every
agent in the environment); and the Auctioned POMDP [50], where each agent solves its own
POMDP locally and communicates with other agents via an auction algorithm to achieve
consensus on plans. Although these algorithms have demonstrated reduced computational
complexity and real-time feasibility for large teams of cooperating agents, the approximation strategies involved are typically ad-hoc and problem dependent, and developing good
approximation strategies for cooperating agents remains an active area of research.
4

Dec-MDPs are NEXP (nondeterministic exponential time). As a reminder, the complexity hierarchy is
given by P ⊆ N P ⊆ P SP ACE ⊆ EXP ⊆ N EXP denoting which classes of problems are subsets of other
classes with regards to increasing computational complexity. For more details and discussion on complexity
classes the reader is referred to [26, 163, 164].
5
In fact, the MTDP, Dec-POMDP, COM-MTDP, and Dec-POMDP-COM have all been shown to be
equivalent in terms of computational complexity and expressiveness of representation [199].
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The field of game theory presents an alternate way of addressing the multi-agent planning problem by treating the interaction between agents as a game. The basic idea behind
game theory is that agents are individual decision making entities that perform actions
to maximize their own local utility based on knowledge of other agents and the environment. As such, game-theoretic frameworks are very similar to distributed mixed-integer
programming strategies, and lend themselves naturally to solving autonomous task allocation problems in a distributed or decentralized fashion, motivating significant work in this
area [12, 54, 85, 141, 142, 152, 155, 214]. Since in game theory agents make individual
decisions about their own actions, these frameworks are useful for modeling noncooperative environments, however, enforcing cooperation is difficult because it involves ensuring
that individual agent utility functions and incentives are aligned with the global mission
goals. Therefore, the main challenge associated with game-theoretic cooperative planning
strategies involves designing proper utility functions and negotiation strategies to ensure
appropriate levels of coordination and collaboration between agents in order to maximize
global mission performance, much like the consensus protocol design challenges described
above for mixed-integer programming problems. Given that autonomous networked teams
typically have limited bandwidth and communication constraints, it is desirable to find utility functions that keeps the amount of global information an agent requires to a minimum,
while still aligning the agent’s local utility with the global utility. A few localized utility
functions proposed in the literature include Range-Restricted Utility, Equally Shared Utility and Wonderful Life Utility (see [12, 152, 214] for further details). Several multi-player
learning algorithms have recently been developed that guarantee converge to stable feasible solutions (referred to as Pure-Strategy Nash Equilibria (PSNE) in the game-theoretic
literature). Some of these include Action-Based Fictitious Play, Utility-Based Fictitious
Play, Regret Matching (and variants) and Spatial Adaptive Play [12]. A primary issue with
most of these distributed game theoretic algorithms is that while convergence to a PSNE is
guaranteed, the resulting solution may often be far from optimal. To mitigate this problem
it is necessary to carefully design negotiation strategies (similar to consensus protocols)
such that the resulting algorithm converges to a near-optimal PSNE, a challenging task
that has generated much interest in the research community [12, 152]. One algorithm that
ensures convergence to a near-optimal PSNE with arbitrarily high probability is the Spatial
Adaptive Play (SAP) algorithm [12], providing probabilistic guarantees that can be tuned
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to obtain higher performance (at the expense of longer convergence times).
This section summarized many of the distributed planning algorithms considered in the
literature. Of interest for this thesis is one particular algorithm, the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) [58], which provides guarantees on performance and convergence
for autonomous multi-agent task allocation, and is well-suited to dynamic real-time planning environments. The next chapter describes CBBA, proposes key extensions that build
upon the CBBA framework, and presents some example applications to illustrate how these
distributed planning strategies can be used for real-time multi-agent mission planning.
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Chapter 4
Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm
(CBBA) and Extensions
This chapter describes the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) developed by Choi
et al. [58], and presents key extensions and variants. Section 4.1 describes the baseline CBBA
algorithm proposed in [58], Section 4.2 discusses how to modify the bundle construction process to handle time-varying score functions within CBBA, and Sections 4.3 and 4.4 propose
algorithms that build upon CBBA to enable mission execution in communication-limited
environments. Section 4.3 presents a local distributed algorithm to ensure conflict-free
solutions in the presence of network disconnects, and Section 4.4 proposes a cooperative
distributed algorithm where agents can act as each other’s relays to prevent network disconnects during task execution.

4.1

CBBA Algorithm Description

The Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA), originally developed by Choi, Brunet,
and How [58], is a distributed auction algorithm that provides provably good approximate
solutions for multi-agent multi-task allocation problems over random network structures.
CBBA has been shown to work well in practice for various application, and can handle
complex agent and task models within a real-time distributed framework, guaranteeing
converge to conflict-free solutions despite possible inconsistencies in situational awareness
between agents. CBBA has provable performance guarantees, and ensures solutions that
achieve at least 50% optimality [58], although empirically its performance is shown to be
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Algorithm 1 CBBA(I, J )
1: Initialize {Ai , Ci }, ∀i ∈ I
2: while ¬converged do
3:
(Ai , Ci ) ← CBBA-Bundle-Construction(Ai , Ci , J ),
4:
Ci ← CBBA-Communicate(Ci , CNi ), ∀i ∈ I
5:
(Ai , Ci ) ← CBBA-Bundle-Remove(A
∀i ∈ I
i , Ci ),
^
6:

converged ←

∀i ∈ I

Check-Convergence(Ai )

i∈I

7: end while
[
8: A ←
Ai
i∈I

9: return A

above 90% optimality [37]. The bidding process runs in polynomial time, demonstrating
good scalability with increasing numbers of agents and tasks, making it well suited to realtime dynamic environments. This section describes the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm
in detail, discussing the different algorithm phases and highlighting some key algorithmic
subtleties.
The basic CBBA algorithm consists of iterations between two phases: a bundle construction phase where each agent greedily generates an ordered bundle of tasks, and a task
consensus phase where conflicting assignments are identified and resolved through local
communication between neighboring agents. These two phases are repeated until the algorithm reaches convergence. A summary of the overall Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm
is provided in Algorithm 1. To further explain the relevant details of CBBA, some notation
will first be formalized. Each agent i keeps track of certain data structures associated with
its own assignment status Ai or with its local knowledge of the current winning agents and
winning bids Ci . The data structures associated with agent i’s assignment Ai include:
• A bundle, bi , {bi1 , . . . , bi|bi | }, which is a variable length set of tasks currently assigned
to agent i, whose elements are defined by bin ∈ J for n = {1, . . . , |bi |}. The current
length of the bundle is denoted by |bi |, which cannot exceed the maximum length Li
(see Eq. (3.6)), and an empty bundle is represented by bi = ∅ with |bi | = 0. The
bundle is ordered chronologically with respect to when the tasks were added (i.e. task
bin was added before task bi(n+1) ), which enables the algorithm to keep track of which
tasks are dependent on others.
• A path, pi , {pi1 , . . . , pi|pi | }, which is a set of tasks containing the same tasks as the
bundle, but whose order is used to represent the order in which agent i will execute
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the tasks in its bundle. The path is therefore the same length as the bundle, with
elements pin ∈ bi for n = {1, . . . , |pi |}, and is not permitted to be longer than Li (i.e.
|pi | = |bi | ≤ Li ).
The data structures associated with agent i’s local knowledge of the current winning
agents and winning bids Ci include:
• A winning agent list, zi , {zi1 , . . . , ziNt }, of size Nt , with elements zij ∈ {I ∪ ∅}
for j = {1, . . . , Nt }, indicating who agent i believes is the current winner for task j.
Specifically, the value in element zij is the index of the agent who is currently winning
task j according to agent i’s local information, and is zij = ∅ if agent i believes that
there is no current winner.
• A winning bid list, yi , {yi1 , . . . , yiNt }, also of size Nt , where the elements yij ∈ [0, ∞)
represent the corresponding winners’ bids and take the value of 0 if there is no winner
for the task.
• And finally, a vector of communication timestamps, ti , {ti1 , . . . , tiNa }, of size Na ,
where each element tik ∈ [0, ∞) for k = {1, . . . , Na } represents the timestamp of the
last information update agent i received about agent k, either directly or through a
neighboring agent.
The bundle construction process, described in detail in Section 4.1.1, involves agents
independently optimizing their own assignments Ai , where each agent locally computes
task scores and uses these to place bids on desirable tasks (Algorithm 1, Line 3). An
important point to note is that these bids are computed in a distributed fashion, using each
agent’s local score functions, local knowledge of other agents’ assignments, and local values
for planning parameters (i.e. local situational awareness). The bundle construction phase
is then followed by a task consensus phase, described in Section 4.1.2, where all agents
share their local knowledge of winning agents and winning bids Ci with their neighbors Ni ,
and process the newly received information to update their local knowledge and assignment
vectors (Algorithm 1, Lines 4 and 5). The consensus protocol of CBBA specifies what
information agents must share with neighboring agents, how each agent can locally merge
information about winning agents and winning bids after communications have occurred,
and how agent assignment vectors can be updated given the newly acquired information.
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The algorithm iterates over these two phases until convergence is reached. Note that while
lines 6 and 8 of Algorithm 1 summarize the global convergence and global assignment
status of CBBA, each agent locally detects its own convergence status (see Section 4.1.2 for
details), and each agent returns its own assignment Ai along with information about the
overall team assignment (contained in Ci ). The following sections provide more details on
the different phases of CBBA.

4.1.1

Bundle Construction Phase

The bundle construction phase of CBBA (Algorithm 1, Line 3), involves each agent independently solving Eq. (3.6) by selecting which tasks it would like to execute given the full
list of available tasks J , {1, . . . , Nt } and the current assignment vector x which includes
other agents’ decisions up to the current time (summarized in Ci as described above). Given
spatially separated task locations, optimizing the assignment vector (finding x?i ) implicitly
involves solving a path optimization problem for every possible feasible vector xi . In other
words, for any xi considered, the agent must solve the following optimization

max
pi

Nt
X

cij (pi (xi ), θ) xij

j=1

to find the optimal path p?i and thus the optimal score for that given assignment vector.
This path optimization problem is similar to the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) which
is known to be NP-hard [36, 213]. The agent must then consider several possible task
combinations (i.e. all different feasible xi vectors) to obtain its optimal assignment x?i .
Therefore, finding an optimal assignment, even at the single agent level is considered an
NP-hard problem which scales poorly as the number of tasks increases.
Several strategies have been proposed to address this tractability issue for single agent
task optimization. The first involves limiting the plan horizon to only allow decisions over
the next Li tasks, similar to the maximum path length constraint of Eq. (3.6). The smaller
Li is the fewer combinations exist for xi (and the fewer options exist for pi as well)1 . A lot of
1

All possible combinations for xi are given by 2Nt (i.e. a task is either assigned or not assigned). Imposing

Li 
X
Li
a maximum path length constraint limits the available combinations to
< 2Nt , thus making the
k
k=0

Nt 
X
Nt
Nt
problem more tractable. Note that
=2 .
k
k=0
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algorithms proposed in the literature only consider single-task allocation (i.e. the case where
Li = 1) and then replan to assign more tasks. Although significantly easier and faster to
solve, these approaches yield poor performance due to their myopic nature. CBBA considers
situations where Li > 1, thus assigning bundles of tasks to agents, where Li can be regulated
given the available computational resources. The next strategy is to design approximation
algorithms to reduce the solution space in order to maintain computational tractability.
This can be accomplished using two methods: (1) partitioning the task space into bundles
of tasks, where agents can select to add entire bundles, and (2) incrementally building
bundles by selecting one task at a time. The first method effectively reduces the cardinality
of the search space by grouping tasks together (can be thought of as a new smaller problem
with 2Ñt “mega-tasks”, where the possible combinations are 2Ñt < 2Nt ). Bidding on bundles
of tasks has been explored significantly in the literature [10, 65, 165], and has the advantage
of being able to capture coupling between tasks better than incrementally building bundles
(e.g. clustered tasks, dependent tasks, etc). The main disadvantage, however, is that a
decision must be made on how best to partition bundles, where enumerating all possible
combinations is intractable. Incrementally building bundles, on the other hand, involves
selecting the next best task in a greedy fashion (next highest scoring task). This greedy
task selection approach reduces the search space to O(Nt Li ) making it very attractive from
a computational standpoint, however, it often leads to suboptimal performance since it is
myopic and fails to adequately capture coupling between dependent tasks. Furthermore,
complications with this approach involve deciding how to assign individual scores to tasks
given task coupling in the bundle (e.g. clustered tasks where task 2 might only be attractive
because task 1 is already in the agent’s bundle). One approach is to compute marginal
scores, or the improvement in bundle score as a result of adding the new task to the bundle.
There are a few issues with this approach given dependencies between tasks (for example,
a task may only be attractive because the agent will be in the area after doing another
task, and if the first task is dropped, the second one is not valuable anymore). CBBA uses
this sequential greedy approach with marginal scores to create bundles of tasks and bids for
each task, however, restrictions are made on the allowable score allocations to address these
coupling issues. More details regarding the specific CBBA process are provided next, but
for a thorough description of the more general issues and options associated with different
bundle allocation strategies the reader is referred to [105].
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Algorithm 2 CBBA-Bundle-Construction(Ai , Ci , J )
1: while |pi | ≤ Li do
2:
for j ∈ J \ pi do
3:

J(pi ⊕n? j) = max
j

4:

nj

Nt
X

cij ((pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij

j=1

∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi
j

5:
6:
7:

hij = I(∆Jij (pi ) > yij )
end for
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

if (∆Jij ? (pi ) hij ? > 0) then
bi ← (bi ⊕end j ? )
pi ← (pi ⊕nj ? j ? )
zij ? ← i
yij ? ← ∆Jij ? (pi )
else
break
end if
end while
Ai ← {bi , pi }
Ci ← {zi , yi , ti }
return (Ai , Ci )

j∈J \pi

The full bundle construction process used within the CBBA framework is summarized
in Algorithm 2. During this bundle construction phase, each agent starts with an initial
assignment Ai = {bi , pi } from the previous CBBA iteration (empty for the first iteration),
and with initial values of the current winning agents and winning bids Ci = {zi , yi , ti }.
Recall that the score agent i obtains for a given path is,

Jpi =

Nt
X

cij (pi , θ) xij

(4.1)

j=1

where xij = 1 for all tasks in the path. To determine which task to add to the bundle next,
each agent executes the following process for every available task j ∈ J \ pi (i.e. j ∈ J ,
j ∈
/ pi ). First, task j is “inserted”2 into the path at all possible locations nj to find the
optimal position in the path,

J(pi ⊕n? j) = max
j

nj

Nt
X

cij ((pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij

(4.2)

j=1

2
The notion of inserting task j into the path at location nj involves shifting all path elements from nj
onwards by one and changing path element at location nj to be task j (i.e pi(n+1) = pin , ∀n ≥ nj and
pinj = j).
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where each new path is denoted (pi ⊕nj j), with ⊕n signifying that task j is inserted at
location nj , and where n?j is the optimal location for task j that maximizes the above score
(Algorithm 2, line 3). The marginal score for task j is then given by the increase in score
as a result of adding task j,
∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi

(4.3)

j

as specified in Algorithm 2, line 4. Once the marginal scores for all possible tasks are
computed (∆Jij (pi ) for all j ∈ J \ pi ), the scores need to be checked against the winning
bid list, yi , to see if any other agent has a higher bid for the task. The binary variable
hij = I(∆Jij (pi ) > yij ) is defined, where I(·) is an indicator function that equals 1 if the
argument is true and 0 if it is false, so that ∆Jij (pi ) hij will be nonzero only for viable
bids (Algorithm 2, line 5). The final step is to select the highest scoring task to add to the
bundle (Algorithm 2, line 7),
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij

(4.4)

j∈J \pi

If the bid for this best task is positive, the bundle, path, winning agents list, and winning
bids list are then updated to include the new task,
bi ← (bi ⊕end j ? )
pi ← (pi ⊕nj ? j ? )
zij ?

← i

yij ?

← ∆Jij ? (pi )

The bundle building recursion continues until either the bundle is full (the limit Li is
reached), or no tasks with positive score can be added for which the agent is not outbid
by some other agent (i.e. ∆Jij (pi ) hij ≤ 0 for all j ∈ J \ pi ). Algorithm 2 provides a full
description of the bundle construction process.
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4.1.2

Task Consensus Phase

Once agents have built their bundles of desired tasks they need to communicate with each
other to resolve conflicting assignments amongst the team. Each agent shares its winning
agent list and winning bid list with neighboring agents, and this new information, along
with timestamp data, is then passed through a decision table (see [58], Table 1 for details)
that provides all of the conflict resolution logic to merge local bid information (CBBACommunicate function, Algorithm 1, Line 4). For further details on this consensus process
the reader is referred to [58], but in general, the consensus logic favours higher valued and
more recent bids.
After merging information from neighboring agents about the winning agents and corresponding winning bids, each agent can determine if it has been outbid for any task in its
bundle. Since the bundle building recursion, described in the previous section, depends at
each iteration upon the tasks in the bundle up to that point, if an agent is outbid for a
task, it must release it and all subsequent tasks from its bundle3 (CBBA-Bundle-Remove
function, Algorithm 1, Line 5). If the subsequent tasks are not released, then the marginal
scores computed for those tasks would not be accurate leading to a degradation in performance. If the consensus phase has occurred more than twice the network diameter times
without any change in bid information, then the algorithm has converged and terminates
(Algorithm 1, Line 6); if not, each agent re-enters the bundle building phase and the algorithm continues. It should be noted that these conflict resolution rules specified by the
CBBA consensus protocol explicitly address the conflict-free constraint of Eq. (3.6).
The worst-case complexity of the bundle construction phase of CBBA is O(Nt Li ) per
iteration, and CBBA is guaranteed to converge within max{Nt , Li Na }D iterations, where
D is the network diameter (always less than Na ). Thus, CBBA has polynomial-time convergence guarantees and scales well with the size of the network and/or the number of tasks,
making it well suited to real-time applications. More detailed discussions regarding the
consensus phase and the interaction between the two CBBA phases can be found in [58]
and [105].
3

A task in the bundle is only dependent on tasks that are located in the bundle prior to it, and is therefore
independent of all tasks added after it. Keeping track of dependencies in this way has the effect of adding
stability to the consensus space, since the number of dependencies between tasks is reduced and therefore
convergence rates can increase.
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4.1.3

Diminishing Marginal Gains

One requirement that is fundamental to all the convergence and performance guarantees of
CBBA, is that the score functions used must satisfy a property called Diminishing Marginal
Gains (DMG) . This DMG condition is a subset of the well-studied submodularity condition,
and was recognized in the original description of CBBA [58], and further studied in recent
work [106]. The DMG condition can be formalized as,
∆Jij (pi ) ≥ ∆Jij (pi ⊕n?k k),

∀j, k ∈ J \ pi , j 6= k,

∀i ∈ I

(4.5)

Intuitively, the condition states that the score for any agent i and task j cannot increase
as more things are added to the bundle (e.g. if a task was unattractive before, its appeal
cannot suddenly increase as a result of a longer bundle). Given score functions that satisfy
DMG, CBBA is guaranteed to converge to a conflict-free solution, however, if this condition
is not met it could lead to cycling of assignments between the agents and the algorithm
would fail to converge.
To further illustrate this cycling behavior consider the following simple scenario with 2
agents and 2 tasks. In the first case, summarized in Example 1, assume that score functions
satisfy DMG. During bundle construction, assume Agent 1 computes a score y11 = S for
Task 1 and a score y12 < S for Task 2, and therefore adds Task 1 to its bundle first,
{(1, S)}, where the syntax denotes (task ID, task score). The agent then considers Task
2, and since the score functions satisfy the DMG condition of Eq. (4.5), y12 is necessarily
less than y11 and will therefore be denoted as y12 = S −  with  > 0. Task 2 is added
to the bundle to give {(1, S), (2, S − )}. Similarly, assume that Agent 2 builds its bundle,
where Task 2 is preferred over Task 1, and the computed scores yield the following bundle:
{(2, S), (1, S − )}. During the consensus phase, Agent 1 realizes it has been outbid for Task
2 and drops the task from its bundle. Similarly, Agent 2 realizes it has been outbid for Task
1 and drops it from its bundle. The agents then return to the bundle construction phase,
but since no more tasks can be added, a consistent assignment has been reached and the
algorithm terminates.
When nonsubmodular score functions are used instead, the algorithm may result in
cycles and convergence is not guaranteed. To illustrate this effect in the above example,
consider the bundle construction for Agent 1 where Task 1 is added with score S as before,
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Example 1: Task allocation with score functions that satisfy DMG
Iteration 1
Agent 1: {(1, S), (2, S − )}
Agent 2: {(2, S), (1, S − )}
Iteration 2
Agent 1: {(1, S)}
Agent 2: {(2, S)}

{(1, S)}. Task 2 is now considered, but since score functions need not satisfy DMG, the
score for Task 2 as a result of adding Task 1 to the bundle could increase, y12 > S. This
new nonsubmodular score is denoted as y12 = S +  with  > 0, and Agent 1’s bundle
becomes, {(1, S), (2, S + )}. Similarly, Agent 2 could construct a bundle {(2, S), (1, S + )}
using a similar process. During the consensus phase, Agent 1 realizes it has been outbid
for Task 1 and therefore must drop both Task 1 and Task 2 (since Task 2 depended on
Task 1). Likewise, Agent 2 realizes it has been outbid for Task 2 and therefore drops both
tasks from its bundle. The agents then enter the bundle construction phase, but since both
agents still think that the other agent’s bids are higher, no new tasks are added to either
agents’ bundles. The agents perform consensus again and each realizes that the other agent
has dropped all its tasks. The bundle construction phase is entered for a 3rd time, and since
there are no valid bids for either agent the construction process is unconstrained and the
result is the same as for Iteration 1. This process, summarized in Example 2, leads to a
cycle that would continue forever, and the algorithm therefore would never converge to a
consistent assignment.

(a) True Agent Path

(b) Heuristic Path Approximation

Figure 4-1: Example UAV mission with 1 agent and 2 tasks.
The above example shows the importance of satisfying the DMG condition, however,
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Example 2: Task allocation with nonsubmodular score functions
Iteration 1
Agent 1: {(1, S), (2, S + )}
Agent 2: {(2, S), (1, S + )}
Iteration 2
Agent 1: {}
Agent 2: {}
Iteration 3
Agent 1: {(1, S), (2, S + )}
Agent 2: {(2, S), (1, S + )}

for many scenarios of interest this could be a limiting requirement. For example, consider
a multi-agent multi-task UAV mission, such as that depicted in Figure 2-1, where agents
must perform target search and track tasks which involve traveling to and servicing tasks
at different locations. The planning parameters in this scenario include elements such as
task locations, task rewards, fuel penalties, etc. The total objective function for each agent
can be written as,


Nt
X
Ji = 
Rj xij  − fi di (pi )

(4.6)

j=1

where Rj is a fixed reward for executing task j, fi is the fuel cost per unit distance, and
di (pi ) represents the total distance traveled by agent i given path pi . This score function,
which is a very naturally occurring example, is not submodular due to the fuel penalty
component, since some tasks may look more attractive when more tasks are added to the
path if the travel distances become shorter. As an example, consider the scenario in Figure
4-1(a) with task rewards Rj = R, ∀j. In the first iteration of the bundle construction
process, the scores obtained for Tasks 1 and 2 are yi1 = (R − fi di1 ) and yi2 = (R − fi di2 )
respectively, where di1 and di2 represent the distances from the agent’s initial position to
the task locations. Since di1 < di2 , the score for Task 1 is higher and therefore this task
is added to the path. In the second iteration, the score for Task 2 is computed using the
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marginal score calculation ∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi which yields,
j

yi2 = (2R − fi (di1 + d12 )) − (R − fi di1 )
= (R − fi d12 )
Since d12 < di2 , the new score for Task 2, yi2 = (R − fi d12 ), is higher than it was during
the first iteration (since most of the fuel cost is subsumed into the score of the first task),
which breaks the DMG condition specified in Eq. (4.5). This type of score function using
fuel penalties is a very natural example arising in many situations (e.g. clusters of tasks,
traveling salesman problem), and therefore the DMG condition can be quite limiting. In
early work [174], we proposed a submodular heuristic version of the score function specified
in Eq. (4.6), where the true path distance was approximated using a distance heuristic,

Jˆi =

Nt 
X

Rj − fi dˆij



xij

(4.7)

j=1

In Eq. (4.6), dˆij is the distance from the agent’s initial position to task j instead of the
true distance (see Figure 4-1(b)), but since dˆij remains constant for each task j regardless
of which tasks are in the path before or after it, the score for any task j cannot increase as
the path becomes longer and therefore the DMG condition of Eq. (4.5) is satisfied.
As shown in the above example, implementing CBBA for real-world multi-agent problems involves designing heuristic score functions such as Eq. (4.7) that can approximate
the true score functions while still satisfying the diminishing marginal gains property. In
general, using heuristic approximations within the planner leads to suboptimal performance
with respect to using the true score functions. Therefore choosing a good heuristic function
is a key design step which may not be easy given the scenario at hand. This issue is further
aggravated in stochastic planning situations, where stochastic metrics and numerical approximations make heuristic DMG satisfying score functions difficult to design. However,
in several scenarios of interest involving multi-agent teams, good heuristics score functions
can be created and CBBA can be successfully employed, especially when the suboptimality
arising from using approximate score functions can be mitigated by replanning.
As a last major note, recent work by Johnson et al. [106] proposed an algorithmic
extension to embed the DMG condition into the algorithmic framework itself, enabling
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the use of CBBA with arbitrary score functions. This extension alleviates the burden of
having to design heuristic score functions, and is explained fully in Section 5.2.2, especially
with regards to how it enables the distributed stochastic planning framework described in
Chapters 5 and 6.

4.2

CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions

Of interest for this thesis are dynamic environments with time-varying rewards, as described
in Chapter 2 and Section 3.2.1. In these environments agents must optimize the time-varying
score function,

max
xi ,τ i

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij

j=1

where the decision variables include the proposed task execution times τij ∈ {R+ ∪ ∅}
corresponding to the task assignment decision variables xij . In this section, we propose an
extension to the baseline CBBA algorithm to handle these time-varying score functions in
the bundle construction process, describing the additional variables and algorithmic steps
(see publication [174]).

4.2.1

Bundle Construction with Time-Varying Score Functions

To enable the use of time-varying score functions, the CBBA bundle construction process
can be modified to explicitly include optimization of task execution times. The agent
assignment Ai can be augmented to include an additional data structure τ i , representing
a vector of times τ i , {τi1 , . . . , τi|τ i | }, whose elements are defined by τin ∈ [0, ∞) for
n = {1, . . . , |τ i |}, denoting the times at which agent i will execute the tasks in its path.
The process to compute task scores is modified as follows and is summarized in Algorithm
3. For all tasks j ∈ J \ pi , each task j is inserted into the path at all possible locations nj
to find the optimal position in the path. For each location nj , this step involves finding the
optimal times τ ?i for all tasks in the new path (Algorithm 3, line 4),
τ ?i

= argmax
τi

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij

j=1
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(4.8)

and repeating the process described in Eq. (4.8) for all locations nj , giving the following
expression for the cost (Algorithm 3, line 6),

J(pi ⊕n? j) = max
nj

j

Nt
X

cij (τij? (pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij

(4.9)

j=1

The marginal score for task j is then given by the increase in score as a result of adding
task j (Algorithm 3, line 7),
∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi

(4.10)

j

and the optimal task to add is given by,
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij

(4.11)

j∈J \pi

as before (Algorithm 3, line 10). The bundle, path, times, winning agents list, and winning
bids list are then updated to include the new task,
bi ← (bi ⊕end j ? )
pi ← (pi ⊕nj ? j ? )
τ i ← (τ i ⊕nj ? τij? ? (pi ⊕nj ? j ? ))
zij ?

← i

yij ?

← ∆Jij ? (pi )

The recursion continues until no tasks can be added anymore. The bundle construction
process for time-varying CBBA is summarized in Algorithm 3. The marginal score calculations including time optimization satisfy the DMG condition of Eq. (4.5), since adding
more tasks to the path has the effect of further constraining the time optimization process
of Eq. (4.8). In other words, as more tasks are added to the path, there are less possible
options for the task execution times τ i subject to agent and environment dynamics, and
thus the values τ ?i computed in Eq. (4.8) are the result of a more constrained optimization problem. Therefore, as long as the original (non-time-varying) score functions satisfy
DMG, the extra step of optimizing task execution times does not affect the requirement of
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Algorithm 3 Time-Varying-CBBA-Bundle-Construction(Ai , Ci , J )
1: while |pi | ≤ Li do
2:
for j ∈ J \ pi do
3:
for nj ∈ {1, . . . , (|pi | + 1)} do

τ ?i = argmax

4:

τi

end for

6:

J(pi ⊕n? j) = max

7:

cij (τij (pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij

j=1

5:

j

Nt
X

nj

Nt
X

?
cij (τij
(pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij

j=1

∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi
j

8:
9:
10:

hij = I(∆Jij (pi ) > yij )
end for
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij
j∈J \pi

11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

if (∆Jij ? (pi ) hij ? > 0) then
bi ← (bi ⊕end j ? )
pi ← (pi ⊕nj ? j ? )
?
?
τ i ← (τ i ⊕nj ? τij
? (pi ⊕nj ? j ))
zij ? ← i
yij ? ← ∆Jij ? (pi )
else
break
end if
end while
Ai ← {bi , pi , τ i }
Ci ← {zi , yi , ti }
return (Ai , Ci )

Eq. (4.5).
Even though the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm operates in continuous time, the specific task execution time optimizations can exploit a few properties
associated with this problem formulation to maintain computational tractability. The first
property is that there is a causal dependence between tasks in the path, therefore early
tasks are not affected by later tasks in the path. Leveraging this causal relationship, the
optimization of task execution times in Eq. (4.8) involves optimizing these task times sequentially, where the optimal task time for the first task in the path becomes a constant
when optimizing the second task in the path, etc. Using this sequential process greatly
reduces the search space associated with the optimization and, due to the causal dependence between tasks, produces the same results as optimizing all the task execution times
simultaneously. Now that the optimization of Eq. (4.8) involves optimizing each continuous decision variable separately, and since each variable τij only affects the corresponding
task score cij , we can leverage knowledge of the particular task score functions and employ
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fast line search algorithms to find the best τij that optimizes cij subject to the temporal
constraints specified by tasks earlier in the path. For certain types of score functions (e.g.
unimodal functions, functions of the forms specified in Figure 2-2), efficient line search algorithms such as gradient descent and Newton’s method can be used to find the optimal task
times, enabling real-time optimization of Eq. (4.8) within the CBBA with Time-Varying
Score Functions framework (Algorithm 3, line 4).
It is important to note that during the iterative bundle construction process, the task
execution time optimization of Eq. (4.8) involves re-optimizing all the times for tasks in the
path after location nj at every step to appropriately represent the impact of adding task j to
the path. Even after leveraging the properties described above when optimizing Eq. (4.8),
this re-optimization of task execution times is typically a computationally intensive step
which slows down the convergence rate of the algorithm significantly (as compared to the
original CBBA). A constraint that can be imposed to reduce this computational effort and
speed up convergence, is to restrict new tasks to be inserted into the path only if they do not
impact the proposed times for the tasks already in the path. This constrained optimization
involves computing the time for the new task j only, without having to re-compute the times
of the tasks later in the path, thus reducing the required computations. The optimization
can be written as,
τij? (pi ⊕nj j) =
subject to:

argmax cij (τij (pi ⊕nj j), θ)

τij ∈[0,∞)
?
τik
(pi ⊕nj

?
j) = τik
(pi ),

(4.12)

∀k ∈ pi

where the constraints state that the insertion of the new task j into path pi cannot impact
the current times (and corresponding scores) for the tasks already in the path [174]. Using
this constraint, the marginal score is simply the score for the new task j, since the scores
for other tasks are not subject to change, therefore
∆Jij (pi ) = cij (τij? (pi ⊕n?j j), θ)
which reduces computation time significantly. The DMG property is again satisfied for
this modified problem, as explained below. To ensure the DMG condition of Eq. (4.5) the
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following is required,
cij (τij? (pi ⊕n?j j), θ) ≥ cij (τij? (p0i ⊕n?j j), θ),

∀j ∈ J \ pi

where the score for a task not currently in the path can only decrease as more tasks are
added to the path, and where p0i = (pi ⊕ m) for any task m ∈ J \ pi , m 6= j. Since the
calculation of the best arrival time for task j when the current path is p0i instead of pi is
given by,
τij? (p0i ⊕nj j) =
subject to:

argmax cij (τij (p0i ⊕nj j), θ)

τij ∈[0,∞)
?
(p0i ⊕nj
τik

?
(p0i ),
j) = τik

∀k ∈ p0i

the constraints can be rewritten recursively as the following set of constraints,
?
?
τik (pi ⊕ m ⊕nj j) = τik
(pi ⊕ m) = τik
(pi ),

∀k ∈ pi

?
τim (pi ⊕ m ⊕nj j) = τim
(pi ⊕ m)

Therefore, calculation of τij? (p0i ⊕nj j) involves solving an optimization with the same objective function but an additional constraint. Thus, the optimal objective value for this optimization cannot be greater than that for τij? (pi ⊕nj j), in other words cij (τij? (pi ⊕n?j j), θ) ≥
cij (τij? (p0i ⊕n?j j), θ), which means the DMG property is satisfied.
This work is significant since most algorithms that can handle time-windows in the literature are centralized and/or computationally intensive. For example, recent game theoretic
approaches have attracted significant interest as distributed task allocation algorithms for
assigning tasks to agents in time-varying environments [12, 54, 141, 142], however, these
approaches rely on discretizing time, severely increasing the computational complexity of
the problem. In contrast, CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions does not require time
discretization, and, for certain score function types as described above (e.g. unimodal),
the algorithm is able to address the optimization of these additional decision variable in
polynomial-time, ensuring both spatial and temporal coordination amongst the agents,
while still preserving the robust convergence properties of the original algorithm.
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4.2.2

Example Applications

To show the real-time applicability of CBBA with time-varying score functions, consider a
dynamic planning scenario involving a multi-agent multi-task UAV/UGV mission, such as
that depicted in Figure 2-1, where agents must perform time-critical tasks which involve
traveling to and servicing tasks at different locations and during different times (see Figure
2-2). This type of scenario could include rescue operations, where victims must be found and
attended to in a timely manner, or even time-critical services within urban environments
such as pizza delivery or taxi routing. This section provides details on the implementation
of CBBA for multi-agent networked teams operating in dynamic environments.
Simulation Results
A simulation was created to demonstrated the performance of CBBA with Time-Varying
Score Functions when planning for multi-agent networked teams operating in time-critical
mission scenarios. For these types of time-varying missions, the planning parameters θ
associated with agents and tasks could include elements such as task locations, task reward,
task service times, task time-windows of validity, agent positions, agent travel velocities,
fuel penalties, etc. In this thesis, we consider time-varying task rewards of the following
form,

 Rj e−λj ∆τij , tj
start ≤ τij ≤ tjend
Rij (τij ) =
 0,
otherwise
where tjstart is the first time the task becomes available, the task time-window [tjstart , tjend ]
represents the period of time in which the task must be completed, τij is the time at which
agent i finishes executing task j, and ∆τij = max{0, τij − (tjstart + tjduration )} represents the
time in excess of the expected task completion time. The exponential decay represents the
time-critical nature of the task, where the discount factor λj is used to reduce the nominal
reward Rj according to the delay ∆τij . The total objective function for each agent can be
written as,

Ji =

Nt
X

Rij (τij ) xij − fi di (pi )

j=1
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(4.13)
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Figure 4-2: Monte Carlo simulation results for a 6 agent networked team performing
time-critical missions. The simulations compare three planning algorithms: the CBBA
with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm proposed in this section (CBBA); CBBA
with Time-Varying Score Functions using time constraints during sequential task selection
(CBBA TC), as explained in Eq. (4.12); and a centralized sequential greedy algorithm
(SGA). Figure (a) shows the achieved mission scores, (b) shows the mission scores normalized against the sequential greedy results, and (c) shows the planner run time as a function
of the number of available tasks in the environment.
where di (pi ) represents the distance traveled by agent i given path pi and fi is the fuel cost
per unit distance as described in the example of Section 4.1.3. Since this score function is
not submodular due to the fuel penalty component, as explained in Section 4.1.3, a heuristic
approximation that satisfies DMG can be employed instead,

Jˆi =

Nt 
X

Rij (τij ) − fi dˆij



xij

(4.14)

j=1

where dˆij is an approximation of the true distance which satisfies DMG (since dˆij is constant
for each j regardless of which tasks are in the path). This approximate submodular score
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function was used within the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm in simulation to approximate the agents’ path scores while still satisfying the DMG requirement.
Figure 4-2 shows Monte Carlo simulation results validating the performance of CBBA with
Time-Varying Score Functions for a 6 agent networked team performing time-critical missions. The simulations compare three planning algorithms: the CBBA with Time-Varying
Score Functions algorithm proposed in this section (CBBA); CBBA with Time-Varying
Score Functions using time constraints during sequential task selection (CBBA TC), where
tasks can only be added if they do not impact the other tasks already in the bundle as
explained in Eq. (4.12); and a centralized sequential greedy optimization algorithm (SGA)
which uses the true score function of Eq. (4.13) within the optimization (since DMG does
not affect centralized algorithms). Figure 4-2(a) shows that the mission scores achieved
using the distributed CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm are similar to
those obtained using a centralized sequential greedy optimization algorithm (SGA), validating the distributed approach and the submodular approximate score function. Figure
4-2(b) shows the mission scores normalized against the sequential greedy results, where
CBBA with Time-Varying score functions achieves performance that is within 98% of that
obtained using the centralized SGA approach. As shown in Figure 4-2(c), the planner run
time required for the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm is higher than
that of the centralized sequential greedy algorithm, since the algorithm requires more iterations to resolve conflicts amongst agents. The reduction in run time which occurs between
100 and 120 tasks is associated with the fact that agents have more choices and are therefore less likely to conflict, leading to fewer iterations of CBBA. In general, the distributed
CBBA run time is a function of the number of tasks explored by each agent, the number of
conflicts between agents (and thus iterations of CBBA), and the amount of time required to
compute each path score within each agent’s bundle optimization process. As a disclaimer,
all computations were done in single threads, programmed in MATLAB, on an Alienware
computer with an Intel Core i7 processor and 12 GB RAM, and these results show the
total computation time for all agents combined. In practical real-time implementations,
the computation would be distributed/parallelized over several computers and written in a
more efficient language than MATLAB (e.g. C++), therefore the true computation time
would be reduced by at least a factor of N (since each agent would compute its own plans),
and would possibly be even faster given a more efficient programming language. Of course,
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the distributed implementation would also have to account for communication speed between agents, which, depending on the application at hand, may introduce further delays
(see [105] for a detailed analysis on message passing requirements of CBBA). As mentioned
in the previous section, the time optimization step of Eq. (4.8) requires re-optimizing all
the times for tasks in the path after location nj to appropriately represent the impact of
adding task j to the path, which can be quite computationally intensive. The constraint
specified in Eq. (4.12) reduces this computational effort by only optimizing the task execution time of the new task j. As shown in Figure 4-2, the CBBA with Time-Varying Score
Functions algorithm using this time constraint (CBBA TC) is able to significantly reduce
the computation time required by the algorithm leading to much lower run times (Figure
4-2(c)), and the performance achieved by imposing this artificial constraint is still very close
to that of the unconstrained CBBA (Figures 4-2(a)-(b)) and is within 93% of the centralized sequential greedy performance. The algorithms developed later in Sections 4.3 and 4.4
have higher computation requirements than the baseline CBBA with Time-Varying Score
Functions algorithm, and thus can really benefit from the computational savings associated
with this time constraint to enable real-time performance for networked teams.
Real-Time Replanning Architecture
In order to ensure that the task allocation remains relevant in a dynamically changing
environment it is necessary to replan in real-time. Replanning at a fast enough rate ensures
that vehicle states and network topologies are up to date, new tasks are accounted for and
older or irrelevant tasks are pruned, and that the impact of discrepancies between the agent
models in the planner and the actual agent behavior is minimized given the deterministic
planning parameters. We have embedded the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions
algorithm described in this section within a real-time dynamic planning framework for
heterogeneous agents, illustrated in Figure 4-3. The overall architecture is comprised of a
mission control center that manages a dynamic task list, the CBBA task allocation algorithm
to coordinate planning for the team, models of the agents and the network structure that
are updated in real time, and vehicle managers, actuators and sensors that enable agents
to interact with the environment. The mission control center supplies an initial set of tasks
with time-windows of validity to the agents, in addition to creating new pop-up tasks at
a specified rate. The distributed CBBA planner receives the dynamic list of tasks and
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Figure 4-3: Real-time distributed task allocation architecture for a heterogeneous networked
team.
allocates them to the agents. The network detection algorithms use the position of the
vehicles to determine the network graph and/or the set of subnetworks at any given time.
And the vehicle managers consist of finite state machines that enable the execution of tasks
for each agent. Given the latest agent models, network configuration information, and
current task list, the planning architecture can allocate the tasks to the respective agents
over some planning horizon, thereby creating schedules for each of the heterogeneous agents.
This real-time replanning architecture was used to validate the performance of the planning algorithms for heterogeneous networked UAV/UGV teams performing dynamic ISR
missions, both in simulation and in experimental flight tests at MIT’s Real-time indoor
Autonomous Vehicle test ENvironment (MIT RAVEN) [99]. This indoor flight facility is
equipped with motion-capture systems which yield accurate, high-bandwidth position and
attitude data for all tracked vehicles within the flight volume. Flight experiments were
conducted for heterogeneous teams of agents including quadrotor air vehicles, helicopter
UAVs, and various ground vehicles, demonstrating the real-time applicability of the approach [174]. Figure 4-4 shows a snapshot of the simulation interface showing the agent
paths and schedules over the course of the mission. The display on the left shows the agents
and their proposed paths and the tasks along with a countdown to their expiry time. The
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Figure 4-4: Simulation showing 12 agents (6 UAVs & 6 UGVs) bidding on and accomplishing
a dynamic set of tasks.

Figure 4-5: Real-time mission planning for a heterogeneous networked team using the CBBA
planning framework (Aerospace Controls Lab, MIT).
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right display shows the agent schedules, including the past history and the proposed future schedule (on either side of the time line). The time-windows of validity for the tasks
are shown (in black) along with the actual time that the agent executed the task (colored
block). Figure 4-5 shows an example mission using this CBBA planning framework in a
real-time flight experiment at the MIT Aerospace Controls Lab4 .

4.3

Distributed Planning with Network Disconnects

An issue associated with distributed planning using CBBA is that the planning algorithm
will only converge if the agents maintain network connectivity. The network graph can
change over time, but must be connected in order for agents to perform consensus. If the
network becomes disconnected, agents will not know about other agents’ bids outside of
their sub-network, nor will they be able to communicate with these other agents in order
to execute consensus. In this situation the planner may not converge and multiple agents
from different sub-networks might bid on the same tasks leading to conflicting assignments.
This section describes these communication challenges and proposes strategies for handling
network disconnects.

4.3.1

Dynamic Network Handling Protocols

For missions involving multi-vehicle teams operating in communication-limited environments, the network structure is often dynamic. As agents move throughout the environment
performing tasks, communication links between them can be dynamically created and destroyed, leading to varying network topologies and potentially disconnected networks. For
example, if vehicles need to be within a certain distance of each other in order to communicate (communication radius), but if there exist some tasks such that a vehicle is forced to
travel outside of this communication radius, then the vehicle must lose connectivity with its
neighbors in order to accomplish these tasks. In these situations, CBBA fails to converge,
since the vehicle is not able to communicate its current winning bids to the other agents,
and thus the next round of replanning may assign that agent’s tasks to other agents. This
conflicting situation is undesirable since sending multiple agents to do the same tasks leads
to unnecessary fuel consumption. Furthermore, it is assumed that when vehicles get within
4
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communication distance of each other they will be able to resolve the assignment conflict,
but if the planner replan rate is not fast enough, they may not be able to deconflict in time,
possibly leading to collisions. It is necessary, therefore, to have a method to ensure that
task assignments remain conflict-free in the presence of network disconnects.
One strategy that ensures conflict-free assignments involves using task space partitioning
(see Section 3.1.2), where the task space is divided into disjoint sets and allocated amongst
the sub-networks prior to planning. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, for several scenarios of
interest the task partitioning problem can be very complex, and by creating a task partition
outside of the optimization, the algorithm places artificial constraints on which allocations
are available resulting in arbitrarily poor performance. Furthermore, doing task space
partitioning at a centralized location (e.g. ground station) can be cumbersome, and involves
having the centralized system partition the task space, and communicate the partition to
the corresponding agents in the respective sub-networks, where each sub-network can then
run distributed local planners. An alternate strategy is to have the agents locally partition
the task space themselves. This can be accomplished by only allowing bids on tasks that
are currently carried by agents in their specific sub-networks (including tasks won and new
tasks that agents know about locally). This strategy ensures conflict-free assignments if
the tasks each agent carries are unique, since viable tasks are only shared locally within
each sub-network. Therefore, this local adjustment of the available task lists guarantees
conflict-free team assignments in the presence of network disconnects, without requiring
the intense communication and computational overhead associated with a ground station
performing centralized a priori task space partitioning at every replan iteration.
In this work, three different methods of handling varying network topologies are compared. The first involves the default CBBA behavior, where all agents know about and are
free to bid on any task in the entire task list (No task list adjustment). If the network is
disconnected, the task allocation algorithm will run locally within each sub-network, and
the global allocation may contain conflicting assignments between agents in different subnetworks. The second strategy requires that the mission control center perform task space
partitioning, where the tasks are uniquely distributed amongst the agents by assigning each
task only to the closest compatible agent (Central task list adjustment). Agents can then
run the task allocation algorithm locally within their sub-network over the set of tasks that
are assigned to agents in that sub-network to re-optimize the allocation if a better assign91

ment is achievable. This approach guarantees conflict-free assignments but requires the
mission control center to redistribute the entire task list amongst the agents every time a
replan is required, which for realistic missions would involve significant communication and
computational overhead, limiting the real-time performance of the team. The third strategy
considered is the local distributed algorithm proposed in this thesis, and involves replanning
locally within each sub-network over the set of tasks that are currently in the paths and in
the new task lists for all agents within that sub-network (Local task list adjustment). To
ensure that the new task lists are unique between agents, the mission control center notifies
only the closest compatible agent every time a new task is created. Since each agent’s
paths and new task lists are unique, running CBBA locally within each sub-network will
lead to conflict-free assignments for the entire team. This local strategy has the additional
benefit that each sub-network can decide to replan on their own schedule, as opposed to the
centralized strategy that synchronizes replans between the sub-networks by distributing the
task lists to all sub-networks at the same time. This can reduce computational overhead if
certain sub-networks do not need to replan (i.e. nothing has really changed).
Both the central and local task list adjustment methods require that the mission control center maintain updated agent and task information, however, the local adjustment
method requires that the mission control center communicate with the closest agent once
per new task, whereas the central adjustment method requires communication messages to
redistribute all the current tasks amongst the agents every time a replan is required. Thus
the local adjustment method significantly reduces the amount of communication overhead
required by the mission control center, while still ensuring deconflicted task assignments
given disconnected agents. The next section describes experiments comparing these three
different methods.

4.3.2

Example Applications

Simulation Results
The scenario used to test the different task adjustment approaches described above involved
a team of 12 heterogeneous agents (6 UAVs and 6 ground robots). The simulation was
initialized with 12 UAV tasks with random start times, 40 sec time windows and 5 sec
durations. Once the UAV tasks were started a secondary ground robot rescue task was
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created for each UAV task. Additional pop-up UAV tasks were created at 5 sec intervals
and the task allocation algorithm replanned every 2 sec. The simulation consisted of a
mission control center, a network detector, the distributed planning algorithms, and local
agent simulations (see Figure 4-3). The network detector used the vehicle positions and
a communication radius parameter to determine if two vehicles were able to communicate
and returned a list of subnetworks. The local agent simulations implemented models of the
vehicles to execute the tasks in each agent’s path. The mission control center maintained the
list of tasks by creating pop-up tasks and pruning completed tasks from the list, in addition
to implementing the responsibilities for the different task adjustment methods described
in the previous section. The overall mission score was obtained by adding the individual
scores for the agents using the score function described in Section 4.2.2.
Using this simulation infrastructure as a testbed, the three methods described in the
previous section were implemented, and Monte Carlo simulations of 200 iterations were
executed to compare the mission performance for these three approaches under different
communication radii. Figure 4-6 shows the overall mission scores, the number of completed
tasks and the team fuel consumption as a function of the communication radius normalized
by the maximum distance of the theater of operation. The results show that for all three
methods the mission score increases as the communication radius increases, since agent
coordination improves with communication. With a normalized communication radius of
about 0.3 and higher and with a team of 12 agents, the network remains connected in
most cases and all three methods yield similar performance. With less agents this communication radius threshold would be higher, since for a given communication radius, it
is more likely that the network would lose connectivity with fewer agents. The baseline
case (no adjustment) is seen to have the lowest score and highest fuel consumption, especially at low communication radii. This is because without task list adjustments there will
be many assignment conflicts between different subnetworks, resulting in unnecessary fuel
usage from having multiple agents attempt to perform the same tasks as well as a lower
number of overall completed tasks (since agents are busy traveling to tasks that they will
never accomplish). As the connectivity decreases and the number of subnetworks increases
this problem becomes worse. With task list adjustments the mission performance greatly
improves as seen in the results for both the central and local task list adjustment methods.
Since the task allocation is guaranteed to be conflict-free over the entire team there is no
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Figure 4-6: Comparison of mission scores, completed tasks and fuel consumption as a
function of communication radius for different network handling protocols.
excess fuel usage and the total number of completed tasks is higher since the coordination
of the team is improved. The central adjustment method has lower total fuel consumption
than the local adjustment method, however, as described in the previous section, this strategy involves redistributing all tasks amongst agents at every replan iteration, and thus the
communication requirements associated with this strategy do not scale well with increasing
numbers of agents and tasks. The local adjustment method achieves a similar number of
completed tasks as the central adjustment method, and although the fuel usage is slightly
higher (less efficient paths), the communication overhead required to implement this local
adjustment strategy is significantly lower (one message per new task to only one agent).
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Experimental Results
Flight experiments for the above scenario were conducted at the MIT Aerospace Controls
Lab for a heterogeneous team of 6 agents (3 quadrotor air vehicles and 3 ground vehicles),
with a normalized communication radius of 0.1. CBBA with time-varying score functions
was used to perform the task allocation and the different replanning architectures with task
list adjustments described in the previous sections were implemented. The flight results,
shown in Table 4.1, exhibit similar trends to those shown in the simulation results. Both
the central and local adjustment methods achieved similar scores and number of tasks completed. The central adjustment method performed slightly better than the local adjustment
method, with a lower overall fuel consumption as expected, but with a higher computational
and communication overhead. With no task list adjustments the team performance was
fairly poor with more fuel consumed and less overall tasks completed.
Table 4.1: Flight Test Results
Adjustment Method
No Adjustment
Central Adjustment
Local Adjustment

Score
897.32
1561.44
1458.46

Tasks
22
37
34

Fuel
111.35
62.79
71.51

Overall, the simulation and experimental flight tests showed that implementing local
task list adjustments can drastically improve mission performance in low communication
environments, with only marginal increases in required computational overhead, validating
the proposed approach. For more details, the reader is referred to [174].

4.4

Ensuring Network Connectivity in Dynamic Environments

The previous section introduced strategies to handle communication disconnects. Some
domains, however, require that the team satisfy connectivity requirements during mission
execution, since multi-vehicle systems rely on communications to exchange command and
control messages and remotely sensed mission data. The inability to communicate sensor
data to a base station in real time (e.g. live video) may render the multi-agent system
ineffective [104]. Furthermore, failure to properly exchange command and control messages
can lead to potentially dangerous system failures. This section presents a cooperative dis-
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Figure 4-7: Example mission scenario illustrating the benefits of cooperative planning in
communication-limited environments. The left box (Initial Environment) shows the initial
mission scenario: 4 agents (blue circles) with limited communication range, a base station
(red diamond), and 3 tasks of different values (gray x’s). The black lines denote connectivity. On the right are 3 different planning strategies. Box A (Naive Task Assignment) shows
the team’s actions when communication constraints are not considered. Box B (Network
Prediction) depicts a conservative solution where each agent detects its own constraint violations and drops tasks, but does not collaborate with other agents explicitly. Finally, Box C
(Planning with Relays) shows a cooperative plan where some agents act as communication
relays for others, increasing mission performance.
tributed planning algorithm that ensures network connectivity for a team of heterogeneous
agents operating in dynamic and communication-limited environments. The algorithm,
named CBBA with Relays, builds upon CBBA with time-varying score functions described
in 4.2. Information available through the consensus phase of CBBA is leveraged to predict
the network topology and to propose relay tasks to repair connectivity violations. Underutilized agents can then be employed as communication relays, improving the range of the
team without limiting the scope of the active agents, thus improving mission performance.
The CBBA with Relays algorithm ensures network connectivity during task execution but
still preserves the distributed and polynomial-time guarantees of CBBA. The next sections
describe the scenario and the algorithm in more detail, and results are presented to validate
the algorithm through simulations and experimental indoor and outdoor field tests.

4.4.1

Scenario Description

Consider the scenario shown in Fig. 4-7 where agents must perform surveillance around a
base station. Vehicles are tasked to select locations to stream live video back to the base,
however, agents have a limited communication radius, as in the previous section, and cannot
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successfully transmit data if disconnected from the base. The left box of Fig. 4-7 shows
the initial environment with 4 agents, a base station, and 3 possible tasks with associated
values. The halos around each agent and around the base station depict circles of half of
the communication radius, therefore, their intersections signify connectivity. Box A (Naive
Task Assignment) shows the results of a plan made without considering communication
constraints, where a disconnected network occurs and agents 2 and 4 receive a score of 0
for their tasks since they cannot stream data back to the base.
To prevent disconnects, communication constraints can be explicitly considered in the
planning process. Task allocation information, such as task locations and planned execution
times, can be leveraged by the agents to predict the network topology at execution. For
example, in Box B of Fig. 4-7 (Network Prediction) agents predict the network topology
for the proposed assignment and drop tasks that cause disconnects (agents 2 and 4 both
drop their assignments and the mission results in only one serviced task). This approach
guarantees network connectivity, but is conservative because agents can only accomplish
tasks in the local vicinity. An improved solution is to use some agents as communication
relays, where data can be transmitted back to the base station through neighboring agents.
This requires explicit cooperation between agents to determine where relay tasks are required, which agents should execute these relay tasks, and which agents can execute the
main mission tasks. Box C of Fig. 4-7 (Planning with Relays) illustrates this cooperative
scenario, where agents predict the network connectivity, detect the potential disconnects,
create relay tasks that fix these disconnects, and propose the relay tasks to the rest of the
team. Here, Agents 3 and 4 drop their assignments to service relay tasks proposed by Agent
2. This results in a team capability to accomplish higher value tasks, increasing the overall
mission score.
While the cooperative planning strategy proposed in the above scenario improves team
performance, its formulation is nontrivial. Predicting the topology over time can be computationally intensive as the network is dynamic. Planning algorithms are highly interdependent because the task assignment and network connectivity prediction processes are closely
coupled. This complicates network prediction, even for small perturbations in the agent assignments, making it difficult to optimize assignments given connectivity constraints. The
challenge of coordinating a multi-agent team to control its communication network has been
widely explored in the literature. Studies have investigated motion planning strategies for
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teams of agents using methods such as gradient ascent [70], potential fields [224], reactive
control [100], and adaptive strategies [153] to steer vehicles to stay within communication
range of each other. Other works have explored the problem of optimizing the deployment
of designated mobile relay agents to support a network of sensor nodes, using both graph
theoretic [101, 161, 225] and network optimization schemes [61].
The CBBA with Relays algorithm presented in this section differs from previous studies
by simultaneously optimizing relay and task assignments, instead of preallocating agents to
specific roles and then solving decoupled task assignment and network connectivity planning
problems. By explicitly coupling the task assignment and relay planning processes, the team
is able to better optimize the use of agent resources given the current mission needs, leading
to improved performance and added flexibility in real-time dynamic mission scenarios.

4.4.2

CBBA with Relays

The purpose of the CBBA with Relays algorithm is to efficiently allocate agents to tasks
while ensuring that the network remains connected to a predefined base station during task
execution. In this problem, the assumption of agent independence described in Section 2.1.3
and summarized in Eq. (2.4) no longer holds, since the scores agents receive for doing tasks
are now dependent on maintaining network connectivity, and thus are functions of other
agents’ positions over time. However, within the distributed CBBA planning framework,
agents have access to other agents’ assignments and proposed task times shared through
the consensus phase of CBBA, and this information can be leveraged by each agent to
predict network connectivity at the agent’s proposed task execution times to determine
if the proposed tasks will be connected to the base station. As described in Box C of
Fig. 4-7, the network connectivity of the team can be adjusted in real-time by using free
agents as relays. The CBBA with Relays algorithm achieves this connectivity by leveraging
the task allocation capabilities of CBBA with an outer loop that enforces connectivity
constraints. In particular, given a set of initial tasks Ji that each agent i can bid on, and a
set of required relay tasks R, CBBA can be used to solve the allocation problem, creating
assignments A of agent-task pairs (here A is a set of valid assignments extracted from
(x, τ ) returned by CBBA). Since CBBA does not guarantee that all available tasks will
be assigned, the assignment from a single iteration of CBBA may result in a disconnected
network. Network prediction after a CBBA execution can be used to determine if an
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assigned task will cause the network to become disconnected at its execution time. Each
disconnected task may be removed from the task set that the current winning agent i is able
to bid on in future iterations. The form of the function that decides if a task will be removed
from the available task set is a nontrivial decision that has important implications for both
performance and convergence rate (further discussion provided later in this section). For all
remaining assigned (non-relay) tasks that are disconnected from the base, new relay tasks
are introduced. The criteria for placing these relays is that, if assigned, they would create a
connected network. The process then repeats with CBBA generating a new assignment over
the new task space that includes all available tasks and newly placed relays. The algorithm
converges when CBBA returns a connected assignment with all current relay tasks assigned.
The full CBBA with Relays algorithm is presented in Algorithms 4 and 5. For clarification, a few functions and notation elements will be defined first:
• Ji is the subset of tasks that are currently available to agent i. J¯ = {J1 , . . . , JNa , R}
describes the current available tasks for the team (individual agent available task sets
Ji and relay tasks R).
• Winning-Agent(j) returns the current winning agent for task j.
• Dependent-Relays(j) returns the indexes of all relay tasks that are required to be
assigned for task j to be connected to the base.
• Dependent-Tasks(r) returns the indexes of all tasks that rely on relay task r being
serviced.
• Keep-Task(j, A) returns true or false indicating whether j should be dropped. KeepTask(j, A) can be deterministic or stochastic, but must have the property that repeated calling to the function will eventually return false with probability 1 (required
for algorithm convergence).
• Place-Relays(j, J¯, A) creates relay tasks required to connect a disconnected task j
to the base station. The function is responsible for specifying appropriate locations,
values, and time-windows for these relay tasks (further discussion is provided below).
• Predict-Disconnects(J¯, A) returns a set of tasks that will be disconnected at the time
of their execution given the proposed assignment A. This function iterates over the
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Algorithm 4 CBBA-Relays(I, J )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Ji = J , ∀i ∈ I; R = ∅
J¯ = {J1 , . . . , JNa , R}
while ¬ converged do
A ← CBBA(I, J¯) (See Algorithm 1)
for (r ∈ R) & (r ∈
/ A) do
(J¯0 , A0 ) ← Prune-Task-Space(r, J¯, A)
end for
Jdisconnected ← Predict-Disconnects(J¯0 , A0 )
for j ∈ Jdisconnected do
J¯00 ← Place-Relays(j, J¯0 , A0 )
end for
if (J¯00 = J¯) & (A0 = A) then
converged ← true
end if
J¯ ← J¯00 ; A ← A0
end while
return A

assigned tasks and uses the information available in the algorithm to predict the
network structure and detect disconnects for each assigned task.
A few important algorithmic considerations are described next. In Algorithm 4, line
4, CBBA with time-varying score functions presented in Section 4.2 (see Algorithm 1) is
used as a black box that produces assignments given the set of agents I and a task list
J¯ including the initial tasks J and relay tasks R. The additional algorithmic pieces of
Algorithm 4 enforce agent cooperation and network connectivity constraints, such that,
with probability 1, CBBA will return a connected assignment. An important point to note
is that, in the Predict-Disconnects algorithm, the network prediction for each assigned task
j only involves agents that are currently executing tasks at the time of task j (termed “active
agents”). This is because “inactive agents” are subject to change their schedules to satisfy
relay tasks, and this would invalidate the network prediction if they were included. Another
important observation is that this network prediction step can be performed locally by each
agent using information available through the CBBA consensus phase, and each agent only
needs to check network connectivity during the task execution times of its assigned tasks
j, as opposed to most common approaches that involve discretizing time over the entire
duration of the mission. By performing these network predictions locally and only at select
crucial mission times, the computation associated with this algorithm remains distributed
and tractable.
The Place-Relays algorithm is responsible for creating relay tasks with locations and
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Algorithm 5 Prune-Task-Space(r, J¯, A)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

J¯ ← J¯ \ {r}
for j ∈ Dependent-Tasks(r) do
for r0 ∈ Dependent-Relays(j) do
Dependent-Tasks(r0 ) ← Dependent-Tasks(r0 ) \ {j}
if Dependent-Tasks(r0 ) = ∅ then
J¯ ← J¯ \ {r0 }
A ← A \ {r0 } if r0 ∈ A
end if
end for
Dependent-Relays(j) ← ∅
keep ← Keep-Task(j, A)
if ¬keep then
A ← A \ {j}
JW inning−Agent(j) ← JW inning−Agent(j) \ {j}
end if
end for
return (J¯0 , A0 )

time-windows that ensure connectivity for the main task they are designed to connect.
This process can be executed locally by each agent assigned to a disconnected task, and
is dependent on the environment and connectivity models available for that agent. For
the results in this thesis, the connectivity was modeled as a function of communication
radius, and the relays were placed between the closest pair of agents that would ensure
connectivity for the disconnected task j given the network prediction. The time-windows
and durations were set such that the relays would be in place during task j’s proposed
execution time. The reward value for the relays was equal to the bid made on task j
divided by the number of relays placed to create the connection. Note that during mission
execution, agents performing relay tasks do not actually receive a score, but they do incur
fuel penalties. In a sense, the relay scores are “virtual scores”, but setting them to fractions
of task j’s bid guarantees that the total mission scores obtained (scores for connected tasks
minus all fuel usage) will never be negative. Current research is exploring alternate ways to
place relays that explicitly consider link capacities and bit error rates, rather than simply
shortest relay distance [116, 117].
As alluded to above, the form of the Keep-Task function impacts the convergence performance of the algorithm. In order to guarantee convergence of CBBA with Relays, agents can
only be allowed to propose relays for a disconnected task for a finite number of iterations.
Eventually, the agent will have to “give up” and add the task to its “do-not-allow” list.
In this way, the number of task choices available to the agents decreases as the algorithm
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iterations proceed. As a reminder, relay tasks are associated with the actual tasks that
they are designed to connect, and are only valid for one iteration of the CBBA with Relays
algorithm (any unassigned relay tasks are deleted), so as the number of actual task choices
decreases, so will the number of relay tasks. Given this diminishing task space, the CBBA
with Relays algorithm will converge, since eventually every agent will have no remaining
valid tasks to bid on. Therefore, to guarantee convergence of CBBA with Relays, the only
requirement is that the Keep-Task function must return false with positive probability for
every agent-task pair, so that successive repeated calls to the function will eventually return
false with probability 1 (and thus the agent will not be able to bid on that task again).
A trivial form of the Keep-Task function is to always return false (i.e. agents only get to
try for a disconnected task for 1 iteration), since this strategy has a positive probability of
returning false which is required for convergence. This has the effect of making all agents
drop their disconnected tasks simultaneously, which causes coordination problems amongst
the agents. As an illustrative example, consider a stale-mate case, where 2 agents have tasks
assigned that are both disconnected from the base and thus both agents require relays. Since
both agents are occupied, they cannot satisfy the relay requirement for the other agent. As
a result, in the next iteration, both agents drop their tasks (and are never allowed to bid
on them again), and select other assignments instead. A more coordinated approach would
have resulted if one agent had dropped its assignment and satisfied the relay requirement
of the other agent. However, in this situation, it is difficult to predict which agent should
drop its task first and satisfy the relay requirement for the other agent. An obvious method
would be for each agent to solve a centralized problem involving both agents, and to select
the action that leads to the highest team score. This method does not scale well, however,
because this type of stalemate can happen with many more than 2 agents simultaneously
and with more than a single task per agent. Furthermore, not only do the distributed agents
need to predict their own plans, they would also need to model the decisions of all other
agents (whether they will drop their tasks, and what assignments they will select after a
possible drop), making the problem intractable even with small teams of agents.
As an alternative, a stochastic approach can be used where agents probabilistically keep
tasks for subsequent iterations. In this work, a probabilistic rule is employed, where the
function returns false with probability p that is proportional to the bid value on task j
(normalized against the maximum obtainable task score). This stochastic aspect of the
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algorithm prevents all agents from releasing their tasks simultaneously, thus breaking the
symmetry associated with conflicted assignments, and allowing other agents the opportunity to bid on relay tasks. The probability of dropping a disconnected task is proportional
to the current bid of that task, so, on average, higher value tasks are kept around longer.
For the environments considered in this thesis, this heuristic approach works well, has low
computational overhead, and is guaranteed to converge since there is a positive probability
p that the Keep-Task function will return false at any given iteration, and thus that the
disconnected tasks will be dropped (forever) from agents’ assignments. Therefore all disconnected tasks will eventually be unavailable to all agents with probability 1. It is worth
noting, however, that for smaller or highly structured domains more complex rules could
be developed that improve algorithm performance, but for general scenarios of interest
this probabilistic strategy performs well and, in practice, the CBBA with Relays algorithm
converged rapidly, enabling real-time applicability.

4.4.3

Example Applications

This section presents simulation and hardware results that validate the performance of
CBBA with Relays. The algorithm is compared against the two other planning methods discussed above (see Figure 4-7): the first is baseline CBBA which does not include
communication constraints in the planning process, where the algorithm fails to detect potential disconnects leading to reduced mission performance (Fig. 4-7(a)); and the second
algorithm, termed CBBA with Network Prediction, involves conservatively dropping tasks
that are likely to cause network disconnects (Fig. 4-7(b)). In this algorithm, agents execute
CBBA to obtain task assignments and then predict the network structure to check whether
connectivity constraints will be violated. Tasks that will cause disconnects are dropped and
the corresponding agents are not allowed to rebid on them. The algorithm then executes
CBBA again, iterating until the team assignment remains constant and no more tasks are
being dropped.
Simulation Results
This section shows simulation results for a 6 agent dynamic mission, where the simulation
architecture consisted of a mission control center, a network detector, the distributed planning algorithms, and local agent simulations as described before (see Figure 4-3). In this
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(a) Mission Scores

(b) Number of Disconnected Tasks

Figure 4-8: Results for a single simulation run of a 6 agent mission, comparing Baseline CBBA, CBBA with Network Prediction, and CBBA with Relays. The plots show
the achieved mission scores as a function of time, and the number of disconnected tasks
throughout the mission execution.
scenario, tasks appeared at a constant rate, with randomly distributed positions, and values
proportional to the distance from the base station (representing the fact that information
further from the base is more valuable since it is less likely to be known). The communication radius for the agents was set to 20% of the environment, and agents were only able
to execute tasks and receive rewards for them if they were connected to the base station
at the time of task execution. If they were not connected to the base, then they had to
abandon the corresponding task and move to the next one in their task list. Figure 4-8(a)
shows the mission scores as a function of time and Figure 4-8(b) shows the number of disconnected tasks during execution. As seen in the plots, Baseline CBBA causes significant
network disconnects leading to poor performance. CBBA with Network Prediction improves
the mission performance by preventing network disconnects, but is very conservative in the
tasks it schedules achieving only marginally higher performance. CBBA with Relays clearly
outperforms the other algorithms by allowing cooperative task execution, achieving a higher
score throughout the mission and ensuring connectivity during task execution.
To further analyze the performance of CBBA with Relays, a Monte Carlo simulation
was implemented, using the scenario described above but varying the communication radius
for the agents. Figure 4-9 shows the mean mission scores, number of tasks done, number of
disconnected tasks, and planner run-time as a function of communication radius, with 25%
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(a) Mission Scores

(b) Number of Tasks Done

(c) Average Disconnected Tasks

(d) Average Planner Run Time

Figure 4-9: Monte Carlo simulation results for a 6 agent mission, comparing the performance
of Baseline CBBA, CBBA with Network Prediction, and CBBA with Relays. The plots show
the mission scores, the number of tasks done, the average number of disconnected tasks,
and the average planner run time, as a function of normalized communication radius.
and 75% error bars shown on the plots. Once again CBBA with Relays achieves higher
mission performance than the other two approaches, with higher scores (Fig. 4-9(a)) and
greater number of tasks done (Fig. 4-9(b)). Both CBBA with Network Prediction and
Baseline CBBA achieve similar number of tasks performed, however, in the baseline case
agents attempt to execute tasks which will cause disconnects, and thus waste fuel without
being able to perform the far tasks, thus leading to lower mission scores. Both CBBA
with Relays and CBBA with Network Prediction ensure network connectivity during task
execution (Fig. 4-9(c)). The planner run-time for CBBA with Relays is higher than that for
the other two algorithms, and is highest when several relays must be assigned (Fig. 4-9(d)).
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(a) iRobot Create

(b) Indoor Experimental Mission

Figure 4-10: Real-time indoor autonomous vehicle experiments, at the MIT Aerospace
Controls Lab, demonstrating CBBA with Relays. The figures show a robotic platform
consisting of the iRobot Create and an indoor experimental 6 agent mission using the
CBBA with Relays algorithm.
It drops off as the connectivity improves and also at really low communication radii5 . For
the 6 agent missions considered here, at a normalized communication radii higher than 0.3
(i.e. 30% of the theater of operation) the network remains mostly connected and all the
algorithms achieve similar performance.
Experimental Results
To validate the real-time performance of CBBA with Relays, hardware experiments were
conducted at the MIT Aerospace Control Lab. For these missions, the robotic platform
consisted of iRobot Creates (Fig. 4-10(a)), equipped with an xBee-PRO wireless module
for communication, where high-bandwidth position and attitude data was provided by a
motion-capture system. Figure 4-10(b) shows a snapshot of a 6 agent mission, where the
front agent is connected to the base (further back) through two relay agents. The hardware
results for this mission scenario in Figure 4-11 are similar to those discussed in Figure
4-8, demonstrating the real-time applicability of the algorithm. Once again the mission
scores are highest using CBBA with Relays, and the algorithm ensures that no tasks are
disconnected throughout the mission.
To demonstrate the algorithm in a more operationally realistic setting, further experiments were conducted in an outdoor flight testing environment using a team of UAVs,
5

At very low communication radii the number of relays required is greater than the available agents,
making the tasks infeasible immediately, thus lowering the plan time.
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(a) Mission Scores

(b) Number of Disconnected Tasks

Figure 4-11: Real-time indoor experimental results for a 6 agent mission, comparing Baseline CBBA, CBBA with Network Prediction, and CBBA with Relays. The plots show
the achieved mission scores as a function of time, and the number of disconnected tasks
throughout the mission execution.
consisting of Ascending Technologies Pelican Quadrotors (Fig. 4-12(a)) [118]. Each vehicle was 2.5 lbs, had a flight endurance of 18 minutes, and was capable of GPS waypoint
navigation while communicating with the base station using a Digi-Mesh XBee 2.4 GHz
radio module. The missions were performed in software simulation and then executed in
outdoor flight tests in restricted airspace at a military facility (see Fig. 4-12(b)). Figure 4-13
shows the results of the flight experiments (solid lines) along with their simulation predictions (dotted lines). As before, using CBBA with Relays agents collaborated to accomplish
valuable tasks in the search area, achieving scores which were more than double of those obtained using the non-cooperative CBBA with Network Prediction strategy, and significantly
higher than the Baseline CBBA algorithm which achieved negative scores (since most tasks
resulted in failures). One disconnect did occur using CBBA with Relays in flight testing.
Due to modeling inaccuracies, imperfect state estimation, and environmental effects, one
of the UAVs actually reached a task ahead of the predicted time and therefore started it
early. Once finished, it moved on early to the next task, allowing another task dependent
on it at the predicted time to disconnect. A modification to the algorithm has since been
proposed which forces agents to wait until the predicted time to start their tasks in order to
maintain the planning schedule. This event highlights the importance of hardware testing
in environments less controlled than simulation. The results also show that the algorithm,
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(a) Ascending Technologies Pelican Quadrotor

(b) Outdoor Flight Experiment

Figure 4-12: Real-time autonomous vehicle outdoor flight experiments demonstrating
CBBA with Relays. The figures show a quadrotor UAV platform consisting of the Ascending Technologies Pelican Quadrotor, and an outdoor experimental 3 agent mission using
the CBBA with Relays algorithm.

(a) Mission Scores

(b) Number of Disconnected Tasks

Figure 4-13: Real-time outdoor flight test results for a 3 agent mission, comparing Baseline CBBA, CBBA with Network Prediction, and CBBA with Relays. The plots show
the achieved mission scores as a function of time, and the number of disconnected tasks
throughout the mission execution.
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even without the fix, generally worked well in conditions with moderate uncertainty, and
closely followed the trends observed in simulation. More details and results for the CBBA
with Relays algorithm are available in [118, 170, 173].

4.5

Summary

This chapter presented several key extensions to the baseline CBBA algorithm proposed in
[58] to address dynamic mission planning in realistic environments. Section 4.2 proposed an
extension to CBBA that enabled optimization given time-varying score functions and dynamic mission scenarios (CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions). Section 4.3 presented
strategies to ensure conflict-free solutions in the presence of network disconnects through
local task space partitioning methods. And, Section 4.4 proposed a cooperative planning
algorithm (CBBA with Relays), that builds upon the baseline CBBA framework to enable
cooperative mission execution in communication-limited environments through the use of
relay tasks, thus improving mission performance.
The algorithms presented in this chapter focused mostly on deterministic planning scenarios. As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, a major consideration is that planning algorithms
rely on underlying system models, which are often subject to uncertainty, and discrepancies between these planner models and the actual system dynamics can cause significant
degradations in mission performance. The next chapters address this issue by proposing
stochastic planning extensions to the distributed CBBA algorithm that enable agents to
hedge against parameter uncertainty using the different stochastic metrics discussed in Section 2.1.4.
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Chapter 5
Distributed Planning in Uncertain
Domains
As described in Chapter 2, planning algorithms rely on underlying system models which
are often subject to uncertainty. This uncertainty can result from many sources including: inaccurate modeling due to simplifications, assumptions, and/or parameter errors;
fundamentally nondeterministic processes (e.g. sensor readings, stochastic dynamics); and
dynamic local information changes. As discrepancies between the planner models and the
actual system dynamics increase, mission performance typically degrades. The impact of
these discrepancies on the overall quality of the plan is usually hard to quantify in advance
due to nonlinear effects, coupling between tasks and agents, and interdependencies between system constraints (e.g. longer-than-expected task durations can impact the arrival
times of subsequent tasks in the path, as previously described in Figure 2-3). However,
if uncertainty models of planning parameters are available they can be leveraged within
the planning framework to create robust plans that explicitly hedge against the inherent
uncertainty to improve mission performance. This chapter proposes an extension to the
deterministic CBBA with time-varying score functions algorithm described in Section 4.2,
which enables the use of different stochastic metrics to mitigate the effects of parameter
uncertainty given probabilistic agent and task models. The Robust CBBA algorithm is described in detail in the following sections, and results are presented to validate this robust
distributed real-time framework, showing improved performance for teams of networked
agents operating in uncertain and dynamic environments.
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5.1

Stochastic Distributed Problem Formulation

Consider the problem definition introduced in Eq. (2.6) but where the planning parameters
θ are random variables (θ is a vector of planning parameters including elements such as
agent velocities, task durations, wind speed and direction, etc.). Assume that models of
the uncertainty are available, where θ ∈ Θ with distribution given by the joint probability
density function (PDF), f (θ). The goal of stochastic planning is to use the information
provided in f (θ) to create plans that explicitly account for the variability and coupling of
the uncertain parameters in the score functions cij .

5.1.1

Uncertain Parameter Types

The uncertain planning parameters θ involve 3 main types of variables: agent specific parameters, task specific parameters, and environment parameters. Agent specific parameters
include variables such as fuel consumption and cruise velocities, which are specific to each
agent and therefore do not usually affect the performance of other agents. Task specific
parameters could include stochastic task durations, uncertain task locations (e.g. tracking a
moving target), and other random variables that can usually be associated with individual
tasks. Environment parameters include variables that affect all agents performing tasks in
a certain area (for example, wind velocity and direction), or could be localized to specific
areas (e.g. wind in a canyon may be different than wind over a plain). The uncertain parameters could include combinations of these groups as well. For example, an agent executing a
certain task may have a different stochastic distribution over task duration than a different
agent performing the same task. There could also be coupling between different parameters.
For example, long task durations for some tasks may be correlated with long task durations
for other tasks (e.g. a bad sensor reading could impact target identification time as well as
the time required to search for and localize the target).
In general, accounting for all these different coupling effects is difficult, particularly in
distributed planning environments, since it would require that agents consider the coupling
between parameters with other agents when making their individual plans. An assumption
that can be made to reduce the complexity of the planning problem is that the uncertain
parameters can be partitioned among the agents so that agent scores are independent. This
assumption is valid for agent specific parameters (e.g. distributions over agent velocities
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affect agents individually), and is also true for task specific parameters assuming conflictfree solutions since no two agents are assigned to the same task1 . Using this assumption,
agents can plan independently using their own situational awareness and planning parameter distributions, instead of having to coordinate with other agents during the planning
process to account for coupling between agent scores. Cases that produce coupling between
agent score functions such as environment parameters (e.g. wind direction) are much more
difficult to consider when planning in distributed environments, requiring consensus protocol modifications and additional communication requirements between agents to account
for coupling between agent assignments during the task selection process, and are therefore
beyond the scope of this thesis.

5.1.2

General Stochastic Distributed Framework

To enable real-time robust distributed planning for networked teams operating in stochastic
environments, the main questions to consider are: how does the uncertainty in planning parameters propagate through each agent’s plan due to coupling between the tasks (e.g. temporal coupling), how can the stochastic optimization be distributed given the additional
complexity associated with uncertain planning parameters, and how can computational
tractability be maintained to ensure real-time performance given the additional planning dimensions associated with the uncertain planning parameters? The Robust CBBA algorithm
described throughout this chapter addresses these three key concerns, enabling real-time
robust planning within a distributed framework. To address the first question, the Robust
CBBA algorithm employs different stochastic metrics to propagate the effects of parameter
uncertainty through the mission score. Equation (5.1) shows the general problem formulation, where the stochastic metric Mθ (·) is used to quantify the effect of uncertainty on the
mission score. There are several stochastic metrics that have been considered throughout
the literature [25, 28, 33], however, most of these have been considered within a centralized
1

During the CBBA planning process, two agents can have the same task in their bundles, and therefore
their stochastic scores would not be independent. This coupling, however, is similar to the deterministic
case where agents’ bundle scores could be inaccurate mid-iteration, since one of the agents would eventually
have to drop the task. Therefore, as long as the algorithm returns a conflict-free solution, the final result
will be such that agent score distributions are independent.
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optimization framework (as described in Eq. (5.1)).
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In order to use these stochastic metrics within the Robust CBBA distributed planning
framework, the sum over agent scores must be extracted from the metric Mθ (·) in Eq. (5.1)
(i.e. no coupling between agents due to the stochastic metric). If this is possible, then the
centralized optimization in Eq. (5.1) can be broken down into Na distributable sub-problems
of the form shown in Eq. (5.2), where each agent i can solve its own individual optimization.
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Given the distributed stochastic problem statement of Eq. (5.2), the only coupling between
agents is through the conflict-free constraint, as specified previously in Eq. (2.3), which can
be handled through the CBBA consensus protocol as before. Since agent scores are assumed
to be independent, if the stochastic metric is distributable, agents can build their bundles
independently using their own situational awareness and planning parameter distributions,
instead of having to communicate with other agents while building their bundles to account
for coupling between agent scores. As a result, the number of messages required between
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agents to come to consensus on plans is only associated with ensuring that plans remain
conflict free, and is thus equivalent to the deterministic CBBA message requirements.

5.1.3

Distributing Stochastic Metrics

In this section, we revisit the stochastic metrics introduced in Section 2.1.4 and show how
these can be used within the distributed Robust CBBA planning framework. The first
metric considered is the expected-value metric which optimizes average mission performance
given the stochasticity in the system [28]. Using this metric, a stochastic version of Eq. (2.6)
can be written as follows,
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Note that optimizing Eq. (5.3) is not the same as deterministically planning using the
mean values of uncertain planning parameters θ̄ = Eθ {θ}. Using just the mean values fails
to capture the coupling of uncertainty in the score function, leading to potentially poor
planning performance. Leveraging the fact that the expected value of a sum of random
variables is equivalent to the sum of the expected values, i.e.
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the sum over agents can be moved outside of the stochastic metric (note that Eq. (5.4) is
true even when agent score functions are not independent). Thus the centralized problem
can be decomposed into sub-problems of the form,
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(5.5)
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where each agent i must solve the optimization in Eq. (5.5), and summing over the local
agent expected-value scores gives the global expected-value mission score.
The second metric considered in Section 2.1.4 involves maximizing the worst case performance of the system, which can be used when the current mission tolerance to failure is
very low, requiring stronger performance guarantees than those provided by expected value
planning. Using this metric, Eq. (2.6) becomes,
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Optimizing Eq. (5.6) guarantees that the plan execution will result in a score no worse
than that predicted by the algorithm. Therefore the score returned by the planner is a
lower bound on the attainable mission performance. Unfortunately, extracting the sum
over agents out of the stochastic metric is not as straightforward as in the expected-value
case. This is because, given a sum of non-independent random variables, the value of the
uncertain parameters that cause each random variable to take on their minimum value could
be different. Therefore, it may not be possible to find a single realization of the uncertainty
θ that causes all the random variables to take on their lowest values simultaneously. Thus,
minimizing over each random variable separately and then summing over these minimum
values could give a lower score than minimizing over the sum of the random variables. In
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particular, extracting the sum over agents out of the stochastic metric gives the following
relationship,
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For cases where the agent scores are independent random variables (i.e. θ can be partitioned
into disjoint sets between the agent score functions), the inequality in Eq. (5.7) becomes an
equality, but in the general case, the right-hand side of Eq. (5.7) provides a lower bound on
the minimum attainable mission score given the uncertainty in θ. Breaking the centralized
optimization of Eq. (5.6) into sub-problems gives,
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where each agent i can solve the optimization in Eq. (5.8) individually, and summing over
the local agent scores gives a lower bound on the the worst-case global mission score. The
true worst-case mission score may be higher that the score predicted by the distributed
planner if there is coupling between the uncertain parameters, but for the cases considered
in this thesis, where agent scores are independent, the centralized and distributed problem
statements are equivalent, and therefore the distributed planner scores accurately predict
the worst-case mission score.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.4, maximizing the worst-case mission score is usually too
conservative, and a chance-constrained metric can be used instead, which guarantees that
the global mission performance will be at least as good as the proposed plan value within
a certain allowable risk threshold. Using the chance-constrained metric, Eq. (2.6) can be
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modified as follows,
max
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In Eqs. (5.3) and (5.6), which use the expected value and worst-case value metrics respectively, the uncertain variables θ do not affect any joint constraints between agents.
Therefore, extending CBBA to include these stochastic metrics only involves modifying
the bundle construction process, and the consensus protocol of CBBA (task consensus
phase described in Section 4.1.2), which explicitly handles the joint conflict-free constraint
(Eq. (2.3)), can be used without modification as long as valid bids are available (recall that,
in distributed planning algorithms, consensus protocols are usually required to ensure satisfaction of joint constraints between agents). Unfortunately, the chance-constrained problem
formulation considered in Eq. (5.9) includes a joint probability constraint that couples the
agents’ task assignments (2nd line of Eq. (5.9)). In this formulation, the sum over agents
cannot be easily extracted from the stochastic metric, and therefore the decomposition of
Eq. (5.2) cannot be employed. As a result, solving this optimization in a distributed manner
using the CBBA framework would require modifying the consensus protocol to ensure that
the joint probabilistic constraint is met, which is a nontrivial endeavor.
The Robust CBBA algorithm proposed in this chapter specifically optimizes distributable
stochastic metrics, such as the expected-value and the worst-case metrics, within a distributed framework. The more complex chance-constrained metric considered in Eq. (5.9)
is revisited in Chapter 6, and a robust extension to CBBA is proposed that allows an approximation of the chance-constrained problem to be solved in a distributed fashion. The
next section describes how CBBA can be modified to account for uncertainty in planning
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parameters, focusing in particular on how stochastic scores can be computed during the
bundle building process and how valid bids can be constructed to ensure algorithm convergence.

5.2
5.2.1

Robust Extension to CBBA
Computing Stochastic Scores

Within the distributed CBBA framework, agents select assignments that optimize their
own local score functions and then perform consensus amongst each other to resolve conflicts. These score calculations are performed using each agent’s local understanding of
the planning parameters, and CBBA is guaranteed to converge even when agents have
varying situational awareness. In the robust extension to the CBBA algorithm proposed
in this section, this property of CBBA is leveraged. In particular, within Robust CBBA,
agents use their own local situational awareness of the uncertain planning parameters and
associated distributions when building their bundles. As described in the previous section,
this requires that agents have knowledge about parameters that affect them only (e.g. agent
specific parameters, task parameters for relevant tasks, and environment parameters for relevant operating areas), and irrelevant information that doesn’t affect the particular agent
scores can safely be ignored. It is important to note that, in situations where agent scores
are coupled (for example, through coupled tasks with other agents, or through environment
parameters affecting all agents), the distributed CBBA framework can still be used and
is still guaranteed to converge, although the performance of the team may decrease if the
coupling is not explicitly considered.
When optimizing agent scores, one main issue with evaluating the stochastic planning
metrics described in the previous section is that the agent score functions consist of sums
of non-independent heterogeneous task scores. Therefore, computing the distribution of an
agent’s score involves combining task score distributions for all tasks in the agent’s assignment in nontrivial ways (e.g. convolution if independent), which is only tractable given very
specific distribution types (e.g. i.i.d random variable, Gaussian distributions, exponentialErlang, etc.). As a result, analytically computing the integrals, convolutions, and coupling
effects associated with the stochastic metrics in closed form is usually impossible unless
several limiting assumptions on the allowable distributions, uncertainty models, and score
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functions are made. Another issue particular to this problem, which complicates these
computations even further, is that evaluating scores for agents’ paths implicitly involves
selecting the optimal task execution times for the current agent’s path. Recall that, in the
deterministic case, the score that agent i obtains for a given path pi is,

Jpi =

Nt
X

cij (τij? (pi ), θ) xij

(5.10)

j=1

where xij = 1 for all tasks in the path, and where the optimal task execution times τ ?i are
found by solving,

τ ?i

= argmax
τi

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi ), θ) xij

(5.11)

j=1

In stochastic environments, the task execution times are usually random variables which are
subject to the uncertainty in the system. This makes the step of computing the “optimal”
execution times nontrivial, since these times may be different for different realizations of
the uncertainty. Therefore, when optimizing stochastic path scores, the computation must
take into account that different optimal execution times may result for a given path subject
to the uncertainty in the environment. For example, using the expected-value metric, the
stochastic path score is given by,

Jpi = Eθ


Nt
X


j=1

cij (τij? (pi ), θ) xij






Z
=

Nt
X


θ∈Θ


cij (τij? (pi ), θ) xij  f (θ) dθ

(5.12)

j=1

where for each realization of the uncertainty θ ∈ Θ the optimal task execution times τij?
must be determined. Analytically computing these effects is very difficult, motivating the
use of sampling methods to approximate these stochastic score calculations. An example of
the sampling process used within the Robust CBBA framework is provided in Algorithm 6.
Here, numerical techniques that efficiently sample from f (θ) can be used to approximates
the distribution of θ, generating a set of representative samples, {θ 1 , . . . , θ N } (Alg. 6, line
N
X
1), with corresponding probability weights {w1 , . . . , wN } (Alg. 6, line 2), where
wk = 1.
k=1
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Algorithm 6 Compute-Stochastic-Path-Score(pi ) - (Expected Value)
1: {θ 1 , . . . , θ N } ∼ f (θ)
2: {w1 , . . . , wN } ← {w1 , . . . , wN }/

N
X

wk

k=1

3: for k ∈ {1, . . . , N } do
4:

τ ?i = argmax
τi

5:

Jpki =

Nt
X

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi ), θ k ) xij

j=1

?
cij (τij
(pi ), θ k ) xij

j=1

6: end for
7: Jpi =

N
X

wk Jpki

k=1

8: return (Jpi )

Using sampling, an approximation to the expected-value score for path (pi ) is given by

Jˆpi =

N
X
k=1


wk 

Nt
X


cij (τij? (pi ), θ k ) xij 

j=1

where the expected value integral is replaced by a summation over the individual weighted
samples. Note that within this sampling approximation, the optimal times τij? can be
deterministically computed for each realization of the uncertainty θ k (Alg. 6, line 4), along
with the associated path scores (Alg. 6, line 5). These sample path scores can then be
used to approximate the stochastic metric, where for the expected-value path score the
approximation is given by a sum over weighted score samples (Alg. 6, line 7). In addition
to maintaining analytic tractability, another advantage of using sampling is that, although
stochastic planning increases the computational complexity of the planning process with
respect to the deterministic formulation, the number of samples can be adjusted given the
available computational resources. Therefore, there is a trade-off between the accuracy of
the approximation versus the amount of time required for the algorithm to run, and realtime convergence guarantees can be preserved by lowering the amount of samples used. In
particular, the robust extension to CBBA proposed in this chapter preserves polynomialtime convergence (although the plan time does increase roughly linearly with the number
of samples N ).
When computing the worst-case path score given the uncertainty in θ, the sampling
step can be avoided if intuition about how the uncertainty affects the score function is
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Algorithm 7 Compute-Stochastic-Path-Score(pi ) - (Worst-Case Value)
1: τ ?i = argmax
τi

2: Jpi =

Nt
X

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi ), θ worst ) xij

j=1

?
cij (τij
(pi ), θ worst ) xij

j=1

3: return (Jpi )

available. For example, if θ represents uncertainty in task durations and/or travel times,
then θ worst can be chosen as the longest task durations and the slowest travel times. This
is illustrated in Algorithm 7, where the worst-case path score can be analytically computed
given the parameter realization θ worst . If the score functions are more complex, and intuitive
predictions of how the uncertainty will propagate are hard to make, then the sampling
approach used in Algorithm 6 can be employed instead, where line 7 is replaced by Jpi =
min Jpki . One issue with using sampling to represent the worst-case performance is that
k

many more samples are required to ensure that low probability catastrophic events are
adequately represented. This increases the computational complexity of the algorithm and
thus the convergence time (higher N ). The field of rare event simulation has addressed this
issue by employing smarter sampling methods that focus the sampling process on the low
probability zones of the distribution (e.g. importance sampling [11]). These methods could
be used to sample efficiently if intuitive predictions on worst-case performance are hard to
make.
As discussed in Section 4.1.3, one primary concern with using the distributed CBBA
framework is that score functions within CBBA must satisfy a submodularity condition
referred to as diminishing marginal gains (DMG) in order to ensure algorithm convergence [58]. If the score functions do not satisfy DMG, then the algorithm could lead to
cycles between agents’ assignments, thus preventing convergence (see Section 4.1.3 for an
example). Unfortunately, explicit coupling in the score functions between tasks can often
violate this submodularity condition. This is especially true in stochastic scenarios where
task scores are coupled through the uncertainty in the planning parameters, and even when
the analytic stochastic metrics employed do satisfy submodularity, the use of numerical
sampling techniques to compute stochastic path scores could violate DMG, and therefore
CBBA is not guaranteed to converge.
As an illustrative example, consider a deterministic time-critical situation with constant122

Figure 5-1: Example UAV mission with 1 agent and 2 tasks.
velocity agents, where task scores decrease as a function of time. Figure 5-1 shows an
example of this scenario, where an agent has a choice between a far task and a closer task. In
this situation, agent i will take longer to reach Task 2 than Task 1, and therefore the score the
agent computes for Task 2 is lower than that of Task 1. Thus Task 1 is added to the bundle
first. The agent then recomputes a score for Task 2 (which is solely a function of time), and
due to the triangle inequality, since the travel distance to Task 2 is now longer than in the
previous case without Task 1 in the bundle, the score for Task 2 is necessarily lower than
before, satisfying the DMG condition. In uncertain planning environments, however, if the
agent velocity is stochastic and sampling methods are employed, it is possible to unluckily
select “low-velocity samples” when computing the original score for Task 2, and then “highvelocity samples” when computing the second score for Task 2. Therefore, the algorithm
could produce a higher score for Task 2 after Task 1 is added to the bundle, violating the
DMG property required by CBBA. As the number of samples goes to infinity, the expectedvalue score functions may satisfy submodularity, however, given a fixed number of samples,
the DMG property is not guaranteed, and therefore Robust CBBA is not guaranteed to
converge (as shown in Section 4.1.3, even a violation of DMG by a small value  can cause
cycles between agents). In these stochastic settings, designing heuristic approximate score
functions that ensure submodularity in bids is a nontrivial exercise, limiting the use of
the original CBBA algorithm. This property was identified as part of this work, and it
was demonstrated through numerical simulations that this is a crucial issue, leading to
cycles within the planner where the algorithm fails to converge [172]. To address this
major issue, recent work by Johnson et al. [106] proposed a key algorithmic extension that
embeds the DMG condition into the algorithmic framework itself, enabling the use of CBBA
with arbitrary (nonsubmodular) score functions. This algorithmic extension was leveraged
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within the Robust CBBA framework proposed in this thesis, enabling the use of stochastic
metrics while guaranteeing algorithm convergence in distributed stochastic environments.
The extension to enable CBBA with nonsubmodular score functions is briefly described in
the following section.

5.2.2

CBBA with Nonsubmodular Score Functions

As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, the submodularity requirement imposed by the DMG condition limits the types of objective functions and problem representations allowed within
the CBBA framework. For many natural problems of interest, it would be beneficial to
allow the use of supermodular objective functions (e.g. clustered tasks, traveling salesman
problems, dependent tasks). In recent work [106], we implemented an extension to CBBA
proposed by Johnson that enables the algorithm to use score functions that do capture
these nonsubmodular effects without having to sacrifice convergence guarantees. A short
description of the algorithmic extension is provided here. For further details and proofs of
performance and convergence guarantees the reader is referred to [106].
The basic idea behind this nonsubmodular extension to CBBA stems from the key insight
that the scores themselves need not be submodular, but the bids agents make and share with
each other must satisfy DMG. Therefore, as long as the bids shared between agents appear
to be submodular, CBBA is guaranteed to converge. The proposed algorithmic solution
in [106] involves using a bid warping function, to adjust the task scores before placing
bids, where the resulting bids appear as if they had been made using a submodular score
function. This can be accomplished as follows. First, the marginal scores for all available
tasks are computed using whatever internal (possibly nonsubmodular) score function the
agent wishes to use, ∆Jij (pi ), ∀j ∈ J \ pi . Next, each of these task scores are warped using
the following bid warping function,
sij = min(∆Jij (pi ), yik ),

∀k ∈ pi

(5.13)

where the yik values are the current bids that agent i has placed on all the tasks in its bundle,
k ∈ pi (recall that if a task k is in agent i’s bundle, then yik holds the corresponding bid
value, since agent i believes it is the winner of k and therefore zik = i). The bid warping
function in Eq. (5.13) guarantees that each new bid made cannot be greater than the bids
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already placed for tasks in the agent’s bundle, thus ensuring that all bids satisfy DMG, as if
they were made using a submodular score function. Finally, these new bid values, sij , must
be checked against the winning bid list as before, where hij = I(sij > yij ) is computed for
each available task j ∈ J \ pi . A key point is that the best task, however, is selected using
the true score functions instead of the warped bid values,
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij

(5.14)

j ∈p
/ i

This separation between scores and bids allows agents to rank their preferences for tasks
using the true (possibly supermodular) score functions yet preserves the convergence guarantees of the original algorithm associated with DMG, thus enabling higher performance.
Results are provided in [106] demonstrating the performance improvements achieved in
several different planning scenarios by using this novel nonsubmodular extension of CBBA.

5.2.3

Stochastic Bundle Construction

This section describes the stochastic bundle construction process used in Robust CBBA. The
full process is summarized in Algorithm 8 and is explained below as follows. As described
in Section 4.2, the bundle construction phase of CBBA with time-varying score functions
involves each agent iterating over all available tasks j ∈ J \ pi , where each task j is inserted
into the path at all possible locations nj to find the optimal position in the path (Algorithm
8, line 3). Using the expected-value stochastic metric, this involves solving the following
optimization for each j,

J(pi ⊕n? j) = max Eθ
j

nj


Nt
X


cij (τij? (pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij




(5.15)



j=1

and for the worst-case performance metric, the optimization becomes,

J(pi ⊕n? j) = max min
j

nj

θ


Nt
X


cij (τij? (pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij

j=1




(5.16)



where in both cases the effect of the uncertainty must be propagated throughout the entire
path. For the applications considered in this thesis, the uncertainty in the planning process
includes variables such as task durations, task positions, and agent velocities. This affects
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Algorithm 8 Robust-CBBA-Bundle-Construction(Ai , Ci , J )
1: while |pi | ≤ Li do
2:
for j ∈ J \ pi do
3:
J(pi ⊕n? j) ← max Compute-Stochastic-Path-Score(pi ⊕nj j)
j

4:

nj

∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi
j

5:
6:
7:
8:

sij = min(∆Jij (pi ), yik ),
hij = I(sij > yij )
end for
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij

∀k ∈ pi

j ∈p
/ i

9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

if (∆Jij ? (pi ) hij ? > 0) then
bi ← (bi ⊕end j ? )
pi ← (pi ⊕nj ? j ? )
?
?
τ i ← (τ i ⊕nj ? τij
? (pi ⊕nj ? j ))
zij ? ← i
yij ? ← sij ?
else
break
end if
end while
Ai ← {bi , pi , τ i }
Ci ← {zi , yi , ti }
return (Ai , Ci )

the times at which tasks will be executed, thus affecting their scores. In particular, inserting a task into the path will impact arrival times for all subsequent tasks, subject to the
uncertainty in the system. The stochastic metrics in Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) capture this
coupling between task scores. Note that, as mentioned before in Section 5.2.1, evaluating
these stochastic metrics involves finding the optimal task execution times τij? for all tasks
in the path, for each possible realization of the uncertain parameters θ. Given the extensive coupling and the complications associated with optimizing the task execution times,
sampling methods can be used to approximate the stochastic path scores in Eqs. (5.15) and
(5.16) instead. In particular, in Algorithm 8, line 3, the function Compute-StochasticPath-Score(pi ⊕nj j) numerically computes the score associated with path (pi ⊕nj j) using
Algorithm 6 for the expected-value metric and Algorithm 7 for maximization of worst-case
performance, as described previously in Section 5.2.1.
The marginal score for each task j is then given by the increase in agent score as a result
of adding task j to the path,
∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi
j
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(5.17)

as computed by the corresponding stochastic metric (Algorithm 8, line 4).

Once the

marginal scores ∆Jij (pi ) for all available tasks j ∈ J \ pi are computed, the next step
is to determine what bid values to make for each task. This involves using the bid warping
function described in Section 5.2.2, where each bid is given by
sij = min(∆Jij (pi ), yik ),

∀k ∈ pi

(5.18)

as shown in Algorithm 8, line 5. The bids are then checked against the current winning bid
list as before, where hij = I(sij > yij ) (Algorithm 8, line 6), and the optimal task to add
to the bundle is computed using,
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij

(5.19)

j ∈p
/ i

where the true internal score values are used to select the highest performing task (Algorithm
8, line 8). Finally, if the score for j ? is positive, the bundle, path, times, winning agents
list, and winning bids list are updated to include the new task,
bi ← (bi ⊕end j ? )
pi ← (pi ⊕nj ? j ? )
τ i ← (τ i ⊕nj ? τij? ? (pi ⊕nj ? j ? ))
zij ?

=

i

yij ?

=

sij ?

This process repeats until no new tasks can be added to the bundle (either because the
bundle limit Li is reached or because no new tasks with positive scores remain).
Note that in this framework, the use of marginal scores within the bundle construction
process allows the algorithm to appropriately represent the impact of the uncertainty during
every iteration. In other words, even though the bundle is being constructed sequentially,
computing the marginal score for tasks requires computing the effect of adding that task
on the entire bundle, therefore the coupling between tasks is correctly captured within a
consistent framework. Furthermore, even though accounting for uncertainty increases the
computational complexity of the planning process with respect to the deterministic problem
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formulation, using numerical methods to compute stochastic score functions allows the
number of samples to be adjusted given the available computational resources. Therefore,
this robust extension to CBBA preserves polynomial-time convergence (although the plan
time does increase roughly linearly with the number of samples N ).
The sampling methods discussed in this section involve each agent independently sampling from its own local knowledge of the parameter distributions. As such, the number
of samples used by each agent can be independently selected given each agent’s available
computational resources. The accuracy of the internal scores and bids used within Robust
CBBA will depend on how good the local situational awareness is for each agent and how
many samples are used. The Robust CBBA algorithm, however, is guaranteed to converge
even when the situational awareness between agents is different or the bids computed are
inaccurate, since it leverages the consensus protocol of the original CBBA algorithm which
guarantees convergence even with varying situational awareness between agents [58]. In situations where there is coupling between agent score functions (e.g. through coupled tasks
with other agents, or through environment parameters affecting all agents), the distributed
CBBA framework can still be used and is still guaranteed to converge, although the performance of the team may decrease if the coupling is not explicitly considered. In these
environments, agents would need to share information about the uncertainty to capture the
coupling explicitly and improve team performance. Sharing samples between agents would
typically require too much communication and thus seems impractical. Current research is
considering hyper-parameter consensus methods, where agents can share knowledge about
planning parameter distributions (means, variances, etc.) to improve situational awareness
and thus increase team performance. In scenarios with explicit coupling, agents might want
to share a few representative sample values (e.g. worst-case samples, sigma-points, samples
of largest KL-divergence from neighboring agents’ distributions, etc.), but deciding what
these should be is a nontrivial question which is beyond the scope of this thesis. The next
section provides results for example applications validating the performance of the Robust
CBBA algorithm proposed in this chapter.
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5.3

Example Applications

The distributed Robust CBBA algorithm was implemented in simulation and tested on
time-varying UAV missions similar to those described in Section 4.2. The score functions
and task and agent parameters were similar to those considered previously in Eq. (4.13),
with task rewards defined as,

 Rj e−λj ∆τij , tj
start ≤ τij ≤ tjend
Rij (τij ) =
 −R ,
otherwise
j
where reward Rj is obtained if the task is done on time, an exponential discount is applied
to the reward to penalize late tasks according to delay ∆τij = max{0, τij −(tjstart + t̄jduration )}
(i.e. delay ∆τij represents the amount of time in excess of the expected task duration if the
task had been started on time), and finally a negative reward of −Rj is incurred for failing
to do the task within the time-window (e.g. representing loss of resources and opportunity
cost associated with committing to a task and failing to perform it). In these missions,
the length of the actual task durations for some tasks j, tjduration , were considered random
variables sampled from a gamma distribution with mean t̄jduration . Three types of tasks were
defined: high-reward high-uncertainty tasks, medium-reward tasks with low uncertainty,
and low reward tasks but with deterministic service times (same mean duration for all
tasks). Two sets of experiments were considered. The first involved using a homogeneous
team of UAVs with uncertain velocities (uniform distribution over speed), where all agents
had the same statistical properties associated with their stochastic velocities. The second
set of experiments considered a heterogeneous UAV mission, where half the team consisted
of fast but unpredictable agents (high mean and high variance), and the other half involved
slower speed but more predictable agents (lower mean and lower variance), both having
uniform distributions on velocities. This section presents results validating the performance
of Robust CBBA using the expected-value metric and the worst-case stochastic metric for
these two scenarios.
In the first set of experiments, Monte Carlo simulations were performed for stochastic
missions of the type described above, where the UAV team consisted of 6 homogeneous
agents, and the task space included 50% high-variance tasks, 45% low-variance tasks and
5% deterministic tasks. In these simulations, 3 planning algorithms were used. The first
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Figure 5-2: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic 6 agent mission with homogeneous agents, comparing average mission performance as a function of the number of
total available tasks. The plots show the proposed planner output vs. the actual system
performance for 3 planning algorithms: Baseline (deterministic) CBBA which uses the
mean values of the planning parameters, the distributed Robust Expected-Value CBBA
algorithm proposed in this chapter, and a centralized expected-value sequential greedy algorithm (SGA) also optimizing expected-value performance. Figure (a) shows the proposed
planner scores (dotted lines) and actual average mission scores (solid lines), and Figure (b)
shows the proposed planner tasks vs. the actual number of tasks performed.
algorithm consisted of the baseline deterministic CBBA algorithm using the mean values
for all the planning parameters (mean task durations and agent velocities). The second
algorithm was the distributed Robust CBBA framework proposed in this chapter using the
expected-value metric, where the score was computed numerically as described in Algorithm 6 using N = 10000 samples. The third algorithm consisted of a stochastic centralized
sequential greedy algorithm which also optimized expected-value performance and returned
plans for all agents. Figure 5-2 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results comparing the
average mission performance of the 6 agent team, as a function of the number of total available tasks in the environment. The plots show the proposed planner output and the actual
team performance for the 3 planning algorithms described above: Baseline (deterministic)
CBBA (red), the distributed Robust Expected-Value CBBA algorithm proposed in this
chapter (cyan), and the centralized expected-value sequential greedy algorithm (SGA) also
optimizing expected-value performance (black). Figure 5-2(a) shows the proposed planner
scores (dotted lines) and the actual average mission scores achieved by the team (solid
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Figure 5-3: Monte Carlo simulation results showing individual agent contributions for a
stochastic 6 agent mission with homogeneous agents. The results compare the agents’
average performance using Baseline (deterministic) CBBA and the distributed Robust
Expected-Value CBBA algorithm proposed in this chapter. The plots show the proposed
planner scores and actual average scores for each individual agent as a function of the
number of tasks.
lines). Figure 5-2(b) shows the number of tasks proposed by the planner (dotted lines)
and the actual number of tasks performed on average by the team (solid lines). As seen
in Figure 5-2, the Robust Expected-Value CBBA algorithm achieves higher mean mission
performance than Baseline CBBA, since the deterministic baseline planner fails to capture
the coupling between tasks, i.e. the fact that delays caused by longer than expected task
durations impact the scores for the remaining tasks in the path, leading to poor performance. Robust CBBA is able to hedge against this uncertainty to obtain an improved plan,
leading to higher average scores and a greater number of completed tasks. It is also worth
noting that the distributed Robust CBBA algorithm achieves similar performance to the
centralized stochastic sequential greedy algorithm, validating the distributed approach. A
further interesting point is that the proposed planner scores and the number of proposed
tasks (dotted lines) using the deterministic Baseline CBBA algorithm are higher than using
Robust CBBA, even though the actual average mission scores and tasks done are lower.
This is because the deterministic CBBA algorithm tries to squeeze tasks into the current
path based on expected values of the planning parameters. Therefore it fails to capture that
taking longer than expected on early tasks will likely cause later task execution times to be
outside the task time-windows, thus resulting in task failures. As a result, the deterministic
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Figure 5-4: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic 6 agent mission with homogeneous agents, comparing worst-case mission performance as a function of the number
of total available tasks. The plots show the proposed planner output vs. the actual system performance for 4 planning algorithms: Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, the Robust
Expected-Value CBBA algorithm (optimizing average performance, not worst-case), the
proposed Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm, and a centralized worst-case sequential
greedy algorithm (SGA) explicitly optimizing worst-case team performance. Figure (a)
shows the proposed planner scores (dotted lines) and actual worst-case mission scores (solid
lines), and Figure (b) shows the proposed planner tasks vs. the actual number of tasks
performed in the worst case.
planner assigns more tasks overall, but often fails to execute all the tasks in its path since
some of these tasks are pushed outside their time-windows. Robust CBBA, on the other
hand, accounts for these potential delays and will not add tasks to the path if they impact
the arrival times of high value tasks later in the path. As a result, Robust CBBA creates a
more conservative plan with fewer assigned tasks and more buffers between them, but also
succeeds in correctly executing more of these tasks, thus achieving higher scores. Figure 5-3
shows the score performance for each individual agent using the baseline CBBA algorithm
and the Robust Expected-Value CBBA algorithm. Figure 5-3(a) shows the proposed planner scores for each agent, and Figure 5-3(b) shows the average mission scores achieved by
each agent. As seen in the plots, all agents propose very similar plans and achieve similar
average scores, since the team is homogeneous, demonstrating that the CBBA algorithm
distributes the tasks evenly amongst the agents. Furthermore, each agent’s actual score is
higher using the Robust CBBA algorithm (Figure 5-3(b)), and the planner predictions are
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Figure 5-5: Monte Carlo simulation results showing individual agent contributions for a
stochastic 6 agent mission with homogeneous agents. The results compare the agents’ worstcase performance using Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, Robust Expected-Value CBBA, and
the proposed Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm. The plots show the proposed planner
scores and actual worst-case scores for each individual agent as a function of the number of
tasks.
more accurate as well (proposed and actual scores using Robust CBBA are much closer
than those using deterministic baseline CBBA).
In missions with low tolerance to failure, the worst-case performance is often of more
interest than the average mission performance. To compare the performance of the different planning algorithms in these settings, the experiments described above were repeated,
this time analyzing the worst-case mission performance. In these simulations, 4 planning
algorithms were used. The first algorithm consisted of the baseline deterministic CBBA algorithm using the mean values for all the planning parameters. The second algorithm was
Robust CBBA using the expected-value metric as before (optimizing average performance,
not worst-case). The third algorithm was Robust CBBA, but using the worst-case stochastic metric as described in Algorithm 7, and the fourth consisted of a stochastic centralized
sequential greedy algorithm (SGA) explicitly optimizing worst-case team performance as
well. Figure 5-4 shows the Monte Carlo simulation results comparing the worst-case mission
performance of the 6 agent team, as a function of the number of total available tasks in
the environment. The plots show the proposed planner output and the actual team performance for the 4 planning algorithms described above: Baseline (deterministic) CBBA (red),
Robust Expected-Value CBBA (cyan), the proposed Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm
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Figure 5-6: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic 6 agent mission with heterogeneous agents, comparing average mission performance as a function of the number of
total available tasks. The plots show the proposed planner output vs. the actual system
performance for 3 planning algorithms: Baseline (deterministic) CBBA which uses the
mean values of the planning parameters, the distributed Robust Expected-Value CBBA
algorithm proposed in this chapter, and a centralized expected-value sequential greedy algorithm (SGA) also optimizing expected-value performance. Figure (a) shows the proposed
planner scores (dotted lines) and actual average mission scores (solid lines), and Figure (b)
shows the proposed planner tasks vs. the actual number of tasks performed.
(blue), and the centralized worst-case sequential greedy algorithm (black). Figure 5-4(a)
shows the proposed planner scores (dotted lines) and the actual worst-case mission scores
achieved by the team (solid lines). Figure 5-4(b) shows the number of tasks proposed by
the planner (dotted lines) and the actual number of tasks performed in the worst case by
the team (solid lines). As seen in Figure 5-4, the Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm
achieves significantly higher mission performance in this worst-case than Baseline CBBA
or Robust Expected-Value CBBA, since these planners fail to capture the fact that really
long task execution times may occur for the stochastic tasks. Robust Worst-Case CBBA,
on the other hand, is able to explicitly maximize the worst-case performance by accounting
for the extreme values of the parameter distributions. The proposed planner scores and
the number of proposed tasks (dotted lines) were highest for the deterministic Baseline
CBBA algorithm, and the achieved performance was the lowest (solid lines), since this deterministic algorithm did not account for any uncertainty in the planning parameters. The
Robust Expected-Value CBBA algorithm achieved slightly better planner predictions and
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Figure 5-7: Monte Carlo simulation results showing individual agent contributions for a
stochastic 6 agent mission with heterogeneous agents. The results compare the agents’
average performance using Baseline (deterministic) CBBA and the distributed Robust
Expected-Value CBBA algorithm proposed in this chapter. The plots show the proposed
planner scores and actual average scores for each individual agent as a function of the
number of tasks.
slightly higher performance than the deterministic case, since the coupling in parameter uncertainty was being captured, but the worst-case performance was still quite low since the
algorithm was optimizing the average team performance. The Robust Worst-Case CBBA
algorithm was able to explicitly optimize the worst-case scenarios, leading to accurate planner predictions and higher worst-case team performance. As before, the distributed Robust
Worst-Case CBBA algorithm achieved similar performance to the centralized stochastic sequential greedy algorithm, validating the distributed approach. Figure 5-5 shows the score
performance for each individual agent using the baseline CBBA algorithm, the Robust
Expected-Value CBBA algorithm, and the Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm. Figure
5-5(a) shows the proposed planner scores for each agent, and Figure 5-5(b) shows the worstcase mission scores achieved by each agent. Again, as seen in the plots, all agents propose
very similar plans and achieve similar worst-case scores, since the team is homogeneous,
demonstrating that CBBA distributes the tasks evenly amongst the agents. Furthermore,
each agent’s actual score is highest using the Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm (Figure 5-5(b)), and the planner predictions are more accurate as well (proposed and actual
scores using Robust Worst-Case CBBA are identical, which is not the case for the other
two algorithms).
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Figure 5-8: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic 6 agent mission with heterogeneous agents, comparing worst-case mission performance as a function of the number
of total available tasks. The plots show the proposed planner output vs. the actual system performance for 4 planning algorithms: Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, the Robust
Expected-Value CBBA algorithm (optimizing average performance, not worst-case), the
proposed Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm, and a centralized worst-case sequential
greedy algorithm (SGA) explicitly optimizing worst-case team performance. Figure (a)
shows the proposed planner scores (dotted lines) and actual worst-case mission scores (solid
lines), and Figure (b) shows the proposed planner tasks vs. the actual number of tasks
performed in the worst case.
In the second set of experiments, the simulation trials described above were repeated,
but using a heterogeneous UAV team instead, where half of the agents consisted of fast but
unpredictable vehicles (high mean and high variance), and the other half involved slower
speed but more predictable agents (lower mean and lower variance), both having uniform
distributions on velocities. Figures 5-6 and 5-7 show the average mission performance for the
heterogeneous team, and Figures 5-8 and 5-9 show the worst-case mission performance. As
seen in Figures 5-6 and 5-8, the results obtained for the heterogeneous team were very similar
to those obtained for the homogeneous team scenarios. The breakdown of scores for each
agent, however, were different in these heterogeneous cases, since the agents had different
planning parameters and statistical properties. In Figure 5-7(a), the results show that the
scores proposed by the deterministic planner were higher for the high-variance agents than
the low-variance agents, since the high-variance agents had higher mean velocities as well.
The actual average performance of the high-variance agents, however, was worse than that
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Figure 5-9: Monte Carlo simulation results showing individual agent contributions for a
stochastic 6 agent mission with heterogeneous agents. The results compare the agents’
worst-case performance using Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, Robust Expected-Value
CBBA, and the proposed Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm. The plots show the proposed planner scores and actual worst-case scores for each individual agent as a function of
the number of tasks.
of the low-variance agents (see Figure 5-7(b)), since the higher variance in agent velocities
coupled into the task scores and propagated through the agents’ paths, negatively impacting
the average performance (e.g. higher probabilities of being late for tasks, or being outside
the task time-windows). The Robust Expected-Value CBBA planner, on the other hand,
was able to predict this coupling effect, and therefore proposed more conservative plans
(with lower scores) for the high-variance agents. This effect is seen in Figure 5-9 as well
comparing the worst-case performance for each agent. Here the Robust Worst-Case CBBA
planner accounts for the fact that the worst-case velocities achieved for the high-variance
agents are slower than for the low-variance agents (even though the mean velocities are
faster), and therefore more conservative plans are proposed for the high-variance agents
(with correspondingly lower scores).
Finally, comparisons of planner run time for the different stochastic planning algorithms
are provided in Figure 5-10, including the Baseline (deterministic) CBBA algorithm, the
Robust Expected-Value CBBA algorithm, the Robust Worst-Case CBBA algorithm, the
centralized Expected-Value sequential greedy algorithm, and the centralized Worst-Case sequential greedy algorithm. As shown in the plots, the worst-case robust algorithms perform
the fastest. This is because the worst-case stochastic metric employed in these scenarios
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of planner run time for the different stochastic planning algorithms, including Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, Robust Expected-Value CBBA, Robust
Worst-Case CBBA, centralized Expected-Value SGA, and centralized Worst-Case SGA.
All computations were done in single threads, programmed in MATLAB, on an Alienware
computer with an Intel Core i7 processor and 12 GB RAM. These results show the total
computation time (for all agents combined).
exploited domain knowledge to perform the worst-case path score computations analytically instead of using samples, thus lowering the computation time. The baseline CBBA
algorithm run time is higher than for the worst-case algorithms because the number of tasks
selected (and explored) during the planning process for the worst-case algorithms is lower,
since these algorithms are very conservative, and therefore the number of iterations during
the task selection process is also lower. The expected-value algorithms use sampling to represent the stochastic path scores and are thus the most computationally intensive, however,
the algorithm run time is still reasonable and scales roughly linearly given the number of
tasks in the environment (also scales roughly linearly with the number of agents). The reduction in run time for the Robust Expected-Value CBBA algorithm which occurs between
100 and 120 tasks is associated with the fact that agents have more choices and are therefore less likely to conflict, leading to fewer iterations of CBBA. In general, the distributed
CBBA run time is a function of the number of tasks explored by each agent, the number of
conflicts between agents (and thus iterations of CBBA), and the amount of time required to
compute each path score within each agent’s bundle optimization process. Both centralized
sequential greedy algorithms were faster than their distributed counterparts, since more
iterations are required to deconflict plans using the distributed CBBA algorithms than in
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the centralized case. These experiments demonstrate the functionality and applicability of
the algorithms proposed in this thesis, and the results in Figure 5-10 serve to illustrate the
relative run time of the different algorithms with respect to each other. As a disclaimer,
all computations were done in single threads, programmed in MATLAB, on an Alienware
computer with an Intel Core i7 processor and 12 GB RAM, and these results show the total
computation time for all agents combined. In practical real-time implementations, the computation would be distributed/parallelized over several computers and written in a more
efficient language than MATLAB (e.g. C++), therefore the true computation time would
be reduced by at least a factor of N (since each agent would compute its own plans), and
would possibly be even faster given a more efficient programming language. Of course, the
distributed implementation would also have to account for communication speed between
agents, which, depending on the application at hand, may introduce further delays.
This chapter extended the deterministic CBBA with time-varying score functions algorithm to optimize performance in stochastic environments, providing a distributed real-time
framework which can leverage different stochastic metrics to hedge against parameter uncertainty given probabilistic agent and task models. There are several key features of this
Robust CBBA algorithm. Firstly, the algorithm has the ability to handle the nontrivial coupling between the stochastic metrics and the decision variables, associated with optimizing
the task execution times, using sampling methods. Secondly, the algorithm leverages the
convergence guarantees of CBBA under differing situational awareness [58] to allow agents
to individually sample their uncertainty when building their bundles. The algorithm also
leverages a recent CBBA extension to allow nonsubmodular score functions within the
planning framework [106] to enable the use of sampling methods within the bundle construction process. Using sampling to approximate stochastic metrics allows Robust CBBA
to maintain analytic and computational tractability, providing polynomial-time convergence
guarantees. And finally, within the distributed framework, agents can independently select
the number of samples used within the scoring functions given their own available resources,
leading to a tradeoff between solution quality and algorithm convergence time which can
be optimized given the specific mission requirements.
The Robust CBBA framework was demonstrated using the expected-value metric, achieving improvements in average team performance, but with fairly large variability associated
with mission scores. For missions where stronger performance guarantees are required, the
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Robust CBBA framework can use a worst-case stochastic metric to optimize the lowest
achievable mission scores, where the score predicted by the planner provides a lower bound
on the achievable mission performance. However, for most scenarios of interest this worstcase approach is too conservative, and an intermediate approach which can mitigate the
conservatism of the solution while still providing performance guarantees would be more
desirable. The next chapter describes a chance-constrained stochastic extension to CBBA
that allows finer control over the degree of conservatism used in the planner, creating robust
plans that optimize performance within allowable risk thresholds.
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Chapter 6
Distributed Risk-Aware Planning in
Uncertain Domains
The previous chapter discussed how to extend CBBA to account for stochastic environments by optimizing expected-value plans and maximizing worst-case mission performance.
The chance-constrained formulation [45, 66, 157], which guarantees that the global mission
performance will be at least as good as the proposed plan value within a certain allowable
risk threshold, provides more flexibility over the conservatism of the solution. Unfortunately, as described in the previous chapter, the chance-constrained formulation couples
agent assignments through a joint probability constraint, making distributed implementation difficult. This chapter revisits the chance-constrained formulation, and proposes an
extension to CBBA that allows an approximation of the chance-constrained problem to
be solved in a distributed fashion. The following sections provide more details about the
distributed problem formulation and the proposed approach.

6.1

Distributed Chance-Constrained Problem Formulation

Consider the chance-constrained problem formulation defined in Eq. (5.9) and repeated
in Eq. (6.1) for convenience. An intuitive illustration of the chance-constrained metric is
provided in Figure 6-1. The problem formulation in Eq. (6.1) is the chance-constrained
extension of the deterministic problem formulation considered in Eq. (2.6) with all the
simplifying assumptions described previously in Section 2.1.3. Not addressed in this thesis
is the more general chance-constrained case involving probabilistic coupled constraints,
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Figure 6-1: Illustration of the chance-constrained metric, which involves optimizing the
worst-case performance within an allowable risk threshold . Here the chance-constrained
score is given by y, and can be obtained by integrating and removing the low-probability
zone, where the area under the curve is of size .
which are typically much harder to deal with [157]. In the general chance-constrained
formulation, this requires ensuring that constraints are satisfied within a given probability,
e.g. Pθ (G(x, τ , θ) ≤ b) > α, for some specified probability bound α.
max
x,τ

s.t.

y

(6.1)
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The major difficulty with solving Eq. (6.1) in a distributed manner is that the agents’ assignments are now coupled through a joint probability constraint (2nd line of Eq. (6.1)).
As mentioned previously in Chapter 3, any joint constraint between the agents requires
designing adequate consensus protocols within the distributed algorithm. Therefore extending CBBA to solve the above chance-constrained problem would require modifying the
consensus process to ensure that the probabilistic constraint is met. Since this is a nontriv-
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ial endeavor [220, 221], an alternate strategy is to formulate a distributed approximation
to the above chance-constrained formulation. This is accomplished by decomposing the
centralized problem of Eq. (6.1) into distributable sub-problems of the following form,
max
xi ,τ i

s.t.

yi

(6.2)
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where the chance-constrained mission score, y, is approximated by a sum over the individNa
X
ual agent chance-constrained scores yi (i.e. ŷ =
yi is an approximation of the original
i=1

centralized chance-constrained mission score y). Note that in these individual agent chanceconstrained sub-problems, the allowable risk thresholds for each agent are given by i , which
are in general not equal to the mission risk , and the values selected for these individual risk
allotments impact the accuracy of the approximation given by ŷ. It is therefore essential to
select proper values of the individual risk thresholds, i , such that solving the distributed
chance-constrained optimizations in Eq. (6.2) gives a good approximation to the centralized
chance-constrained optimization (Eq. (6.1)). More details on how to select these risk values
are provided in Section 6.2.
Using this distributed chance-constrained approximation within the CBBA framework,
each agent i can solve its own chance-constrained optimization to maximize yi subject to
its individual risk threshold i , while ensuring, through communication with other agents,
that the joint constraint for a non-conflicting solution remains satisfied (i.e. the constraint
specifying that each task can be assigned to at most one agent, as described previously in
Eq. (2.3)). The planner score for the team predicted by CBBA is then given by the sum
over the local chance-constrained agent scores. The challenge with solving this distributed
chance-constrained optimization involves developing analytic expressions that relate each
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agent’s risk i to the global risk  within a theoretically sound framework, to make the distributed approximation ŷ as close as possible to the original centralized score y of Eq. (6.1).
Expressions for choosing each agent’s risks are typically analytically intractable and problem specific, so the challenge lies in developing good approximations to relate the global
and local risk thresholds, which is the subject of the next section.

6.2

Allocating Agent Risks in Distributed Chance-Constrained
Planning

As mentioned previously, a key question in this problem is characterizing how the agent
risks used in the distributed chance-constrained approximation relate to the global mission
risk. Revisiting the centralized problem statement in Eq. (6.1), the global mission score is
maximized by solving,
max
x,τ

s.t.

y

(6.3)
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whereas in the distributed chance-constrained optimization of Eq. (6.2), each agent’s score
is maximized by solving,
max
xi ,τ i

s.t.

yi

(6.4)
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and the global mission score is approximated by ŷ =

Na
X

yi . The following describes how

i=1

these two optimizations can be related.
To simplify the notation, we first define new random variables z and zi , ∀i, representing
the uncertain mission score and agent scores respectively, which are given by,

z =
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zi =
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X

cij (τij (pi (xi )), θ) xij ,

∀i ∈ I

j=1

where z =

Na
X

zi . Fixing values for the assignments x and the task execution times τ , the

i=1

distribution (PDF) of the mission score f (z) can be derived from the joint distribution of
the uncertainty parameters, f (θ), for each given plan specified by x and τ (note that this
distribution cannot usually be computed in closed form and numerical approximations are
often employed as described in the next section). Given a plan x and τ and the associated
random mission score z, Eq. (6.3) can be written as,
max

y
Pz {z > y} ≥ 1 − 

s.t.
or equivalently,
max
s.t.

y
Pz {z ≤ y} ≤ 

And, using the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the random variable z, Fz (y) =
Pz {z ≤ y}, the optimization in Eq. (6.3) can be re-written as,
max
s.t.

y

(6.5)

Fz (y) ≤ 

In similar fashion, given plans for each agent i, xi and τ i , and the associated random agent
scores, zi , Eq. (6.4) for each agent can be written as,
max
s.t.

yi

(6.6)

Fzi (yi ) ≤ i

where Fzi (yi ) = Pzi {zi ≤ yi } is the CDF of each agent’s score.
Given Eqs. (6.5) and (6.6) which describe the centralized and distributed chance-constrained
optimizations, the goal is to ensure that solving Eq. (6.6) for all agents i adequately rep145

resents solving the global optimization of Eq. (6.5). In the following derivation, we will
show that a constraint can be imposed on the agent risks i given a global mission risk
threshold , and that adding this constraint to the distributed chance-constrained optimization of Eq. (6.6) ensures that the solution to the distributed approximation will satisfy
the chance-constraint imposed in the centralized optimization of Eq. (6.5).
To begin the derivation, we will start from Eq. (6.5) and write successively more constrained problems until an equivalence with Eq. (6.6) is reached. First, we assume that
−1
CDFs for the mission and agent score distributions are invertible, i.e. F−1
z (·) and Fzi (·) ex-

ist (e.g. for continuous random variables), and leveraging the fact that CDFs are monotonic
functions, Eq. (6.5) can be re-written as,
max

y
y ≤ F−1
z ()

s.t.

Next, we consider a more constrained version of this optimization given by,
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where the decision variables yi must be maximized subject to the constraint
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yi ≤ y.

i=1

Since this is a more constrained optimization than that of Eq. (6.5), a score obtained
by summing over the values of yi that optimize this problem is guaranteed to satisfy the
constraint specified in Eq. (6.5). In similar fashion, we introduce a new constraint next
using variables F−1
zi (i ), producing a further constrained optimization,

max
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Finally, we note that when yi ≤ F−1
zi (i ), ∀i, the last constraint,

PNa
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is always satisfied (although the converse is not true), leading to a further constrained
optimization
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Rearranging the equations in the above optimization and merging constraints gives the
following optimization problem,

max
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(6.7)
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which looks very similar to the distributed chance-constrained approximation specified in
Eq. (6.6), but with an additional constraint imposed on the agent risk thresholds. Solving
the optimization in Eq. (6.7) ensures satisfaction of the centralized chance-constraint in
Eq. (6.5), since Eq. (6.7) was derived as a more constrained version of the original optiNa
X
mization in Eq. (6.5) (in other words, Fz (ŷ) ≤  is guaranteed to be true given ŷ =
yi
i=1

where the decision variables yi are given by solving the optimization in Eq. (6.7)). Therefore, setting the agent risks i such that the constraint in Eq. (6.7) is met, ensures that, by
solving the distributed approximation, the centralized chance-constraint will be satisfied.
−1
Note that the above set of optimizations are maximized when yi = F−1
zi (i ), y = Fz (),
Na
X
and y =
yi . Therefore, for a given value of , and for a given plan x and τ (with xi
i=1

and τ i specified for all agents), with associated mission and agent distributions f (z) and
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f (zi ), ∀i, the constraint that specifies how to set agent risks given mission risk is written as,
Na
X

−1
F−1
zi (i ) = Fz ()

(6.8)

i=1

The main practical issue associated with using Eq. (6.8) to allocate agent risks within a
planning framework is that the agent score distributions f (zi ) and the mission score distribution f (z) are not usually available a priori. Therefore, using Eq. (6.8) within the planner
involves approximating these score distributions with heuristics. A second challenge is that,
even if the distributions f (zi ), ∀i and f (z) were available, there are some risk allocations
i that result in higher performance than others, and predicting which of these allocations
are better is nontrivial. This is explained as follows: since F−1
z () can be thought of as
a constant for given Fz (·) and , and since the variables i are unspecified, there are infinite possible solutions for setting the i variables (all solutions that lie on the boundary
Na
X
−1
of
F−1
zi (i ) ≤ Fz ()). Recall that the primary optimization objective of Eq. (6.1) is
i=1

to maximize the chance-constrained scores by selecting plan values x and τ that improve
performance (i.e. max y), therefore a question that can be asked is: when setting agent risks
x,τ

according to Eq. (6.8), are some allocations of i better than others, such that “better” plans
(x, τ ) can be obtained? Answering this question is tricky, since obtaining “better” plans
involves producing plans with “better” distributions f (z) and f (zi ) such that the chanceconstrained score y = F−1
z () is maximized. The complexity associated with this process is
illustrated in Figure 6-2, which shows how the individual agent risks relate to the chanceconstrained mission score given a distributed chance-constrained planning framework. As
shown in the diagram, the agent risk allocations are used by the distributed planner to make
agent plans, the score distributions associated with these agent plans are then convolved
to derive the mission distribution, and finally the chance-constrained mission score can be
computed given the mission score CDF and the allowable mission risk threshold. There
are several parts of this process which make it virtually impossible to analytically derive
the relationship between agent risks and chance-constrained mission score, but the most
complex part is associated with the fact that the distributed planner will typically generate different plans given different risk allocations for i . As a result, making predictions
about chance-constrained mission performance given different agent risk allocations is very
difficult and is thus an open research question.
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Figure 6-2: This figure shows the process relating individual agent risks to the chanceconstrained mission score given a distributed chance-constrained planning framework. The
main pieces include the distributed planner, which uses the risk allocations to make agent
plans, a convolution block that combines the agent score distributions associated with the
agent plans to derive the mission score distribution, and a final block that computes the
chance-constrained mission score given the mission score distribution and the allowable
mission risk threshold.
In this work, we develop heuristic strategies that approximate the planner output distributions for mission and agent scores, and use these to allocate risks amongst the agents
within the CBBA framework according to Eq. (6.8). The next section describes how the distributed approximation to the chance-constrained problem presented here can be leveraged
within the stochastic CBBA framework, and how the agent risks can be set using different
heuristic strategies.

6.3

Chance-Constrained Extension to CBBA

6.3.1

Agent Risk Allocation Strategies

Although the decomposition in Equation (6.2) makes the problem easier to solve in a distributed fashion, it also introduces the additional complexity of picking the parameters i
such that the goal of maximizing the chance-constrained score of the mission distribution,
Na
X
y=
yi , given the mission risk , is adequately represented. For generic task allocations,
i=1

the relationship between the mission  and each of the agents’ i ’s is nontrivial, as described
in Section 6.2, however, given certain probability models, the complexity of picking these
values can be reduced (note that doing this efficiently is still an open research question).
This thesis addresses these issues by employing different heuristic strategies that attempt
to model the individual agents’ risks as a function of the global mission risk.
The heuristic risk allocation methods employed in this work use the expression provided
by Eq. (6.8) to determine how to set the agent risks given the mission risk. The first case
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Figure 6-3: Illustration of the Central Limit Theorem, showing the distributions for sums
of N uniform random variables for different values of N .
considered is for teams of homogeneous agents, where all agents in the team have similar
planning parameters and underlying distributions. The heuristic strategies employed in this
case assume that the distributions of the agent scores are all identical, and that the risk
values i will be the same for all agents. Using these assumptions, Eq. (6.8) reduces to

i = Fzi


1 −1
Fz ()
Na

(6.9)

where the agent risks i are assumed to be identical. The expression in Eq. (6.9) can be
used to describe any homogeneous team, however, specifying the mission distribution f (z)
may be difficult given certain agent score distributions f (zi ). In this work, we invoke the
Central Limit Theorem, and use a Gaussian distribution to approximate the mission score
(sum of agent score random variables), where the mean and variance of the distribution are
given by the sum of the means and variances of the agent distributions respectively (i.e.

z ∼ N Na µi , Na σi2 , where µi and σi2 are the mean and variance of f (zi )). As motivation
for using this Gaussian assumption consider Figure 6-3, which shows the distributions for
sums of N uniform random variables for different values of N . The baseline distribution
is shown in the N = 1 frame, the distribution for a sum of two of these random variables
is shown in the N = 2 frame, etc. As shown in these figures, the Central Limit Theorem
converges very quickly, and with as few as 3 random variables the distributions of the
sums look approximately Gaussian. Therefore, for multi-agent teams of 3 or more agents,
approximating the mission scores as Gaussian is a reasonable assumption to make.
As a reminder, the CDF and inverse CDF expressions for a Gaussian distribution are
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given by,


x−µ
1 + erf √
2σ 2
√
−1
2
F−1
(2 − 1)
X () = µ + 2σ erf
1
2

FX (x) =



(6.10)

Using this Gaussian approximation for the mission score distribution, Eq. (6.9) can be
written as
r


i = Fzi µi +


2
−1
σi erf (2 − 1)
Na

(6.11)

The expression provided in Eq. (6.11) can be used with many different forms of the agent
distributions f (zi ). The full derivation associated with these expressions is provided in
Appendix A. In this thesis, we explored three different heuristics for homogeneous agents,
assuming distributional forms based on Gaussian, exponential and gamma distributions
for f (zi ). These three heuristic strategies are derived in detail in Appendix A and are
summarized in Eq. (6.12) below,
Gaussian : i =

1
2

r


1 + erf


1
−1
erf (2 − 1)
Na

(6.12)

 q

− 1− N2 erf −1(2−1)

Exponential : i = e
Gamma : i

a

1
= 1−
γ
Γ(k)

r
k, k −

!
2k
erf −1 (2 − 1)
Na

Illustrations of the agent score distribution forms used in these three different homogeneous
risk heuristics are provided in Figure 6-4. The intuition behind using the two nonsymmetric
distributions shown in the exponential and gamma cases was that, for the types of timecritical mission scenarios considered throughout this thesis, the score distributions for agents
tended to have probability masses clustered around maximum task rewards and diminishing
probabilities associated with obtaining lower scores. This was because arriving at a task on
time or early resulted in agents receiving the full task score, whereas arriving late (but within
the window of validity) resulted in exponentially decreasing task scores. The three heuristics
presented in Eq. (6.12) were leveraged within the distributed CBBA framework, and used
to plan for homogeneous teams operating in stochastic environments. Their performance is
compared later in Section 6.4.
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(a) Gaussian Risk

(b) Exponential Risk

(c) Gamma Risk

Figure 6-4: Agent score distributions used in the three different homogeneous risk heuristics.
Setting the risk values for heterogeneous agents is a bit more complicated, since the
assumptions made in Eq. (6.9) regarding identical agent distributions and identical risk
values may no longer hold. For general problems, Eq. (6.8) will have infinite possible
combinations of i as valid solutions for a given specific value of , therefore specifying
different individual agent risks becomes difficult. There are two main goals associated with
allocating risks amongst the agents. The first goal is that the risks given to individual
agents should be such that the global mission risk level is adequately captured by the
team. This was the purpose of Eq. (6.8) which identified a relationship between mission
risk and agent risks given available plan distributions. The second goal is that the risks
allocated to the agents should encourage agents to pick “better” plans, such that the chanceconstrained mission score F−1
z () be as high as possible. This involves finding a distribution
for the mission score z that maximizes F−1
z (), however, f (z) is a function of the agent
score distributions f (zi ) (e.g. a convolution of these agent distributions if the agents are
independent), and the distributions f (zi ) are in turn functions of the risk levels i and of
the inner workings of the planner (which are hard to predict). This severe coupling makes
the goal of optimizing the i allotments to achieve the best plan very difficult. Another
issue in distributed planning environments, is that the agents must be able to select their
own values i given statistics about the mission and the other agents, or must be able to
share information with each other (e.g. distributions, moments, or even i allocations) to
converge on a consistent allocation of the risk levels i .
With these issues in mind, this thesis considers a few different heuristic strategies to
allocate risks amongst agents given a heterogeneous team. The different risk allocation
strategies are explained in detain in Appendix A and are summarized in this section. The
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first heuristic considered assumes that all agents are given identical risk values i (note that
this does not imply that the agents have identical distributions). Invoking the Central Limit
Theorem again, the mission is assumed to be Gaussian, where the mission score distribution
Na
Na
X
X

is given by z ∼ N µ, σ 2 with mean µ =
µi and variance σ 2 =
σi2 , and Eq. (6.8) can
i=1

i=1

be rewritten as,
Na
X

F−1
zi (i ) = µ +

√

2σ 2 erf −1 (2 − 1)

(6.13)

i=1

Since the agent distributions are possibly all different, the left side of Eq. (6.13) is still
difficult to compute, depending on the particular CDFs of the agent score distributions. In

this work, we assume that agent distributions are also Gaussian, zi ∼ N µi , σi2 , where the
agent means and variances are assumed to be different since the team is heterogeneous. Using identical risk values and heterogeneous Gaussian distributions in Eq. (6.13), an analytic
expression for the agent risks i is given by,

1
1 + erf H erf −1 (2 − 1)
2
 qP

Na 2
σ
i=1 i
H = P q 
Na
σi2
i=1
i =

(6.14)

with the constant value H representing the team heterogeneity with regards to variance in
agents’ scores. This expression has several interesting properties. Firstly, the agent risk
values for the Gaussian case do not depend on the means of the agent distributions or
mission distribution, they only depend on the variances. This is similar to the observation
made about the homogeneous risk allocation strategies, where the means of the distributions
and scale parameters did not affect the risk allocation. However, in the heterogeneous case,
the relative scale parameters do affect the risk allocation, as captured by the constant H in
Eq. (6.14). Given the expression in Eq. (6.14), if the agents are homogeneous (with identical
√
distributions), then H = 1/ Na and the expression is equivalent to the homogeneous
Gaussian risk allocation presented in Eq. (6.12). On the other hand, if the entire mission
distribution comes from only 1 agent’s contribution (all other agents are deterministic with
no variance), then H = 1 and i =  as expected. This shows that team heterogeneity
can be represented via the parameter H, which is a function of Na and of the relative
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scales of the agent distributions with respect to one another. The range of H is given by
h
i
H ∈ √1N , 1 . A major advantage of using this heuristic versus more complex allocations
a

between heterogeneous agents, is that agents can select a number within the range of H
that roughly represents how heterogeneous the team is (possibly performing consensus on
this number), and then use H to compute i individually. This is significantly faster than
coming to consensus on a consistent allocation of the individual parameters i .
An alternate heuristic risk allocation strategy considered involves assigning different
risk values i to different types of agents, where agents of the same type would be assigned
identical values of i . For example, considering a scenario with 2 types of agents, and with
equal numbers of each type of agent, Eq. (6.8) becomes,
Na −1
Na −1
Fz1 (1 ) +
F (2 ) = F−1
z ()
2
2 z2

(6.15)

where the distributions and risks for each different agent type k are given by zk and k . Assuming Gaussian agent scores, and Gaussian mission scores as in the previous risk allocation
strategy, Eq. (6.15) simplifies to the following expression,
σ1
p

σ12

+

σ22

erf

−1

(21 − 1) + p

σ2
σ12

+

σ22

erf

−1

r
(22 − 1) =

2
erf −1 (2 − 1)
Na

(6.16)

Similar expressions can be derived given 3 or more types of agents. In Eq. (6.16), each of the
terms on the left hand side include a scaling parameter that is proportional to the standard
deviation for that agent type (normalized by the standard deviation of the mission). The
right hand side of Eq. (6.16) includes the number of agents Na and is typically a function of
the number of agent types as well. Given the expression in Eq. (6.16), a key question involves
deciding how to partition the risk amongst the agent types. This can be accomplished by
splitting the right hand side of Eq. (6.16) into shares, and then solving for k for each agent
type k (where the agent risks would be set using i = k for agents belonging to type k). It is
not obvious, however, how these shares should be divided amongst the agent types. In this
thesis we consider two cases, one involving equal shares, and one setting shares proportional
to the standard deviation of the agent type σk .
The first strategy, which uses equal shares, divides the right hand side of Eq. (6.16) into
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two equal parts, giving the following risk values k for each group k,
1
k =
2

1 + erf

!!
p
r !
σ12 + σ22
2
erf −1 (2 − 1)
2σk
Na

(6.17)

The quantity preceding the inverse error function in Eq. (6.17) can be thought of as a scaling
constant Hk to represent agent heterogeneity, where

Hk =

p
r !
σ12 + σ22
2
2σk
Na

(6.18)

in Eq. (6.17). Different values of Hk will lead to different risk allocations k , and again it is
not immediately obvious how to partition the shares (how to set Hk ) to get an allocation
of i ’s for all agents that optimizes the chance-constrained mission score.
The second strategy used in this thesis assumes that the shares agents get are proportional to their standard deviation, thus the right hand side of Eq. (6.16) is divided
P
into shares of size σk / k σk . Given this division, each group computes the following risk
thresholds k given by,
1
k =
2

1 + erf

!!
p
r !
σ12 + σ22
2
−1
erf (2 − 1)
σ1 + σ2
Na

(6.19)

where the constant Hk becomes

Hk =

p
r !
σ12 + σ22
2
σ1 + σ2
Na

(6.20)

Note that in this case, the constant Hk is not explicitly dependent on the individual parameter σk anymore, but rather considers statistics over the variances for all agent types.
As a result, Hk will be constant for all agent types k and therefore the risk values k will
all be the same, leading to equal risks for all agents in the team (but still capturing the
heterogeneity associated with the different variances for agent scores). It is shown in Section 6.4 that this last strategy, where risks are equal for all agents, performs significantly
better than the strategy shown in Eq. (6.17). This is because by balancing the risks more
evenly throughout the team, no agent can take on its extreme plan values (very deterministic taking no risk at all, or taking too much risk and not considering how it might affect
the mission as a whole), which increases the performance of the team. Furthermore, the
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heuristic strategy employed in Eq. (6.14), which also assigned equal risks to all the agents,
also achieved high performance which was significantly better than the strategy shown in
Eq. (6.17), and on par with the strategy of Eq. (6.19). On closer inspection, the value for
Hk in Eq. (6.19) looks very similar to that of H in Eq. (6.14), explaining why the performance of both heuristics was similar, since they both capture the same relative scaling
effects associated with the heterogeneous agent variances.
The different heuristics described in this section can be used within the CBBA framework to allocate risk amongst the agents given knowledge of the team heterogeneity and
approximations of the agent score distribution forms. The performance of these different
heuristics is compared later in Section 6.4. Of course, there are many other heuristics that
can be used, and designing risk allocation strategies that work well for general scenarios of
interest remains an active area of research. The next section describes how the distributed
chance-constrained approximation can be utilized within the CBBA framework given a
specific risk allocation for the agents.

6.3.2

Stochastic Bundle Construction

The previous section specified how to allocate risk amongst the agents using different heuristic strategies. Given these individual risk allotments i , each agent can solve its own distributed chance-constrained optimization, as specified in Eq. (6.2), to select its best set of
assignments. This section describes how the robust CBBA framework proposed in Chapter 5 can be used to solve the distributed chance-constrained approximation. Within the
bundle construction phase of CBBA, the greedy process by which each agent constructs
its task bundle needs to ensure that, for every bid, the task scores satisfy the probabilistic
constraints specified by Eq. (6.2). This problem involves solving the following optimization
for all available tasks j ∈ J \ pi , where each task j is inserted into the path at all possible
path locations nj ,
J(pi ⊕n? j) = max
j

nj

s.t.

yi



Nt
 X

Pθ 
cij (τij? (pi ⊕nj j), θ) xij  > yi ≥ 1 − i


j=1
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(6.21)

Here the chance-constraint captures the effect of the uncertainty on the entire bundle given
the probabilistic constraint. As described previously in Chapter 5, the uncertainty in the
system affects the times at which tasks will be executed, thus affecting their scores (e.g.
inserting a task into the path will impact arrival times for all subsequent tasks, subject to
the uncertainty in the system). The chance-constrained calculation in Eq. (6.21) accounts
for this coupling between task scores. The marginal score for each task j is then given by
the increase in yi as a result of adding task j,
∆Jij (pi ) = J(pi ⊕n? j) − Jpi
j

and the optimal task to add is given by,
j ? = argmax ∆Jij (pi ) hij

(6.22)

j ∈p
/ i

where hij is again computed using the warped bid, sij = min(∆Jij (pi ), yik ), ∀k ∈ pi , as
described in Section 5.2.2. The bundle, path, times, winning agents list, and winning bids
list are then updated to include the new task,
bi ← (bi ⊕end j ? )
pi ← (pi ⊕nj ? j ? )
τ i ← (τ i ⊕nj ? τij? ? (pi ⊕nj ? j ? ))
zij ?

=

i

yij ?

=

sij

Two complications arise with this process, similar to the issues described previously in
Chapter 5:
1. The first is that the task execution times are random variables that are subject to the
uncertainty in the system, which makes the step of computing the “optimal” execution
times nontrivial, since these times may be different for different realizations of the
uncertainty. Therefore, when optimizing the path score in Eq. (6.21), the computation
must take into account that different optimal execution times may result for the
same path given different values of θ. Again, analytically computing these time-
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optimization effects is usually intractable, motivating the use of numerical methods
to approximate the score calculation in Eq. (6.21).
2. The second issue is that computing the probabilities of the score function specified
in Eq. (6.21) usually involves finding the distribution of a sum of non-independent
heterogeneous task scores. This expression is again analytically intractable for most
types of problems due to nontrivial coupling of distributions within the score function,
motivating the use of sampling methods.
The numerical approach employed to sample the score function in Eq. (6.21) addresses
these tractability issues and is described later in this section (see Algorithm 9). The use
of marginal scores within the bundle construction process allows the algorithm to appropriately represent the impact of the probabilistic chance-constraint during every iteration.
Therefore, even though the bundle is being constructed sequentially, computing the marginal
score for tasks requires computing the effect of adding each task on the entire bundle in
the associated probabilistic constraint, therefore the coupling between tasks is correctly
captured within a consistent framework.
To approximate the probabilistic score functions, this work employed a sampling approach to generate a set of representative samples, {θ 1 , . . . , θ N }, with associated weights,
{w1 , . . . , wN }, that approximate the distribution of θ. Using sampling, an approximation to
the score function used in the bundle construction process involves executing the following
steps, which are summarized in Algorithm 9:
1. For each sample value θ k , the score for task j being inserted at location nj can be
deterministically computed by,

J(pi ⊕nj j)k =

Nt
X

cij (τij? (pi ⊕nj j), θ k ) xij

j=1

Note that this step involves optimizing the task execution times τij? given the specific
realization of the uncertain random variables θ k . Even though this process involves
optimizing the set of task execution times in continuous time, for the decaying cost
functions described previously in this thesis (see Section 5.3), there are only a discrete
number of continuous times that could maximize this sample’s score for the task,
therefore computing the optimal task times remains tractable.
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2. Step 1 is repeated for all N samples, {θ 1 , . . . , θ N }, where N must be large enough
to create a representative probability distribution of the scores obtained from adding
this task.
3. The samples are then sorted in increasing order based on the values of the sampled scores, J(pi ⊕nj j)k . We define the variable that indexes this ordered set as k̄ ∈
{1, . . . , N }. The resulting sorted sampled scores, along with their probabilistic weights
wk , describe a discrete probability distribution that approximates the true score PDF.
As a reminder, finding the value yi in the chance-constrained formulation given risk
threshold i is equivalent to integrating the PDF up to i and determining what value
of yi this corresponds to. Given the discrete PMF specified through the sampling
process, this integration can be approximated by summing the weights of the ordered
samples until the threshold i is reached. This can be written formally as,


J(pi ⊕n j)k̄
max
j
k̄∈{1,...,N } 
where the resulting J(pi ⊕n

j j)k̄

?

k̄
X
i=1

wi ≤ i




(6.23)



provides a lower bound on the path score within the

allowable risk threshold. The full stochastic bundle construction process is equivalent
to the one described previously in Algorithm 8, where the Compute-StochasticPath-Score(pi ⊕nj j) function is replaced with the chance-constrained score calculation described in this section (see Algorithm 9).
As mentioned in the previous chapter, another advantage of using sampling is that,
although stochastic planning increases the computational complexity of the planning process with respect to the deterministic formulation, the number of samples can be adjusted
given the available computational resources. Therefore, the chance-constrained extension
to CBBA preserves polynomial-time convergence (although the plan time increases linearly
with the number of samples N ).

6.4

Example Applications

The distributed chance-constrained CBBA algorithm was implemented in simulation and
tested on time-varying UAV missions similar to those described in Section 5.3. The first set
of experiments involved a stochastic mission with 6 homogeneous agents and 60 tasks, where
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Algorithm 9 Compute-Stochastic-Path-Score(pi ) - (Chance-Constrained)
1: {θ 1 , . . . , θ N } ∼ f (θ)
2: {w1 , . . . , wN } ← {w1 , . . . , wN }/

N
X

wk

k=1

3: for k ∈ {1, . . . , N } do

τ ?i = argmax

4:

τi

Jpki =

5:

Nt
X

Nt
X

cij (τij (pi ), θ k ) xij

j=1

?
cij (τij
(pi ), θ k ) xij

j=1

6: end for



Jpk̄i , wk̄ ← Sort-Scores Jpki , wk


k̄


X
w i ≤ i
8: k̄ ? = argmax
Jpk̄i

k̄∈{1,...,N } 

7:



i=1

?

9: return (Jpk̄i )

the team had to optimize performance for various mission risk thresholds. In this scenario,
task durations were uncertain and were distributed according to a gamma distribution.
There were three types of tasks: high-reward high-uncertainty tasks, medium-reward tasks
with low variance, and deterministic tasks with much lower rewards. The UAV team was
also composed of homogeneous agents with uncertain velocities (with a uniform distribution). In the second set of experiments, the task scenario was equivalent, but the team was
now composed of heterogeneous agents consisting of fast but unpredictable agents (high
mean and high variance), and slower speed but more predictable agents (low mean and low
variance), both having uniform distributions on velocities. The following sections discuss
the results for these two different scenarios.

6.4.1

Homogeneous Agents

Figure 6-5 show Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic mission with 6 homogeneous
agents showing chance-constrained mission performance as a function of the mission risk
level for different planning algorithms. In the experiments, the following 8 planning algorithms were compared: the Baseline (deterministic) CBBA algorithm, the Expected-Value
CBBA algorithm from Chapter 5, the Worst-Case CBBA algorithm from Chapter 5, the
Chance-Constrained CBBA algorithm proposed in this chapter, but with no risk allocation
between the agents (all agents planned with the mission risk i =  which typically leads
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Figure 6-5: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic mission with 6 homogeneous
agents showing chance-constrained mission performance as a function of the mission risk
level. The plots show the chance-constrained mission scores (worst score within allowable
risk threshold) for 8 different planning algorithms: Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, the
Expected-Value CBBA algorithm, the Worst-Case CBBA algorithm, the proposed ChanceConstrained CBBA algorithm with no risk allocation, Chance-Constrained CBBA using
Gaussian risk allocation, Chance-Constrained CBBA using Gamma risk allocation, ChanceConstrained CBBA using Exponential risk allocation, and a centralized chance-constrained
sequential greedy algorithm (SGA). Figure (a) shows the chance-constrained mission scores
as a function of mission risk, and Figure (b) shows the same information as Figure (a) but
on a log-scale to highlight the performance at low risk levels.
to a very conservative estimate of the risk), the Chance-Constrained CBBA using the different risk allocation strategies including Gaussian, exponential and gamma, and finally a
centralized chance-constrained sequential greedy algorithm (SGA) planning for all agents
simultaneously. Figure 6-5 shows the chance-constrained mission scores (worst score within
allowable risk threshold) for the 8 different planning algorithms, where Figure 6-5(a) shows
the chance-constrained mission scores as a function of mission risk, and Figure 6-5(b) shows
the same scores on log-scale to highlight the performance at low risk levels. As seen in
the plots, all the chance-constrained planning approaches do significantly better than the
baseline (deterministic) CBBA algorithm and the 2 robust CBBA variants presented in
Chapter 5.
To highlight the difference between these chance-constrained approached, Figure 6-6
shows a close up of the mission scores achieved plotted on a linear scale (Fig. 6-6(a)) and
on a log scale (Fig. 6-6(b)). The results show that the three heuristics algorithms achieved
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higher performance than without a risk allocation strategy, and the the exponential heuristic performed best at higher risk thresholds, whereas the Gaussian risk performed better at
lower risk thresholds (although the performance of all three strategies was very close, especially at low risk thresholds). Figures 6-6(b) and 6-6(d) show the achieved mission risk level
corresponding to the individual agent risk levels i . The dotted line on the plots represents
a perfect match between desired and actual mission risk. As shown in the figures, without
risk allocation the team performs conservatively, achieving a much lower mission risk than
allowed and thus sacrificing performance. With the risk allocation methods, the team is
able to more accurately predict the mission risk, achieving higher performing plans within
the allowable threshold. The results show that when algorithms match the mission risk well
the performance of the planner increases, further motivating the need for good risk allocation strategies. Furthermore, the distributed Chance-Constrained CBBA planner achieves
performance on par with the centralized sequential greedy approach, thus validating the distributed approximation to the centralized chance-constrained problem. Finally Figure 6-7
shows histograms for the mission scores (Fig. 6-7(a)) comparing the baseline (deterministic)
CBBA, the worst-case robust CBBA, and Chance-Constrained CBBA using the exponential
risk allocation heuristic. As seen in the plots, the distributions for the multi-agent mission
scores are nearly Gaussian, justifying the use of the Gaussian approximation for mission
scores in the risk allocation heuristics. Figure 6-7(b) shows the individual agent distributions, showing how the exponential and gamma distribution approximations (explained
fully in Appendix A) are good choices to approximate the agent scores distributions.

6.4.2

Heterogeneous Agents

The second set of experiments involved a heterogeneous team with different statistical properties on their uncertain planning parameters. Figure 6-8 show Monte Carlo simulation
results for a stochastic mission with 6 heterogeneous agents showing chance-constrained
mission performance as a function of the mission risk level for different planning algorithms.
In the experiments, the following 8 planning algorithms were compared: the Baseline (deterministic) CBBA algorithm, the Expected-Value CBBA algorithm from Chapter 5, the
Worst-Case CBBA algorithm from Chapter 5, the Chance-Constrained CBBA algorithm
proposed in this chapter, but with no risk allocation between the agents (all agents planned
with the mission risk i = ), the Chance-Constrained CBBA algorithm using the 3 different
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heterogeneous risk allocation strategies described in Section 6.3.1, and finally a centralized
chance-constrained sequential greedy algorithm (SGA) planning for all agents simultaneously. The 3 risk allocation strategies consisted of the equal risk heuristic approximation
described in Eq. 6.14 (termed “Risk 1”), the heterogeneous risk allocation using equal shares
described in Eq. 6.17 (termed “Risk 2”), and the heterogeneous risk allocation strategy with
risks proportional to agents standard deviations (“Risk 3”, which effectively led to equal
risks amongst agents). Figure 6-8 shows the chance-constrained mission scores (worst score
within allowable risk threshold) for the 8 different planning algorithms, where Figure 6-8(a)
shows the chance-constrained mission scores as a function of mission risk, and Figure 6-8(b)
shows the same scores on log-scale to highlight the performance at low risk levels. As seen
in the plots, all the chance-constrained planning approaches do significantly better than
the baseline (deterministic) CBBA algorithm and the 2 robust CBBA variants presented in
Chapter 5.
To highlight the difference between these chance-constrained approached, Figure 6-9
shows a close up of the mission scores achieved plotted on a linear scale (Fig. 6-9(a)) and
on a log scale (Fig. 6-9(b)). The results show that the two heuristics algorithms with equal
risks achieved higher performance than without a risk allocation strategy, however, the heterogeneous risk allocation strategy with different agent risks performed rather poorly. Figures 6-9(b) and 6-9(d) show the achieved mission risk level corresponding to the individual
agent risk levels i . The dotted line on the plots represents a perfect match between desired
and actual mission risk. As shown in the figures, without risk allocation the team performs conservatively, achieving a much lower mission risk than allowed and thus sacrificing
performance. With the equal risk allocation methods, the team is able to more accurately
predict the mission risk, achieving higher performing plans within the allowable threshold.
The results show that when algorithms match the mission risk well the performance of the
planner increases, in general, however, as seen in the results for “Risk 2”, even though the
achieved risk levels were similar to “Risk 3” the performance was significantly lower. This
is due to the fact that agents had unequal distributions, therefore some agents developed
really aggressive plans whereas others selected plans that were too conservative. In general,
having a more equitable risk distribution for the team led to higher performing plans. In
general, however, it is hard to determine these effects in advance further motivating the need
for good risk allocation strategies. Once again, the distributed Chance-Constrained CBBA
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planner achieved performance on par with the centralized sequential greedy approach, thus
validating the distributed approximation to the centralized chance-constrained problem.
Finally Figure 6-10 shows histograms for the mission scores (on the left) comparing
the baseline (deterministic) CBBA, the worst-case robust CBBA, and Chance-Constrained
CBBA using the different risk allocation strategies. As seen in the plots, the distributions
for the multi-agent mission scores are nearly Gaussian, justifying the use of the Gaussian
approximation for mission scores in the risk allocation heuristics. The left set of plots
in Figure 6-10 show the individual agent distributions for the different chance-constrained
algorithms. The first and third risk strategies (with equal risks for all agents) achieved
similar looking agent distributions which were well balanced between the agents. The
second risk strategy, where agents planned with heterogeneous risk allotments, achieved
different score performance between the predictable agents (right) and the unpredictable
agents (left). In particular, agents assigned a higher risk had distributions that were too
spread out whereas agents planning with very low risk had distributions that were too
conservative (very low variance). As a result, the chance-constrained score associated with
the overall team distribution was lower (Fig. 6-10(c))
This chapter presented a distributed chance-constrained task allocation framework that
can be used to plan for multi-agent networked teams operating in stochastic and dynamic
environments. The results in both this chapter and Chapter 5 showed that by explicitly accounting for uncertainty propagation during the task allocation process large improvements
can be made for distributed multi-agent teams operating in stochastic environments.
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Figure 6-6: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic mission with 6 homogeneous
agents, comparing the performance of Chance-Constrained CBBA using different risk allocation strategies. Figure (a) shows a zoomed-in version of Figure 6-5(a); (b) shows the
achieved mission risk corresponding to the distributed risk approximation for the different
risk allocation strategies, versus desired mission risk; (c) shows a zoomed-in version of Figure 6-5(b) on a log scale to highlight the performance at low risk levels; and (d) shows the
achieved mission risk on a log scale highlighting the performance at low risk levels.
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Figure 6-7: Simulation results for a stochastic mission with 6 homogeneous agents showing the achieved distributions and chance-constrained mission scores. Figure (a) shows
histograms and chance-constrained scores for Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, Worst-Case
CBBA, and Chance-Constrained CBBA using a 0.1% risk level. Figure (b) shows histograms
of the scores achieved by the 6 agents using the Chance-Constrained CBBA algorithm with
exponential risk allocation.
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Figure 6-8: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic mission with 6 heterogeneous
agents showing chance-constrained mission performance as a function of the mission risk
level. The plots show the chance-constrained mission scores (worst score within allowable
risk threshold) for 8 different planning algorithms: Baseline (deterministic) CBBA, the
Expected-Value CBBA algorithm, the Worst-Case CBBA algorithm, the proposed ChanceConstrained CBBA algorithm with no risk allocation, Chance-Constrained CBBA using 3
different risk allocation strategies (described in the text), and finally a centralized chanceconstrained sequential greedy algorithm (SGA). Figure (a) shows the chance-constrained
mission scores as a function of mission risk, and Figure (b) shows the same information as
Figure (a) but on a log-scale to highlight the performance at low risk levels.
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Figure 6-9: Monte Carlo simulation results for a stochastic mission with 6 heterogeneous
agents, comparing the performance of Chance-Constrained CBBA using different risk allocation strategies. Figure (a) shows a zoomed-in version of Figure 6-8(a); (b) shows the
achieved mission risk corresponding to the distributed risk approximation for the different
risk allocation strategies, versus desired mission risk; (c) shows a zoomed-in version of Figure 6-5(b) on a log scale to highlight the performance at low risk levels; and (d) shows the
achieved mission risk on a log scale highlighting the performance at low risk levels.
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Figure 6-10: Simulation results for a stochastic mission with 6 heterogeneous agents. The
figures on the left show achieved mission distributions and chance-constrained scores for
Baseline CBBA, Worst-Case CBBA, and Chance-Constrained CBBA using different risk
allocation strategies, for a 0.1% mission risk level. The figures on the right show histograms
of the individual agent scores achieved using Chance-Constrained CBBA with the different
risk allocation strategies.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

7.1

Summary of Contributions

This thesis addressed the problem of real-time robust distributed planning for multi-agent
networked teams operating in uncertain and dynamic environments. In particular, several
extensions and variants to the baseline CBBA algorithm presented in [58] were proposed and
discussed, enabling distributed real-time planning in time-critical, communication-limited,
and uncertain environments. The specific contributions of this thesis are described as follows:
1. This thesis extended CBBA to handle time-critical mission considerations, where timevarying score functions could be optimized within the CBBA algorithmic framework
to enable dynamic planning for agents and tasks with specific timing constraints (e.g.
task time-windows of validity, time-varying rewards for time-critical tasks, agent velocities). In particular, the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm
proposed in Section 4.2 modified the bundle construction process of CBBA to explicitly optimize task execution times as well as agent assignments, enabling both spatial
and temporal coordination of multi-agent teams in dynamic mission scenarios. The
algorithm performance was validated through simulations, and a real-time replanning
architecture was designed and implemented to enable real-time experiments for heterogeneous networked teams. Flight test experiments involving multi-agent dynamic
search and track missions were performed in an indoor flight test facility at the MIT
Aerospace Controls Lab using heterogeneous teams of quadrotor UAVs and robotic
ground vehicles, demonstrating the real-time applicability of the distributed planning
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algorithms.
2. This thesis extended the CBBA planning framework to enable conflict-free distributed
planning in the presence of network disconnects due to communication-limited operating environments. The proposed approach, described in Section 4.3, employed a
local distributed task space partitioning strategy, where the sets of tasks available to
the different agent sub-networks were disjoint, thus ensuring conflict-free solutions.
Simulation and experimental flight tests validated the proposed algorithms, showing
improved performance over the baseline CBBA algorithm, but with lower communication and computational overhead than centralized strategies which require a priori
task space partitioning at every replan iteration.
3. In Section 4.4, we developed a distributed cooperative planning algorithm that built
upon the CBBA framework to enable agents to maintain network connectivity in
communication-limited environments. The algorithm, named CBBA with Relays,
guarantees network connectivity for agents performing tasks that require a live connection (e.g. video streaming), by locally incentivizing under-utilized agents to act as
communication relays for other agents within a distributed framework. The proposed
algorithm explicitly handles the joint network connectivity constraints through a local distributed network prediction phase, and cooperation between agents is enabled
through the local creation of relay tasks by the agents that require a network connection. The CBBA with Relays algorithm is guaranteed to converge, runs in real-time,
and guarantees network connectivity while tasks are being executed. The algorithm
was validated through simulation, and indoor and outdoor flight test experiments,
demonstrating real-time applicability.
4. In Chapter 5, we extended the CBBA with Time-Varying Score Functions algorithm
of Section 4.2 to explicitly account for robustness in the planning process. A real-time
distributed robust planning framework, named Robust CBBA, was proposed, which
can leverage probabilistic models of planning parameters and different distributable
stochastic metrics to hedge against parameter uncertainty. The algorithm employed
sampling approaches to compute agent path scores given different stochastic metrics
within the CBBA bundle construction process, enabling polynomial-time algorithm
convergence. The Robust CBBA framework leverages a recent submodular extension
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of CBBA proposed by Johnson [106] to guarantee distributed algorithm convergence
given different stochastic metrics, and uses the convergence guarantees of CBBA under
varying situational awareness to allow agents to individually construct their robust
plans given local uncertainty representations. The Robust CBBA algorithm was implemented using two stochastic metrics, the expected-value metric and the worst-case
stochastic metric, and used to plan for heterogeneous multi-agent teams performing
search and track missions in uncertain environments. Simulation results were provided
demonstrating real-time applicability, and showing that Robust CBBA improves performance over the baseline CBBA algorithm and achieves results similar to centralized
planning strategies, validating the distributed approach.
5. In Chapter 6, we extended the Robust CBBA framework proposed in Chapter 5 to
optimize performance in environments where low probability of failure is required.
The approach used a chance-constrained stochastic metric that provides probabilistic guarantees on achievable mission performance given allowable risk thresholds. A
distributed approximation to the chance-constrained metric was proposed to enable
the use of Robust CBBA in these risk-aware environments, and constraints on individual risk allocations were derived to guarantee equivalence between the centralized
chance-constrained optimization and the distributed approximation. Different risk
allocation strategies for homogeneous and heterogeneous teams were proposed that
approximate the agent and mission score distributions a priori, and results were provided comparing the performance of these in time-critical mission scenarios. The distributed chance-constrained CBBA algorithm was validated through simulation trials,
and the results showed improved performance over baseline CBBA and over worstcase conservative planning strategies given allowable risk thresholds. Furthermore,
the distributed chance-constrained approximation algorithm proposed in Chapter 6
achieved similar results to those obtained by centralized chance-constrained methods,
validating the distributed approximation.

7.2

Future Work

There are several areas in which this research could be further extended. This section
highlights a few promising research directions and discusses the associated challenges and
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benefits of each.
In realistic mission scenarios, agent score functions are often coupled through environmental effects that impact all agents simultaneously (e.g. wind, magnetic variations, poor
visibility, etc.), however, as mentioned in Section 5.1.1, handling coupling between agent
score functions within a distributed planning framework is a nontrivial endeavor, and is
thus an open area of research. In these types of scenarios, the distributed Robust CBBA
framework presented in this thesis can still be used and is still guaranteed to converge, however, the performance of the team may suffer if the coupling is not explicitly considered. To
improve team performance in these coupled stochastic environments, agents would need to
share information about the uncertainty to capture the coupling explicitly throughout the
planning process. Sharing samples between agents would typically require too much communication and thus seems impractical. Current research is considering hyper-parameter
consensus methods [83], where agents can share knowledge about planning parameter distributions (means, variances, etc.) to improve situational awareness and thus increase
team performance. In scenarios with explicit coupling, agents might want to share a few
representative sample values (e.g. worst-case samples, sigma-points, samples of largest KLdivergence from neighboring agents’ distributions, etc.), but deciding what these should be
is a nontrivial question motivating further research.
Within the Robust CBBA framework, sampling algorithms were employed to approximate the different stochastic metrics while maintaining analytic and computational tractability. For stochastic metrics focusing on low probability events (e.g. chance-constrained or
worst-case metrics), several rare-event or importance sampling methods have been successfully used throughout the literature to reduce the number of samples required by the
algorithms [11]. Implementing these within the Robust CBBA framework is nontrivial given
the complex distribution types and score functions considered throughout this thesis, especially given the fact that the task execution time decision variables must be re-optimized
within the stochastic metrics for each realization of the random variables. These importance sampling methods hold promise, however, and can really improve real-time algorithm
convergence, motivating further research in this area.
The robust planning algorithms proposed in this thesis relied on models of the parameter uncertainty being available. Given observations of the uncertain planning parameters,
several estimation and inference techniques can be used to create probabilistic models that
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can be leveraged within the planning framework. As new data is acquired however, these
models need to be updated to ensure that the planner predictions account for the latest
knowledge provided by these new measurements. Online learning algorithms have been
extensively explored in the literature, and the integration of robust planning and model
learning, especially in distributed and dynamic environments, remains an active area of
research [180]. Several recent approaches have explored the use of Nonparametric Bayesian
models as powerful frameworks to capture unknown system dynamics and behavior models.
These approaches seem particularly useful for representing complex unknown environments
since they do not require prior knowledge about the number of system modes (e.g. operator
behavior modes, vehicle types, target intents, etc), but as new modes are discovered the
models are automatically updated to include them. Furthermore, several of these Nonparametric Bayesian approaches work well with limited amounts of data and are able to
generalize the models to predict performance over unexplored regions of the model, as well
as provide quantification of the uncertainty over the different model regions [108, 178]. This
flexible and modular structure is characteristic of Nonparametric Bayesian models making
them very well suited to perform inference in unknown and uncertain environments. A
few examples of Nonparametric Bayesian models include the Hierarchical Dirichlet Process
over Hidden Markov Models (HDP-HMM) [79–81], and the Dirichlet Process over Gaussian Processes (DPGP) approach, presented in [108]. The HDP-HMM algorithm applies a
hierarchical Dirichlet process structure to learn the modes and parameters of the underlying HMM model that represents the system of interest. The algorithm is applied to an
example problem showing its usefulness for tracking a maneuvering target. The DPGP
algorithm consists of a Dirichlet Process (DP) applied over a variable set of Gaussian Processes (GPs) [108]. The DP is used to update the number of modes and GP parameters
as more data becomes available. The algorithm is used to predict trajectories of vehicles
in an urban environment using example trajectory data for taxi services. These flexible
Nonparametric Bayesian models could be leveraged within a robust planning framework to
improve mission performance, especially given dynamic mission scenarios.
Given that the models used within the planning framework are derived from the available data, and are thus subject to the uncertainty and accuracy associated with the data
set, an active area of research involves developing information-rich planning strategies that
aim to explicitly reduce parameter uncertainty through the acquisition of higher quality
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data that maximizes information content [39, 168]. An example of planning with the specific object of reducing uncertainty is provided in Appendix B, where we have extended the
distributed CBBA framework to enable information-rich task allocation. In this extension,
obtaining higher quality data with higher information content is an explicit goal in the
planning process, which is balanced alongside the other mission objectives. The approach
quantifies the predicted uncertainty reduction by computing the Fisher Information associated with different vehicle trajectories and sensing locations [168]. In joint work with
Cornell University and multiple authors (see Appendix B for details), this information-rich
CBBA planning algorithm was embedded into a larger distributed information-based control architecture (Section B.3.1), presenting a novel planning and estimation framework,
where the goal of maximizing information was a primary objective for each of the algorithms at every step. The proposed framework was validated through a set of real-time
experiments at Cornell University, involving a human-robot team performing a multi-target
search mission, demonstrating the viability of the approach [169].
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Appendix A
Derivations of Agent Risk Allocation
Strategies
The heuristic risk allocation methods employed in this work use the expression provided by
Eq. (6.8) to determine how to set the agent risks given the mission risk. For convenience,
the risk equation derived in Section 6.2, Eq. (6.8), is repeated below in Eq. (A.1),
Na
X

−1
F−1
zi (i ) = Fz ()

(A.1)

i=1

This Appendix shows how the different risk allocation methods discussed in Section 6.3.1
can be derived from Eq. A.1.

A.1

Homogeneous Agent Risk Allocation Strategies

The first case considered is for teams of homogeneous agents, where all agents in the team
have similar planning parameters and underlying distributions. The heuristic strategies
employed in this case assume that the distributions of the agent scores, f (zi ), are all identical, and that the risk values i will be the same for all agents. Using these assumptions,
Eq. (A.1) reduces to
−1
Na F−1
zi (i ) = Fz ()
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where the identical agent risks are given by

i = Fzi


1 −1
Fz ()
Na

(A.2)

The expression in Eq. A.2 can be used to describe any homogeneous team, however, specifying the mission distribution f (z) may be difficult given certain agent score distributions
f (zi ). In this work, we invoke the Central Limit Theorem, and use a Gaussian distribution to approximate the mission score (sum of agent score random variables). Using this
assumption gives,
z ∼ N µ, σ 2
Na
X

µ =

i=1
Na
X

σ2 =



µi
σi2

i=1

where the mean and variance of the mission distribution are given by the sum of the
means and variances of the agent distributions respectively. Given identical agent distributions f (zi )) with mean µi and variance σi2 , the mission score distribution becomes

z ∼ N Na µi , Na σi2 . For Gaussian random variables, the CDF and inverse CDF are given
by the following expressions,





x−µ
FX (x) =
1 + erf √
2σ 2
√
−1
−1
FX () = µ + 2σ 2 erf (2 − 1)
1
2

(A.3)

Using this Gaussian approximation for the mission score distribution, Eq. (A.2) can be
written as


q
−1
2
= F zi
Na µi + 2Na σi erf (2 − 1)
r


2
−1
= F zi µ i +
σi erf (2 − 1)
Na


i

1
Na

(A.4)

The expression provided in Eq. (A.4) can be used with many different forms of the agent
distributions f (zi ). In this thesis, we explored three different agent score distribution forms
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(a) Gaussian Risk

(b) Exponential Risk

(c) Gamma Risk

Figure A-1: Agent score distributions used in the three different homogeneous risk heuristics.
for homogeneous agents based on Gaussian, exponential and gamma distributions for f (zi ).
Illustrations of the distribution shapes for these three different homogeneous risk heuristics
are provided in Figure A-1. The intuition behind using the two nonsymmetric distributions
shown in the exponential and gamma cases of Figure A-1 is that, for the types of timecritical mission scenarios considered throughout this thesis, the score distributions for agents
tended to have probability masses clustered around maximum task rewards and diminishing
probabilities associated with obtaining lower scores. This was because arriving at a task on
time or early resulted in agents receiving full task scores, whereas arriving late (but within
the window of validity) resulted in exponentially decreasing task scores. The derivations
for these three homogeneous risk allocation strategies are provided in the next sections.

A.1.1

Gaussian Risk Allocation Heuristic

In this risk allocation strategy, the agent scores are assumed to be Gaussian random vari
ables zi ∼ N µi , σi2 with mean µi and variance σi2 . Replacing Fzi in Eq. (A.4) with a
Gaussian CDF (see Eq. (A.3)) gives the following derivation for the agent risks,
i

r


2
−1
= F zi µ i +
σi erf (2 − 1)
Na
q



−1
2
µ
+
σ
erf
(2
−
1)
−
µ
i
i
i
Na
1

√
=
1 + erf 
2
2σi

r

1
1
−1
=
1 + erf
erf (2 − 1)
2
Na
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(A.5)

The expression in Eq. (A.5) provides a way to set the agent risks i given the mission
risk  which will be accurate when the agent scores approach Gaussian distributions. In
many scenarios of interest, however, agents often have non-symmetric score distributions.
In particular, for the types of time-varying score functions considered throughout this thesis
(see Section 5.3), the maximum task score is obtained when agents arrive at tasks early or on
time, and the score diminishes when agents are late to their tasks. This leads to agent scores
with hybrid distributions containing both discrete and continuous components (since there
is a delta function at the maximum score value), which are difficult to handle analytically
within the risk allocation framework (as an example, see Figure 6-7(b)). In particular, the
risk equivalence in Eq. (6.8) was derived assuming that CDFs for the distributions were
invertible (e.g. continuous random variables). In this work, we approximate these hybrid
distributions for agent scores using non-symmetric continuous distributions. In particular,
two strategies are explored involving exponential distributions and gamma distributions.
As shown in Figure 6-7(b), the agent score distributions resemble exponential or gamma
distributions flipped about the vertical axis and shifted over by some amount. This type
of transformation (flipping and sliding), involves applying a linear transformation to the
random variable, Y = aX + b, where a = −1 (flip) and b is some quantity corresponding
to the shift. For linear transformations of random variables, given Y = aX + b and the
original CDF FX (x), the CDF of the transformed random variable is computed using,



 FX y−b ,
a>0
a 
FY (y) =
y−b
1 − F
, a<0
X
a

(A.6)

The exponential and gamma risk allocation strategies proposed in this thesis make use of
these transform equations and are explained in detail next.

A.1.2

Exponential Risk Allocation Heuristic

For a random variable distributed according to an exponential distribution, with parameter
λ, the CDF, mean, and variance are given by the following expressions,
FX (x) = 1 − e−λx
1
µX =
λ
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(A.7)

2
σX

1
λ2

=

Since we are interested in agent score distributions that resemble an exponential random
variable flipped about the vertical axis and shifted by some amount, we apply the transform
described above with a = −1 and some shift value b, where the CDF transform expression
is given by Eq. (A.6) using a < 0. The CDF, mean, and variance for this transformed
exponential random variable are given by the following expressions,
FY (y) = e−λ(b−y)
−1
+b
µY =
λ
1
σY2 =
λ2

(A.8)

Using the CDF, mean, and variance of this transformed random variable in Eq. (A.4) gives
the following expression for agent risks,
r


i = Fzi µi +
= e
= e
= e


2
−1
σi erf (2 − 1)
Na

(A.9)



q
−λ b−µi − N2 σi erf −1(2−1)
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q
1
−λ b+ λ
−b− N2

a



( λ1 ) erf −1(2−1)

 q

− 1− N2 erf −1(2−1)
a

Although exponential random variables are non-symmetric and do capture the types of
agent scores observed in this thesis, the shape of the distribution is fixed (the scale can
be controlled through the parameter λ but the shape is fixed). In some situations, it is
preferable to use a gamma distribution instead, since it provides more control over the
shape of the distribution as well as the scale. The next section describes a risk allocation
strategy using gamma distributions.

A.1.3

Gamma Risk Allocation Heuristic

A very similar strategy to the one used in the exponential heuristic is used to derive the
gamma risk allocation heuristic. For a random variable distributed according to a gamma
distribution, with parameters k and θ (controlling the shape and scale respectively), the
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CDF, mean, and variance are given by the following expressions,

µX

 x
1
γ k,
Γ(k)
θ
= kθ

2
σX

= kθ2

FX (x) =

(A.10)

where Γ(k) is the gamma function and γ(k, x) is the incomplete gamma function given by,
Z

∞

Γ(k) =
Z0 x
γ(k, x) =

e−t tk−1 dt

e−t tk−1 dt

0

Since we are interested in agent score distributions that resemble a gamma random variable
flipped about the vertical axis and shifted by some amount, we apply a linear transform with
a = −1 and some shift value b, where the CDF transform expression is given by Eq. (A.6)
using a < 0. The CDF, mean, and variance for this transformed gamma random variable
are given by the following expressions,

µY



1
b−y
γ k,
Γ(k)
θ
= −kθ + b

σY2

= kθ2

FY (y) = 1 −

(A.11)

Using the CDF, mean, and variance of this transformed random variable in Eq. (A.4) gives
the following expression for agent risks,
i =
=
=
=
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θ
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!
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1
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In the case where k = 1 the gamma distribution and the exponential distribution are
equivalent (where θ is related to λ by θ = 1/λ), and thus the risk allocation heuristics for
gamma and for exponential random variables return the same values for i .
The risk expressions for the three homogeneous risk allocation heuristics presented here
are summarized in Eq. A.13,
Gaussian : i =

1
2

r


1 + erf


1
−1
erf (2 − 1)
Na

(A.13)

 q

− 1− N2 erf −1(2−1)

Exponential : i = e
Gamma : i

a

1
= 1−
γ
Γ(k)

r
k, k −

!
2k
−1
erf (2 − 1)
Na

Note that in all of these homogeneous risk allocation expressions, the individual agent
risk values are not affected by the shift and scale parameters of the distributions (e.g. µ
and σ in the Gaussian case, b and λ in the exponential case, and b and θ in the gamma
case). The heuristic risk allocation remains constant regardless of the means and variances
of the underlying distributions. Since the agent score distributions are convolved to give
the mission distribution, means and variances cancel out in Eq. (6.8) since they appear
on both sides of the equation in equal magnitudes. The intuition behind this observation
is that the risk allocation process is affected by the geometry and shape associated with
the distributions (particularly the tails), and not the scale and shift parameters or the
distributions themselves.

A.2

Heterogeneous Agent Risk Allocation Strategies

Setting the risk values for heterogeneous agents is a bit more complicated, since the assumptions made in Eq. (A.2) regarding identical agent distributions and identical risk values may
no longer hold. For general problems, Eq. (A.1) will have infinite possible combinations of
i as valid solutions for a given specific value of , therefore specifying different individual
agent risks becomes difficult. There are two main goals associated with allocating risks
amongst the agents. The first goal is that the risks given to individual agents should be
such that the global mission risk level is adequately captured by the team. This was the
purpose of Eq. (A.1) which identified a relationship between mission risk and agent risks
given available plan distributions. The second goal is that the risks allocated to the agents
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should encourage agents to pick “better” plans, such that the chance-constrained mission
score F−1
z () be as high as possible. This involves finding a distribution for the mission
score z that maximizes F−1
z (), however, f (z) is a function of the agent score distributions
f (zi ) (e.g. a convolution of these agent distributions if the agents are independent), and the
distributions f (zi ) are in turn functions of the risk levels i and of the inner workings of
the planner (which are hard to predict). This severe coupling makes the goal of optimizing the i allotments to achieve the best plan very difficult. Another issue in distributed
planning environments, is that the agents must be able to select their own values i given
statistics about the mission and the other agents, or must be able to share information with
each other (e.g. distributions, moments, or even i allocations) to converge on a consistent
allocation of the risk levels i .
With these issues in mind, this thesis considers a few different heuristic strategies to
allocate risks amongst agents given a heterogeneous team. The first heuristic considered
assumes that all agents are given identical risk values i (note that this does not imply that
the agents have identical distributions). Invoking the Central Limit Theorem again, the
right hand side of Eq. (A.1) is assumed to be Gaussian, where the mission score distribution
is given by,
z ∼ N µ, σ 2
µ =
σ2 =

Na
X
i=1
Na
X



µi
σi2

i=1

and Eq. (A.1) can be re-written as,
Na
X

F−1
zi (i ) = µ +

√

2σ 2 erf −1 (2 − 1)

(A.14)

i=1

Since the agent distributions are possibly all different, the left side of Eq. (A.1) is still
difficult to compute, depending on the particular CDFs of the agent score distributions.

In this work, we assume that agent distributions are also Gaussian, zi ∼ N µi , σi2 , where
the agent means and variances are assumed to be different since the team is heterogeneous.
Using identical risk values and heterogeneous Gaussian distributions in Eq. (A.14), an
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analytic expression for the agent risks i can be obtained as follows,
v
u Na
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q
a
u X
X
−1
2
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=
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(A.15)
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where solving for the risk value i gives,
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(A.16)

with the constant value H representing the team heterogeneity with regards to variance in
agents’ scores. This expression has several interesting properties. Firstly, the agent risk values for the Gaussian case do not depend on the means of the agent distributions or mission
distribution, they only depend on the variances. This is similar to the observation made
about the homogeneous risk allocation strategies, where the means of the distributions and
scale parameters did not affect the risk allocation. However, in the heterogeneous case, the
relative scale parameters do affect the risk allocation, as captured by the constant H in
Eq. (A.16). Given the expression in Eq. (A.16), if the agents are homogeneous (with iden√
tical distributions), then H = 1/ Na and the expression is equivalent to the homogeneous
Gaussian risk allocation presented in Eq. (A.13). On the other hand, if the entire mission
distribution comes from only 1 agent’s contribution (all other agents are deterministic with
no variance), then H = 1 and i =  as expected. This shows that team heterogeneity
can be represented via the parameter H, which is a function of Na and of the relative
scales of the agent distributions with respect to one another. The range of H is given by
h
i
H ∈ √1N , 1 . A major advantage of using this heuristic versus more complex allocations
a

between heterogeneous agents, is that agents can select a number within the range of H
that roughly represents how heterogeneous the team is (possibly performing consensus on
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this number), and then use H to compute i individually. This is significantly faster than
coming to consensus on a consistent allocation of the individual parameters i .
An alternate heuristic risk allocation strategy considered involves assigning different
risk values i to different types of agents, where agents of the same type would be assigned
identical values of i . For example, consider a scenario with 2 types of agents, and with
equal numbers of each type of agent. For this scenario, Eq. (A.1) becomes,
Na −1
Na −1
Fz1 (1 ) +
F (2 ) = F−1
z ()
2
2 z2

(A.17)

where the distributions and risks for each different agent type k are given by zk and k . Assuming Gaussian agent scores, and Gaussian mission scores as in the previous risk allocation
strategy, Eq. (A.17) simplifies to the following expression,
σ1
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σ12

+

σ22

erf

−1

(21 − 1) + p

σ2
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erf
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r
(22 − 1) =

2
erf −1 (2 − 1)
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(A.18)

Similar expressions can be derived given 3 or more types of agents. In Eq. (A.18), each
of the terms on the left hand side include a scaling parameter that is proportional to
the standard deviation for that agent type (normalized by the standard deviation of the
mission). The right hand side of Eq. (A.18) includes the number of agents Na and is typically
a function of the number of agent types as well. Given the expression in Eq. (A.18), a key
question involves deciding how to partition the risk amongst the agent types. This can be
accomplished by splitting the right hand side of Eq. (A.18) into shares, and then solving
for k for each agent type k (where the agent risks would be set using i = k for agents
belonging to type k). It is not obvious, however, how these shares should be divided amongst
the agent types. In this thesis we consider two cases, one involving equal shares, and one
setting shares proportional to the standard deviation of the agent type σk .
The first strategy, which uses equal shares, divides the right hand side of Eq. (A.18)
into two equal parts, giving the following expression for each group k,
σk
p

σ12

+

σ22

erf

−1

1
(2k − 1) =
2
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Each agent type k must then solve for k as follows,
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2
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(A.20)

The quantity preceding the inverse error function in Eq. (A.20) can be thought of as a
scaling constant Hk to represent agent heterogeneity, where

Hk =

p
r !
σ12 + σ22
2
2σk
Na

(A.21)

in Eq. (A.20). Different values of Hk will lead to different risk allocations k , and again it
is not immediately obvious how to partition the shares (how to set Hk ) to get an allocation
of i ’s for all agents that optimizes the chance-constrained mission score.
The second strategy used in this thesis assumes that the shares agents get are proportional to their standard deviation, thus the right hand side of Eq. (A.18) is divided into
P
shares of size σk / k σk . Given this division, each group has the following expression,
σk
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(A.22)
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σk
(2k − 1) =
σ1 + σ2

and solving for k gives,
1
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1 + erf

where the constant Hk becomes
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(A.24)

Note that in this case, the constant Hk is not explicitly dependent on the individual parameter σk anymore, but rather considers statistics over the variances for all agent types.
As a result, Hk will be constant for all agent types k and therefore the risk values k will
all be the same, leading to equal risks for all agents in the team (but still capturing the
heterogeneity associated with the different variances for agent scores). It is shown in Section 6.4 that this last strategy, where risks are equal for all agents, performs significantly
better than the strategy shown in Eq. (A.20). This is because by balancing the risks more
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evenly throughout the team, no agent can take on its extreme plan values (very deterministic taking no risk at all, or taking too much risk and not considering how it might affect
the mission as a whole), which increases the performance of the team. Furthermore, the
heuristic strategy employed in Eq. (A.16), which also assigned equal risks to all the agents,
also achieved high performance which was significantly better than the strategy shown in
Eq. (A.20), and on par with the strategy of Eq. (A.23). On closer inspection, the value for
Hk in Eq. (A.23) looks very similar to that of H in Eq. (A.16), explaining why the performance of both heuristics was similar, since they both capture the same relative scaling
effects associated with the heterogeneous agent variances.
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Appendix B
Distributed Information-Rich Planning
and Hybrid Sensor Fusion
Chapters 5 and 6 of this thesis presented methods for planning in distributed environments,
with particular focus on how to plan robustly given uncertainty in the environment. Methods for embedding distribution models into the planner were described with the objective of
hedging against the uncertainty in the environment to improve planning performance. A key
consideration, however, is that the plans obtained, even using robust planning strategies, are
directly affected by the distribution models available and the amount of uncertainty associated with the planning parameters. A more active approach to handling uncertainty within
the planner involves explicitly accounting for uncertainty reduction through information-rich
planning strategies. The basic notion is that, by actively controlling the measurement process (e.g. sensor locations, vehicle trajectories), the uncertainty associated with the planner
models can be further reduced through the collection of higher quality data that maximizes
information content.
This appendix presents a novel planning and estimation architecture leveraging CBBA,
where the goal of maximizing information is a primary objective for each of the algorithms at
every step, producing a cohesive framework that strategically addresses the main mission objectives. The unified system architecture consists of: distributed task planning using CBBA
extended to include an information-based objective criteria, decentralized information-based
trajectory planning using the IRRT algorithm [133], and a hybrid Bayesian information fusion algorithm that uses Gaussian mixture models to represent target position [4]. The
proposed framework is validated through a set of real-time experiments involving a human-
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robot team performing a multi-target search mission, demonstrating the viability of the
approach.
The work presented in this appendix consists of joint efforts with Cornell University,
with several participating authors, including: Nisar Ahmed (Cornell), Brandon Luders
(MIT), Daniel Levine (MIT), Eric Sample (Cornell), Tauhira Hoossainy (Cornell), Danelle
Shah (Cornell), Mark Campbell (Cornell), and Jonathan P. How (MIT). This research was
supported in part by MURI FA9550-08-1-0356 and a National Science Foundation Graduate
Research Fellowship. For more details the reader is referred to [169].

B.1

Introduction

Modern day mission operations often involve large teams of networked agents, with heterogeneous capabilities, interacting together to perform the requisite mission tasks. Such
missions typically involve executing several different types of task at once, such as intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR), target classification, rescue operations,
scientific exploration, and security monitoring [1, 2]. Furthermore, within the heterogeneous team, some specialized agents are better suited to handle certain types of tasks than
others. For example, autonomous air and ground vehicles equipped with video can be used
to perform target search and track, human operators can be used for target classification
tasks, and ground teams can be deployed to perform rescue operations or engage targets.
Ensuring proper coordination and collaboration between agents in the team is crucial
to efficient and successful mission execution. As a result, there has been increasing interest
in exploring efficient methods to plan for mixed human-robot teams for various types of
missions. Furthermore, the advancement of communication systems, sensors, and embedded
technology has significantly increased the value of those solutions that are scalable to larger
teams, from dozens to hundreds or even thousands of agents [1, 2]. In such complex systems,
care must be taken to balance the resources allocated to primary mission tasks (e.g. search
and tracking) and related secondary tasks (e.g. maintenance, monitoring, safety, retrieval,
etc).
There are many technical challenges associated with developing algorithms that can
effectively coordinate the behavior of such teams. For example, consider a scenario where
a team of human operators and autonomous robots is tasked with searching for, tracking,
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and classifying unknown targets in an obstacle-filled environment. A key research question
is how to efficiently allocate limited agent resources with the objective of minimizing target
state uncertainty as quickly as possible, while simultaneously executing required secondary
tasks (e.g. vehicle status monitoring, etc). Furthermore, this task assignment process
must take into account the challenges associated with the underlying autonomous motion
planning and navigation that the agents must perform to successfully accomplish their
tasks. For example, the vehicles must be able to autonomously plan trajectories in obstaclefilled and potentially uncertain search environments, minimizing target state uncertainty
while also ensuring safety. An additional consideration for this problem is that, given that
many disjoint and heterogeneous agents are collaborating to search the environment, it is
important to employ efficient information fusion methods, which can be used to effectively
combine sensor data acquired by different mobile agents with information from human
operators. Since most planning strategies rely on underlying agent models, developing
accurate and efficient representations for agents in the team, including human operators, is
crucial. In particular, modeling human agents for use in autonomous task allocation and
information fusion algorithms remains a challenging problem [205]. Finally, any approach
considered should be able to scale with the problem size, characterized by the number of
agents and targets, without straining available computational or communication resources.
This work presents an algorithmic approach to tackle task allocation, trajectory planning and information fusion within a unified framework, with the objective of reducing
uncertainty in the target search and tracking process, while considering the complex constraints associated with realistic human-robot missions. In this novel approach, the goal
of maximizing information is a primary objective for each of the algorithms at every step,
producing a cohesive framework that strategically addresses the main mission objectives.
Both task planning and vehicle path planning are information based, enabling intelligent
and efficient cooperative search and track strategies that are balanced alongside other mission objectives. The task allocation and trajectory planning algorithms employed are distributed, making the system scalable to large teams of operators and autonomous agents
with diverse potential task sets. Furthermore, the information fusion algorithms presented
in this work provide strategies to directly include “soft” inputs from human agents, that can
be combined with conventional autonomous sensor information via robust particle filtering
algorithms, enabling convenient recursive Bayesian updates for efficient replanning. The
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unified task allocation, trajectory planning and information fusion framework is validated
in a real-time human-robot multi-target search experiment, demonstrating the viability of
the approach.
This paper is organized as follows. Section B.2 defines the problem statement considered
by this work. Section B.3 presents the distributed planning and information fusion framework developed to address this problem, including the overall system architecture (Section
B.3.1), the information-rich planning algorithms (Section B.3.2), and the Bayesian hybrid
data fusion algorithms (Section B.3.3). Indoor target search and track experiments for
human-robot teams using the proposed framework are presented and analyzed in Section
B.4, followed by concluding remarks in Section B.5. Note that related work is provided
throughout the paper, in the corresponding sections.

B.2

Problem Formulation and Background

This work considers the problem of planning for a team of autonomous robotic mobile
agents1 and human operators, tasked with searching for, tracking, and classifying unknown
targets in an obstacle-filled dynamic environment. The robotic agents consist of heterogeneous vehicles equipped with onboard computers and a variety of sensors, such as laser
range-finders, cameras and visual detection software. The human operators are static and
can interact with the robotic agents directly through a computer console. The team’s mission is to locate and identify a known number of targets as quickly and accurately as possible
in a real-time environment. The details of this search and track problem are described below.
Assume that search region S ⊆ R3 contains N static targets with fixed labels i ∈
{1, . . . , N } and unknown positions xi = [xi , yi , zi ]T with respect to some fixed origin (N
is known a priori ). The uncertainty in xi is initially modeled by the probability density
function (PDF) p(xi ). This PDF represents any prior beliefs about xi (e.g. as obtained from
intelligence information, previous experience, or physical considerations). Using the initial
target PDFs, {p(x1 ), . . . , p(xN )}, and a set of observations, Z, acquired by the human-robot
team throughout the mission, the primary objective is to detect, identify and localize all N
targets in S as quickly and efficiently as possible. The exact specification of this objective
1

The framework considered in this paper can be extended to incorporate human-operated mobile agents,
though this is not discussed further.
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function might include a maximum time limit, a maximum uncertainty covariance for each
target, a weighted sum of these factors, or several other considerations (such as specific
vehicle constraints).
It is assumed here that each target distribution p(xi ) is a known Mi -term Gaussian
mixture (GM),

p(xi ) =

Mi
X

wi,m N (µi,m , Σi,m ),

(B.1)

m=1

where the parameters wi,m , µi,m , and Σi,m are respectively the weight, mean, and covariance
P i
matrix for component m of target i, with M
m=1 wi,m = 1. It is well-known that GMs can
approximate arbitrarily complex PDFs for suitably chosen Mi and mixing components[44],
and are thus quite useful in general estimation problems with significant non-Gaussian
uncertainties[119]. At any given time, the aggregated estimate of each target is given by
the mean of the distribution which can be computed from the individual modes as
Mi
X

wi,m µi,m ,

(B.2)



wi,m Σi,m + (µi,m − x̂i )(µi,m − x̂i )T .

(B.3)

x̂i =

m=1

with target covariance given by

Pi =

Mi
X
m=1

The target locations are further assumed to be marginally independent, so that the joint
target PDF is given by

p(x̄) = p(x1 , ..., xN ) =

N
Y

p(xi ).

(B.4)

i=1

If the human-robot team acquires a set of shared target observations Zk up to time step k,
then the distribution for xi can be updated via Bayes’ rule as
1
p(xi )p(Zk |xi ),
K
Z
K = p(xi )p(Zk |xi )dxi ,

p(xi |Zk ) =
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(B.5)

where p(Zk |xi ) is the likelihood function for the observations Zk , and K is a normalizing
constant.
In the context of mixed human-robot search teams, the likelihood function, p(Zk |xi ), is
composed of several independent models describing how measurements from various sensing platforms are stochastically generated as a function of the underlying target states.
For robotic agents, the likelihood function characterizes measurements arising from typical robot sensing platforms, such as cameras and LIDAR. In human-robot search teams,
human operators also contribute important target information, particularly with respect
to target identification and high-level target behaviors [134], but this information typically
has limited usefulness in reducing uncertainty in xi , since it is either not very related (e.g.
target classification), or cannot be properly modeled in p(Zk |xi ) unless the target has been
extensively characterized through an a priori behavioral model. However, human operator
insight is often valuable in guiding search missions, and, in many cases, it is desirable to
include these “low-level” observations from operators as “soft inputs” in Zk in Equation
(B.5), thus allowing human insight to be treated as a sensor that returns continuous or
categorical observations of continuous states, such as the target locations [4, 111].
An alternative characterization of the search and track problem described above involves
modeling the search mission as an optimal control problem, where the objective is to place
the sensing agents on trajectories that maximize the probability of finding the targets over
a given time horizon. One strategy to accomplish this is to minimize the uncertainty in
the posterior (Equation (B.5)), for example, by using a receding horizon planning strategy
that accounts for sensor platform dynamics [47]. For heterogeneous multi-agent search
teams, a centralized planning approach with a shared information set could be used in
the optimization, but such methods usually scale poorly with the size of the search area,
target population, and the number of agents. Recent work [77] considers how to perform
decentralized target search in two dimensions, via a discretized representation; however, this
approach also scales poorly in three dimensions and with increasing problem sizes, as well
as with other realistic constraints such as target dynamics and communication constraints.
In this work, an information-based approach is employed to address the search and track
problem at both the task assignment and trajectory planning levels. The solution methodologies do not require the discretization of the search space, although the environment is
assumed to be bounded and non-convex. The task assignment process determines which
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agents are best suited to track which targets given their sensor configurations, current pose,
and the prior target estimates provided by the GMs (Section B.3.2). Once the targets are
assigned to the respective vehicles, the motion planning algorithm designs information-rich
kinodynamically feasible trajectories which traverse this continuous environment while satisfying all state and input constraints [133] (Section B.3.2). The vehicles are assumed to
have known dynamics and sensor/detection models (though they may be nonlinear), such
that predicted trajectories can be generated deterministically. Reliable pose estimates and
environmental obstacle maps are assumed to be available to each agent for convenience, although extensions to uncertain pose and maps are also possible and will be studied in future
work. Furthermore, all trajectory planning is decentralized and performed by each vehicle
independently; the paths of other agents are assumed unknown, although this information
could be shared among the agents. While more efficient sensor fusion can be achieved in
such extended search problems using GM representations [216], there has been little prior
work on how to effectively embed GMs into the planning framework. The algorithms proposed by this paper incorporate the GM target representations at each level of planning,
including task allocation, trajectory planning, and human operator interface. By using
computationally efficient algorithms in each of these phases, it is possible for large teams
to develop real-time plans which explicitly account for the nature of the target uncertainty
at every level.

B.3

Decentralized Planning and Fusion Framework

This section outlines the proposed framework for managing a team of human operators and
autonomous vehicles engaged in a generalized target search, tracking, and identification
mission. The presented approach consists of three primary algorithmic components: task
allocation, trajectory planning, and information fusion. The key contribution of this work is
the development of a unified framework which integrates these algorithms, allowing for the
explicit consideration of target uncertainty reduction, complex constraints, and secondary
objectives (e.g. safety, refueling, etc.) at every level of planning. Section B.3-B.3.1 presents
the overall system architecture. Section B.3-B.3.2 reviews the task planning and vehicle
path planning algorithms, describing how information gains are directly accounted for in
the planning process, enabling the algorithms to balance information collection with other
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mission objectives. Finally, Section B.3-B.3.3 presents the hybrid Bayesian fusion strategy,
which combines traditional sensor models with low-level categorical human observations of
target states.

B.3.1

Proposed Information-based Control Architecture

This section presents the overall system architecture for the types of planning and fusion
problems considered in this work, describing the relationship between the individual components. A diagram of the generalized framework is presented in Figure B-1. The main
components, as shown in the figure, consist of task allocation, path planning, vehicle and
sensor configurations, and state estimation and sensor fusion. The task allocation algorithm
receives the latest state estimates of both the vehicles and targets, and uses this information, along with accurate models of the agents and sensors, to determine the assignment of
targets to vehicles. These task assignments are then communicated to the individual vehicle path planners. The path planning algorithms design trajectories for the vehicles that
minimize the target state uncertainty while considering resource consumption and obstacle
avoidance. The vehicles then implement these trajectories, update their pose estimates, and
collect observations via their sensors. The individual agent state and sensor data is sent to
a state estimation and sensor fusion module that combines all this information to obtain
the latest estimates of the agent and target states, along with measures of the estimation
uncertainty.
Figure B-2 shows a diagram of the proposed information-rich planning and fusion framework presented in this paper. The task allocation algorithm in the proposed approach
consist of the decentralized Consensus-Based-Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) [58] augmented
with information metrics, the path planning uses the Information-rich Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree (IRRT) [133] algorithm, and the state estimation is performed by a recursive
hybrid Bayesian fusion strategy. The hardware platform used to obtain experimental results
consisted of a Pioneer rover equipped with cameras (Section B.4). The key principle behind
this framework is that task allocation, trajectory planning, and sensor fusion all consider
acquiring information and reducing target uncertainty as the primary objectives, creating a
unified framework for target tracking that addresses the main mission goals at every level.
A secondary advantage is that both the task assignment and trajectory planning are decentralized, as illustrated in Figure B-2, providing a scalable solution methodology which
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Figure B-1: General system block diagram for proposed planning and fusion framework.
remains computationally tractable as the number of agents and targets increases. An additional contribution illustrated in this framework is the explicit use of human operators in the
control and estimation loop, via a human-robot interface (HRI). In this formulation, human
operators provide “soft inputs” to the sensor fusion, validating the identity of all potential
target detections in addition to other target state information which assists the robots in
their search (e.g. these can include fuzzy descriptions of perceived target locations such as
‘nearby landmark A’ or perceived target behaviors such as ‘moving quickly through the side
door’). Operators may also be used to handle some secondary tasks, such as monitoring
refueling operations or responding to automation failures. The following sections provide
further details on these algorithmic system components.

B.3.2

Decentralized Information-Rich Planning

The performance of dynamic search and track missions is typically measured in terms of
the efficiency with which the agents involved reduce target estimation uncertainty. However, trajectories that achieve this uncertainty reduction are subject to a complex set of
internal and external constraints, including dynamic constraints, environmental restrictions, and sensor limitations. By using the recently-proposed Information-rich Rapidlyexploring Random Tree (IRRT) algorithm [132], a team of agents can quickly identify
feasible, uncertainty-reducing paths that explicitly embed the latest target probability distributions, whilst satisfying these constraints. While IRRT is capable of handling multiple
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Figure B-2: System block diagram for indoor human-robot target search and track experiment
vehicles and targets [133], algorithmic efficiency is lost when considering realistic large-scale
ISR missions. Trajectories identified for such scenarios must embed both the vehicle routing
problem (in selecting which distant targets to visit) and the constrained sensor problem (in
finding a vantage point to view nearby targets), and become computationally intractable
as the number of agents and targets increases. By pursuing a distributed approach that
partitions the target environment into disjoint tasks and allocates these tasks amongst the
agents, the computational burden on the motion planners is reduced. In this work we use
a decentralized task allocation algorithm called the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm
(CBBA) [58] to distribute the targets to the individual agents. The score functions used
within the CBBA task allocation framework explicitly account for the information that
agents are able to obtain about their assigned targets.
The combination of IRRT+CBBA results in a novel multi-level algorithm which embeds information-rich trajectory planning within a task allocation framework, efficiently
assigning targets and planning paths for teams of agents at the mission planning level.
This real-time algorithm can leverage networks of mobile sensor agents to perform dynamic
task reallocation as target estimates are updated, resulting in improved coordination and
collaboration between agents while executing the mission. Figure B-3 shows the proposed
IRRT+CBBA architecture, where each vehicle runs an instance of the decentralized CBBA
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task allocation algorithm as well as its own IRRT planner. The next sections provide further
detail on these two components of the decentralized planning process.

(a) Overall Architecture

(b) Single Vehicle Architecture (leftmost block of Figure B-3(a))

Figure B-3: Block diagrams illustrating the overall CBBA+IRRT integrated architecture.

Decentralized Information-Based Task Allocation
The problem of task allocation has been extensively studied and many different methods
have been considered for enabling agents to distribute tasks amongst themselves from a
known mission task list [58]. Centralized planners, which rely on agents communicating
their state to a central server that generates a plan for the entire fleet, are commonly used
in the literature. However, most of these planning architectures require high communication
bandwidth, computational resources, and are typically slower to react to changes in local
information. Decentralized planning algorithms, where agents make their own plans and
communicate amongst themselves, have gained recent popularity, and offer several advan-
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tages over centralized planning methods [63, 148]. Many of these decentralized algorithms
have to be augmented with consensus algorithms for agents to converge on consistent situational awareness prior to planning [161, 185], a process that can take a significant amount
of time and often requires transmitting large amounts of data [7]. A unique decentralized auction algorithm called the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA) [58] uses a
consensus protocol that acts upon the task space only, guaranteeing conflict-free solutions
despite possible inconsistencies in situational awareness. CBBA is guaranteed to achieve at
least 50% optimality [58], although empirically its performance is shown to be within 93%
of the optimal solution [37]. The task selection process of CBBA runs in polynomial time,
demonstrating good scalability with increasing numbers of agents and tasks, making it well
suited to real-time dynamic environments.
This work uses CBBA to allocate targets to the best suited agents. Figure B-3(a) shows
the overall target allocation architecture which is described in this section. Prior to the
task allocation process, the targets are grouped into sets using K-means clustering on the
target means obtained from the latest target Gaussian mixture estimates. These target sets
or “tasks” can then be allocated to the individual agents using CBBA. A key advancement
of the CBBA algorithm is a novel information-based scoring framework called the Task
Information Heuristic (TIH), which embeds an approximation of the information gain in
the assessed value of a target cluster to an agent or team. The TIH consists of selecting a
starting location to enter the target cluster2 , followed by a one-step optimization process to
find the best information-rich path within the cluster, providing an estimate of the locally
optimal information-gathering trajectory. The path optimization involves minimizing the
average A-optimality of the individual Fisher Information Matrices for each target [168],
and the algorithm continues to extend the path until this average A-optimality is below
some uncertainty threshold (or some timeout is reached). The individual target Fisher
Information Matrices are initialized using the inverses of the target covariance matrices
obtained from the latest target PDFs, thus accounting for the actual acquired information
thus far. Finally, the estimated score for the task is computed as the expected acquired
information for all targets, minus the fuel resources consumed by following the optimized
path. Likewise, the arrival time and task duration are approximated using the agent’s
2
The task start location for each vehicle is determined by computing the closest point on the outer edge of
a sphere around the cluster’s centroid, whose radius is given by the average cluster spread, with an additional
margin to avoid starting inside any target’s no-fly zone.
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arrival time at the selected start point, and the time required to traverse the optimized
path, respectively. Using the estimated scores, task durations, and arrival times, CBBA
is able to allocate the tasks to the individual agents producing target lists and expected
schedules for each vehicle.
Information-Rich Path Planning
Given the target lists produced by the task allocation process, each agent must plan a
trajectory that enables the vehicle to search and track the targets assigned to it as efficiently
as possible. Due to its explicit consideration of target uncertainty reduction, this work
employs the Information-rich Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (IRRT) algorithm [132, 133].
IRRT uses a closed-loop state prediction in conjunction with sensor models and target prior
distributions to simulate a tree of candidate trajectories. Using Fisher information [78],
the value of successful measurement poses along each path can be quantified, allowing
trajectories to be selected via a trade-off between uncertainty reduction and path duration.
As an extension of RRT, the IRRT algorithm is amenable to the general, complex constraint
characterizations often encountered in real-world planning problems. This section reviews
the IRRT formulation and describes, in particular, how information collection is quantified.
From the perspective of information collection, path quality is a function of the path
measurement sequence. And while CL-RRT also enjoys the benefits of smoother path
planning on a stabilized vehicle model, it is the added disturbance robustness over openloop RRT[137] and the associated accurate state prediction that are particularly useful
for measurement pose prediction and, therefore, for information-based planning. Because
the vehicle’s state trajectory is usually simulated with high fidelity, and the result of its
prediction is notably accurate, a list of predicted measurement poses M = hµ1 , µ2 , ..., µl i
can be interpolated for each of many (possibly independent) sensors on the platform. These
sensors need not have the same characteristics. Each sensor’s list of predicted measurement
poses is generated once per node, and thereafter has no need to be updated. Given the most
recent modal state estimates x̂i,m of target i with modes m ∈ {1, . . . , Mi }, each measurement
pose µk , k ∈ {1, . . . , l} can be checked against the sensor and environment models to assess
visibility. The information for measurements deemed visible is quantified, as described
below, and stored in the resulting node nnew . Visibility and information quantification of
the M elements may be recomputed as target estimation data is updated.
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A myriad of information-theoretic metrics exist to quantify the value of a set of measurements; we use the Fisher Information Matrix (FIM) JZ (x), which describes the information
contained in a set of measurements z about an estimation process for the vector x. The
inverse JZ (x)−1 of the Fisher Information Matrix is exactly the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
(CRLB), a lower bound on the achievable estimation error covariance and thus a quantity
to be minimized.[177] A discrete system with linear state transitions and measurements,
subject to additive Gaussian white noise, can be modeled as
xk+1 = Φk+1|k xk + wk ,

(B.6)

zk = Hk xk + vk ,
where Φk+1|k is the state transition matrix, Hk is the linear measurement matrix, wk is the
process noise, and vk is the sensing noise. The process and sensing noises are assumed to be
Gaussian, zero-mean and uncorrelated, with covariances given by Qk and Rk respectively.
For such systems, the recursive update equation for the FIM is given by [189]
−1
T
Hk+1 .
Rk+1
Jk+1 = (Qk + Φk+1|k Jk−1 ΦTk+1|k )−1 + Hk+1

(B.7)

For stationary targets, Qk = 0 and Φk+1|k = I for all k, and the recursion becomes
−1
T
Hk+1 ,
Rk+1
Jk+1 = Jk + Hk+1

(B.8)

a particularly convenient form since the FIM in this case is additive, and the information
content of a path is just the sum of the FIMs along the path edges. Using this form provides
considerable computational savings over planning methods that propagate the covariance,
since it does not require the computation of matrix inverses.
The linearity assumption on the observation system can be relaxed by utilizing the
linearized FIM as an approximation of the CRLB inverse. Consider systems with discrete
measurements z that are nonlinear in both the target state xi and measurement pose µ,
and are thus of the form
zk = h(µk , xi ) + vk ,
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(B.9)

where vk is a vector of zero-mean, white Gaussian sequences. The approximate FIM can
be formulated by defining Hk to be the Jacobian of the nonlinear measurement function,
i.e.,
Hk (µk , x̂i ) ,

∂h
∂x

.

(B.10)

µk =µk , xi =x̂i (t)

Note that the assumption of Gaussian noise is retained.
The expected measurement poses hµ1 , . . . , µl i can be used in the framework of the FIM
to quantify the information content of a particular node in the tree. The approach is to
compute FIMs for each target mode separately, approximate a lower bound on the target
mixture covariance, and combine the information error from all N targets. The modal FIMs
are stored in that node and are used as the initial information conditions for its children.
Assuming a Gaussian mixture prior, the recursion is initiated at the root node nroot with


Jroot (x̂i,m ) = Pi,m (t)−1 , where Pi,m (t) = E (xi,m − x̂i,m (t))(xi,m − x̂i,m (t))T is the error
covariance matrix for mode m of target i at time t. For each target i, for each mode m, the
FIM Jb (x̂i,m ) of a child node nb is formed by a recursive update from its parent node na ,

Jb (x̂i,m ) = Ja (x̂i,m ) +

l
X

ν(µk , x̂i,m , Ê)HkT (µk , x̂i,m )Rk−1 Hk (µk , x̂i,m ),

(B.11)

k=1

where l is the number of measurements along the path segment, Ê is the environment
representation, and ν is a binary-valued function capturing the success/occlusion of a measurement. In this way, the tree FIMs are populated and can be recomputed, for example,
after the target distributions have been updated.
In the presented approach, the cost associated with information for target i at node
na is specified as the A-optimality criterion on a lower bound of the mixture covariance,
specifically,
Ia (x̂i ) = trace

Mi
X

!
wi,m Ja−1 (x̂i,m ) .

(B.12)

m=1

The A-optimality criterion has been shown to be better suited than other FIM optimality
conditions for the 3D target tracking case[168]. In the multi-target case, convex combina-
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Algorithm 10 IRRT, Tree Expansion
1: Take a sample xsamp from the environment
2: Identify the nearest node nnear using mixture
of exploration, optimization, and information
heuristics
3: x(t + k) ← final state of nnear
4: while x(t + k) ∈ Xf ree and x(t + k) has not
reached xsamp do
5:
Use reference law to generate r(t + k)
6:
Use control law to generate u(t + k)
7:
Use prediction model to simulate x(t + k + 1)
8:
k ←k+1
9: end while
10: for each feasible node n generated do
11:
Update cost estimates for n
12:
Compute simulated measurement poses n.M

Algorithm 11 IRRT, Execution Loop
1: t ← 0
2: Initialize tree T with node at x(0)
3: while x(t) 6= xgoal do
4:
Update the current state x(t) and target estimates x̂i ∀i
5:
Propagate the state x(t) by ∆t → x(t + ∆t)
6:
while time remaining for this timestep do
7:
Expand tree by adding nodes
8:
end while
9:
Update FIMs throughout T using (B.11)
10:
Use information-based cost metric to identify
best feasible path, {nroot , . . . , nselect }
11:
Apply best feasible path, if one exists
12:
t ← t + ∆t
13: end while

13:
Compute FIMs using (B.11)
14:
Add n to T
15: end for

tions of the A-optimality costs can be found by summing over the targets,

Ia =

N
X

qi Ia (x̂i ),

i=1

N
X

qi = 1

(B.13)

i=1

where the relative weights qi can be used to bias information collection towards some targets
(e.g. mission-critical targets). Summation of the A-optimality costs is consistent with the
nature of the multi-objective problem.3
The ability to simulate expected measurement poses is used in two ways to extend
the CL-RRT algorithm for information gathering. First, these expected measurements
are used to bias tree growth toward regions of high information-gain [133] (Algorithm 10)4 .
Second, the vehicle selects paths from the tree that minimize a cost function which explicitly
considers information, in addition to path cost and remaining cost-to-go.
Whenever new feasible nodes nnew are generated for the tree, the predicted measurement
poses M are stored within the node (line 12). These measurement poses are used to compute
the FIMs based on the current target estimates x̂i,m for all i and m, both when the node is
created (line 13) and whenever the best path is selected, as discussed next.
3

It should be noted that simply summing the FIMs (and not the associated A-optimality costs) over all
targets at a given measurement pose is imprudent; for example, two targets with singular FIMs could in their
sum form a nonsingular FIM, thereby masking the momentary unobservability of each target’s estimation
process.
4
See [137] for more information on existing components.
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The IRRT execution loop is presented in Algorithm 11. In the IRRT algorithm, a single,
multi-objective cost metric is used (Algorithm 11, line 10), which considers both progress
toward the goal and the value of information collection. This cost function here takes the
form
C(na ) = ατ τ (na |nroot ) + τ ∗ (na ) + αI Ia ,

(B.14)

where τ (na |nroot ) is the simulated time to travel from the root node nroot to node na , τ ∗ (na )
is the lower-bound cost-to-go (e.g. Euclidean or Dubins length divided by average speed)
from na to the goal, and Ia is the information-related cost component. The weights ατ
and αI can be adjusted to reflect the relative importance of information gathering and of
following minimal-time paths to the goal. To ensure all recent measurements are taken into
account, the latest target estimates are measured at the beginning of each execution loop
(line 4), which are then used to update the FIM of each node in the tree (line 9). Though this
FIM update is performed on the entire tree on each pass, this is a computationally efficient
operation compared to other aspects of the algorithm, such as constraint evaluation.
Of particular note with this cost function is that it can be shown to result in “smooth”
mission-level behaviors, in the sense that negligible churning between information collection
and goal directedness exists. Rather, the planner is always conscious of the inherent tradeoff
and will generate behaviors that, for example, conclude missions by maneuvering to collect
information while remaining relatively close to the goal. It should also be noted as a
limitation of IRRT, and RRTs in general, that mission-critical requirements like maximum
allowable duration and/or minimum required information collection are not well handled;
it is difficult enough to find, let alone guarantee that one could find, a feasible solution to
such requirements in finite time. Despite this, IRRT has been shown through simulations
to perform well empirically under a number of previously prohibitive general constraints.
Furthermore, recent flight results have demonstrated the viability of the IRRT approach,
incorporating multiple vehicles, complex uncertainty models and sensors in the loop[133].

B.3.3

Recursive Bayesian Hybrid Data Fusion

This section describes the components of the “State Estimation” block in Figure B-2, which
combines observations made by human and robot agents to update the Gaussian Mixture
target PDFs used by the CBBA task allocation algorithm and IRRT path planning algo-
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rithm for each agent. The proposed sensor fusion process is centralized and leads to recursive Bayesian GM updates. Decentralized recursive Bayesian fusion with GMs remains a
challenging problem [109] and will be addressed in future work.
Overview of Gaussian Mixture Fusion Updates and Measurement Models

Let Zk = Ztotal
, . . . , Ztotal
be the set of all available observations up to time k from human
1
k

and robot agents, where Ztotal
= Zrk , Zhk is the set of observations Zrk from robot agents at
k
time k and the set of observations Zhk from human agents at time k. For Nr robot agents and
nr ×1 for j ∈ {1, . . . , N } and
Nh human agents, Zrk contains Nrk ≤ Nr measurements zr,j
r
k ∈R
nh ×1 for j ∈ {1, . . . , N }, where n and n are
Zhk contains Nhk ≤ Nh measurements zh,j
r
h
h
k ∈R

the fixed sizes of the robot and human measurement vectors, respectively. The observations
h,j
zr,j
k and zk are generally non-linear and described stochastically by non-Gaussian likelihood
h,j
functions p(zr,j
k |xi ) and p(zk |xi ), where it is assumed that reliable agent state estimates

and environment maps are available so that only xi is uncertain. A more general treatment
of the fusion problem that includes uncertain target dynamics, agent states and environment
maps is also possible, but is omitted here for brevity.
If Zrk and Zhk are conditionally independent given xi , the Bayesian posterior (Equation
(B.5)) can be recursively computed as
p(xi |Zk ) =

1
1
|xi ) = p(xi |Zk−1 )p(Zrk |xi )p(Zhk |xi ),
p(xi |Zk−1 )p(Ztotal
k
K
K

(B.15)

where
Z
K=

p(xi |Zk−1 )p(Zrk |xi )p(Zhk |xi )dxi

(B.16)

is a normalization constant, and
p(Zrk |xi ) =

Y

p(zr,j
k |xi ),

(B.17)

r
zr,j
k ∈Zk

p(Zhk |xi ) =

Y

p(zh,j
k |xi ),

h
zh,j
k ∈Zk

p(xi |Z0 ) = p(xi ).
Since p(xi |Zk ) = p(xi |Zk−1 , Zrk , Zhk ), Equation (B.15) is factored into sequential Bayesian
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updates for Zrk and Zhk ,
1
p(xi |Zk−1 )p(Zrk |xi )
Kr
1
p(xi |Zk−1 , Zrk )p(Zhk |xi ),
Kh

p(xi |Zk−1 , Zrk ) =
p(xi |Zk−1 , Zrk , Zhk ) =

(B.18)
(B.19)

where
Z

p(xi |Zk−1 )p(Zrk |xi )dxi ,

Z

p(xi |Zk−1 , Zrk )p(Zhk |xi )dxi .

Kr =
Kh =

Finally, (B.18) and (B.19) are evaluated using Nrk and Nhk recursive Bayesian updates,
respectively,
p(xi |Zk−1 , ..., zr,j
k ) =
p(xi |Zk−1 , Zrk , ..., zh,j
k ) =

1
Kkr,j
1
Kkh,j

)p(zr,j
p(xi |Zk−1 , ..., zr,j−1
k |xi ),
k

(B.20)

)p(zh,j
p(xi |Zk−1 , Zrk , ..., zh,j−1
k |xi ),
k

(B.21)

where the indices (r, j) and (h, j) respectively denote the agents with measurements in

Zrk and Zhk for j ∈ 1, ..., Nkr or Nkh , and the constants Kkr,j and Kkh,j are the required
normalizing integrals. After (B.18) and (B.19) are evaluated at each time step k for each
target i, the updated GM PDFs are fed back to the agents so that they can replan and
execute tasks more efficiently via CBBA and IRRT in light of newly acquired information.
Zrk and Zhk are both assumed here to contain discrete multi-category observations with
respect to xi . Prior to actual target acquisition, the discrete target detector outputs for each
robot vehicle can be used to update the continuous target PDFs via Equation (B.18), as
the probability of detection/no detection function can be treated as the likelihood p(zr,j
k |xi )
r,j
for the binary observation zr,j
k ∈ {“no detection”, “detection”} [47, 77]. Since zk depends

on the vehicle pose at time k and on xi , the fusion of “no detection” observations squashes
p(xi |Zk−1 ) with vehicle j’s “no detection” likelihood at time k, thus shifting probability
mass to regions of S where the target is more likely to be detected.
Similar “GM squashing” updates can also be induced in Equation (B.19) by “soft”
human observations zh,j
k that take the form of ambiguous categorical location descriptions.
For instance, a human agent might observe “something is around landmark A”, “something
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is behind wall 2”, or “nothing is in front of the robot”, where the prepositional phrases
“around landmark A”, “behind wall 2”, and “in front of the robot” can be treated as fuzzy
categorical labels for coarse range and bearing measurements relative to known locations
on a common map. As with probability of detection models, such terms can be modeled
probabilistically via likelihood functions that squash the target PDFs towards/away from
specified map reference points via Bayes’ rule.
h,j
The likelihood functions p(zr,j
k |xi ) and p(zk |xi ) are modeled here via multimodal soft-

max (MMS) models, which enable simple piecewise linear representations of “continuous-todiscrete” probability surface mappings [4]. The top left of Figure B-4(b) shows an example
2D MMS model of a triangular probability of detection region for a camera-based target
detector mounted to a robot agent facing east. This particular MMS likelihood model has
the form
T
s∈σ(c) exp(ws ξ)

P
p(zr,j
k

= c|xi ) = P

T
r∈{σ(D)∪σ(N D)} exp (wr ξ)

,

(B.22)

where ξ = [xi , 1]T , c ∈ {“no detection” (ND), “detection” (D)} is the observed category of
zr,j
k . The weights ws in (B.22) are parameters for the two mutually exclusive subcategories,
σ(D) and σ(N D), that geometrically define the possible observation categories of zr,j
k as a
function of ξ, where s ∈ σ(N D) or s ∈ σ(D). The camera detection model in Figure B-4(b)
uses 3 subcategories in σ(N D) to describe zr,j
k = “no detection” as being most probable
outside of the triangle, and 1 subcategory in σ(D) to describe zr,j
k = “detection” as being
most probable inside the triangle. The bottom left of Figure B-4(b) shows an example 2D
MMS likelihood model corresponding to a coarse human range observation relative to a
robot vehicle, with 3 possible categorical values zh,j
k ∈ {“next to”, “around”, “far from”}.
The form of the likelihood function p(zh,j
k = c|xi ) for this ternary model is similar to that
of the binary camera model in (B.22); here σ(“next to”) contains 1 subcategory (defining
the hole of the ring), σ(“around”) contains 8 subcategories (each defining a segment of the
octagon ring), and σ(“far from”) contains 8 subcategories (each defining a convex region
extending from an outer face of the ring), for a total of 17 weights5 .
Despite their flexibility, the highly nonlinear/non-Gaussian nature of MMS likelihood
models means that the exact posteriors on the left-hand sides of Equations (B.20) and (B.21)
5

See [4] for further details on MMS models.
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are unfortunately no longer closed-form, since the required integrals for the normalizing
constants Kkr,j and Kkh,j cannot be determined analytically. In fact, the resulting hybrid
Bayesian updates in (B.20) and (B.21) can only be performed via approximation methods
such as discretization or Monte Carlo sampling [131].
Hybrid Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Updates via Monte Carlo Importance Sampling
As discussed in [4], fast Monte Carlo importance sampling techniques can be used to obtain
accurate GM approximations for the required posteriors on the left-hand sides of Equations
(B.20) and (B.21) when the right-hand sides contain GM priors and MMS likelihoods. This
leads to a recursive approximate Bayesian fusion strategy in which the priors and posteriors
in (B.20) and (B.21) are always represented as GMs, thus ensuring that human and robot
agents can incorporate new information from each other in a consistent and compact form.
The basic importance sampling algorithm used here to evaluate Equations (B.20) and
(B.21) for non-dynamic GM priors and MMS likelihoods is given in Algorithm 12. Importance sampling approximates expectations under an intractable posterior distribution by
using weighted samples drawn from a known “importance” distribution q(xi ), which ideally
has a similar shape to the posterior; this idea underlies the well-known particle filter, which
represents the priors and posteriors for non-Gaussian Bayesian filtering via weighted samples at each time step [13]. Algorithm 12 extends this representation by treating the input
prior as a full GM and compressing the weighted particles from importance sampling measurement updates into a new GM posterior model. This not only provides a consistent and
compact uncertainty representation for task and path planning for all time steps, but also
helps avert sample degeneracy problems that can lead to inaccurate/unreliable Bayesian
fusion [13].
Since the importance distribution q should be as close as possible to the true posterior for
efficient sampling [13], Algorithm 12 also tailors q to the measurement updates in (B.20) and
(B.21). For updates via Equation (B.20), q is set to the mth component of the input GM,
since its components are typically very close to the true posterior modes when “detection/no
detection” observations arrive from robot vehicles at a sufficiently high rate. For updates
via Equation (B.21), a variational Bayes algorithm is used to determine a q close to the true
posterior, which can shift far away from the modes of the input GM when human agents
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(a)

(b)

Figure B-4: (a) Bimodal GM prior with µ1 = [0, 4]T , µ2 = [0, −4]T , Σ1 = Σ2 = 5 ·
I2 , and w1 = w2 = 0.5, (b) left (top and bottom): MMS likelihood models for camera
detection probability and human range observation, where probabilities are close to 1 for
red and close to 0 for blue; right (top and bottom): corresponding Gaussian mixture posterior
approximations for GM prior in (a) (robot vehicle position indicated by magenta circle).
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Algorithm 12 Importance Sampling Measurement Update Algorithm

Inputs: Agent type t ∈ {r, h}, agent index j ∈ 1, ..., Nkt , input GM p(xi |Zk−1 , ..., zt,j−1
) =
k
PMi
w
N
(µ
,
Σ
),
i,m
i,m
m=1 i,m
t,j
t,j
MMS observation likelihood p(zt,j
k |xi ), observation
PSz ·Mzik with Sz subcategories in p(zk |xi )
t,j
Output: Posterior GM p(xi |Zk−1 , ..., zk ) = h=1 wh,i N (µh,i , Σh,i )
Initialize h ← 0
for Input GM component m = 1 to Mi do
for Each subcategory s ∈ σ(zkt,j ) do
Set h ← h + 1
if t = r for updating via (B.20) then
Set q(xi ) = N (µi,m , Σi,m )
else if t = h for updating via (B.21) then
Set q(xi ) using variational Bayes method (see [4])
end if

1. Draw N samples x1i , ..., xN
from q(xi )
i

2. Evaluate importance weights ω 1 , ..., ω N (see [4])
PN
n
3. Estimate the conditional measurement likelihood l(m, s) = N1
n=1 ω
PN
n
4. Re-normalize importance weights so that n=1 ω = 1
5. Estimate posterior component h mixing weight wh,i , mean µh,i and covariance Σh,i ,
wh,i = wi,m · l(m, s),

µh,i =

N
X

ω n xn
i ,

n=1

Σh,i =

N
X

nT
T
ω n (xn
i xi ) − µh,i µh,i

(B.23)

n=1

end for
end for
P z ·Mi
Re-normalize mixing weights so that S
wh,i = 1
h=1

make “surprising” observations (in such cases, severe sample degeneracy could result if q
were instead set to the mth component of the input GM). A more detailed description of
Algorithm 12, including further details on the selection of q and evaluation of the importance
weights ω n in step 2, can be found in [4].
Figure B-4 illustrates some typical fusion results using Algorithm 12 . Figure B-4(a)
shows the 2 component GM prior used in this demonstration with the MMS observation
likelihoods shown in Figure B-4(b). The top right of Figure B-4(b) shows the 6 component
GM posterior following an update with a robot vehicle “no detection” observation, which
pushes probability mass away from the triangular detection region of the robot’s camera.
The bottom right of Figure B-4(b) shows an 18 component GM posterior following the
human observation “target around robot”, where almost all of the probability mass from
the GM in Figure B-4(a) is forced into the ring-shaped region of the corresponding MMS
likelihood model.
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Practicalities
Mixture management:

If the input GM of Algorithm 12 has Mi components and

t,j
p(zt,j
k |xi ) has Sz relevant subcategories corresponding to zk , then the output GM will

have Mi · Sz components. Thus, GM compression techniques should be used after each
measurement update to prevent the number of GM terms in Equations (B.20) and (B.21)
from becoming prohibitively large after each time step. As discussed in [4], many GM compression algorithms can be used, although all incur some information loss with respect to
the original output GM. Salmond’s merging algorithm [193] is used here after each application of Algorithm 12, so that the compressed output GM contains no more than Mmax
mixands that preserve the overall mean and covariance of the uncompressed output GM.
While the best value of Mmax is strongly problem/implementation-dependent, Mmax must
in general be tuned to balance between (i) minimizing the time costs of evaluating and compressing (B.20) and (B.21) for each target (so that agents can replan in a timely manner)
and (ii) maintaining the most accurate possible GM approximation of (B.5) for each target
(so that agents can use as much information as possible for replanning). To this end, it
should also be noted that the fusion updates for multiple independent target GMs can be
run in parallel, while the nested for loops in Algorithm 12 can be split into Mi · Sz parallel
importance sampling updates.
False alarms and data association for ambiguous human observations: It is assumed here that human agents perfectly filter out false target detections from Zrk , and that
the soft location information in Zkh is completely reliable. While it is theoretically possible to extend the proposed fusion process to accommodate false alarms in Zrk and human
errors/uncertainties in Zhk , these extensions are omitted here for brevity.
Data association issues arise in Equation (B.21) when human observations zh,j
k are not
target specific (e.g. if a human reports the location of “something” or “nothing” in the absence of target ID information). For example, the “positive” observation zh,j
k =“Something
is nearby the robot” could apply to any remaining target, but only truly corresponds to one
target. However, the “negative” observation zh,j
k =“Nothing is nearby the tree” corresponds
to all remaining targets. The fusion of such ambiguous measurements can be handled by
probabilistic data association techniques [115]. The naive data association method of [4] is
used here for the typical case where human observations only describe either “something”
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or “nothing” without target ID information.

B.4

Indoor Target Search and Track Experiments

This section describes the experiments conducted at Cornell’s Autonomous Systems Lab
to validate the proposed planning and fusion methods for an actual cooperative humanrobot target search and identification mission. Five static targets (orange traffic cones with
numbered labels) were hidden in an obstacle-filled environment and assigned random state
priors. A human-robot team consisting of two completely autonomous ground rovers and a
human analyst were tasked with detecting, identifying, and localizing all N = 5 targets in
under 10 minutes. The 5m x 10.5m indoor search area used for the experiment is shown in
Figure B-5(a).
Due to the relatively small scale of the problem, in these experiments, only the robotic
agents were involved in the “Task Allocation” and “Path Planning” process described in
Figure B-1; the human operator was instead considered a stationary sensor whose sole task
was to provide information (i.e. target verification and possibly soft location information)
through a desktop computer console to the “State Estimation and Sensor Fusion” block.
The targets i ∈ {1, . . . , 5} were placed at fixed locations xtrue
throughout a field featuring
i
four movable wall obstacles measuring between 1m and 1.5m, which obstructed the human
operator’s direct line-of-sight to some of the targets when seated at the console. The
operator had access to the live video streams from the vehicle cameras, displayed at the
console, to assist in the classification process. The operator could also send information to
the robots via the Human-Robot Interface (HRI) to improve their autonomous search.

B.4.1

Experimental Setup

Hardware
The robot platform used for these experiments was the Pioneer 3DX with the following
mounted devices: Mini ATX based computer with a 2.00 GHz Intelr CoreTM 2 processor,
2 GB of RAM and WiFi networking to control the robot, a Unibrain Fire-I OEM Board
camera, and a Hokuyo URG-04 LX LIDAR sensor (Figure B-5(b)). A computer with a 2.66
GHz Intelr CoreTM 2 Duo processor and 2 GB of RAM performed the State Estimation
and Human-Robot Interface (HRI) tasks. An additional computer with similar hardware
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(a) Search area used for experiment

(b) Pioneer 3DX rover equipped
with computer, LIDAR, and
camera

Figure B-5: Real-time search and track experiments for human-robot teams performed at
Cornell’s Autonomous Systems Lab
executed task allocation in a simulated decentralized environment. A computer with two
2.66 GHz Intelr Xeonr processors and 4 GB of RAM implemented high-level path planning
for the experimental trials. A Vicon motion-tracking system performed robot localization
and pose calculations.
Messaging, Local Controller, and Target Detection Algorithms
The Pioneers sent three types of messages: images, detected targets, and robot data. Each
robot data message was sent at 20 Hz and contained the robot’s name, ID number, pose,
local timestamp, most recent LIDAR scan, current path, current trajectories, and path
completion status. This data was processed for high-level task and path planning, as well
as low-level local robot control and target detection.
Local Pioneer robot controllers enabled the vehicles to autonomously follow the waypoint
trajectories created by the path planners while avoiding dynamic collisions. The Pioneer
controllers were provided with a map of the search environment in order to plan around
known obstacles as well as state data for any dynamic obstacles. Local path following used
a D* planning algorithm to find an optimal path and a pure pursuit controller to generate
velocity commands. The D* planner was required to avoid newly detected obstacles and
other robots in the field, as well as to provide a safety measure against possible inconsistencies between Vicon localization and actual field positions. Objects detected by the Pioneer
LIDAR units were considered collision hazards if they were within a 0.4m threshold, with a
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bearing between 0 and π radians (in front of the vehicle). When a collision was imminent,
the robots searched their latest LIDAR scan returns for possible escape directions that
avoided these potential collisions. In some cases, a robot could get ‘stuck’ inside obstacles
if they strayed too close to them, which necessitated human intervention to ‘rescue’ the
robot.
The positions of other robots were unknown to the local path planners in this experimental setup, and the local robot controllers were instead responsible for avoiding robot-robot
collisions6 . The state data for each robot was broadcast at 2 Hz so that each local D*
planner could model the other robot as a dynamic obstacle. A simple fixed precedence
algorithm was used to resolve potential robot-robot collisions if the robots came within a
fixed distance of each other. The trajectories sent from the vehicle computer to the Pioneer
controller were varied between rates of 4 sec and 10 sec; the effects of these two different
rates are examined below.
To detect and localize potential targets, the Pioneer computer used OpenCV “blob” detection algorithms on areas of the camera images that were within thresholds corresponding
to the color of a standard traffic cone under the lab’s lighting conditions. A cone detection
algorithm developed in OpenCV was then employed to provide the HRI with a bounding
box of possible cone-shaped blobs in a “potential target detection” message. To simulate
realistic mission conditions given the small size of the field, the HRI restricted detection
ability to a forward range of 1m by ignoring potential targets with bounding boxes of insufficient height. The HRI associated potentially valid targets with the generated image,
and with the LIDAR scan with the closest timestamp to that image. The location of the
possible target was then roughly estimated using the LIDAR points with the best match
in bearing to the bounding box. If the estimated location was not for an already identified
target or a false alarm, this information was prompted to the user, who either identified the
specified target or classified it as a false alarm.
Human-Robot Interface
In addition to assisting in target detection, the HRI, shown in Figure B-6, allowed the
human operators to send soft sensor information to update the Gaussian mixture model
6

Note that IRRT has the capability to perform dynamic obstacle/agent avoidance if augmented with
the appropriate state data for those dynamic obstacles/agents. This capability was not leveraged in these
experiments, however, in the next set of trials this feature will be enabled.
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for each target, as described in Section III.B.3.3. The observations from the human agent
involved positive/negative information using the previously described “something/nothing”
format and the preposition models shown in Section III.B.3.3 to describe target location
information relative to field landmarks or the robots themselves via a scroll menu. Using the
HRI, the operator also had available the camera views of each Pioneer and a top-down map
view of the field, which included all known obstacles, robot locations, identified target/false
alarm locations, and the latest combined target PDF. Note that the vehicles were fully
autonomous and that the HRI could not directly send any control signals to the robots
(except for an emergency stop command). Any operator inputs to the robots were via
“soft” observations only, as described in Section III.B.3.3.

B.4.2

Search Performance Metrics and Results

Each target i ∈ {1, . . . , 5} was assigned a Gaussian prior p(xi ) = N (µi , Σi ) with covariance
Σi = I and mean µi . The values for µi and xtrue
that were used for the experiments were
i
µ1 = [1.50, 1.30]T ,

xtrue
= [0.103, 1.526]T
1

µ2 = [4.25, −1.70]T ,

xtrue
= [2.648, 1.28]T
2

µ3 = [1.25, 0.55]T ,

xtrue
= [−0.973, −0.214]T
3

µ4 = [−1.75, 1.55]T ,

xtrue
= [2.867, −0.201]T
4

µ5 = [6.00, 1.05]T ,

xtrue
= [5.012, −0.679]T .
5

The PDF surface for the combined target prior is shown in Figure B-7, along with the 2D
field map, initial search vehicle locations and orientations, and the true target locations and
labels. Note that in some cases, xtrue
is sometimes quite far from the specified µi prior,
i
which creates a fairly challenging search problem.
Multiple search trials were conducted to compare team search performance using several metrics under different planning and information fusion modalities. The experiments
included trials with and without human operator soft inputs and varied task allocation
replan rates. Planner performance was evaluated via the following metrics: (1) number
of targets detected/identified, (2) individual and combined vehicle distances traveled (not
including rotations in place), (3) time required to find the targets, and (4) information
acquired throughout the mission. The latter metrics reflect the efficiency of the combined
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decentralized planning algorithms in exploring the search space7 . The information gain at
each time-step, following updates from the GM target state estimator, was computed via
the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) between the updated combined (undetected) target
GM posterior in Equation (B.24) at time-step k + 1 and the combined target GM posterior
from time-step k, given by
∞


p(x̄|Zk+1 )
KL [p(x̄|Zk+1 )||p(x̄|Zk )] =
p(x̄|Zk+1 ) ln
dx̄.
p(x̄|Zk )
−∞
Z



(B.24)

As discussed in [47], the KLD can be thought of as a distance measure between two probability distributions, which quantifies the amount of information acquired about the combined
target estimate x̄ from time k to k + 1. KLDs are nonnegative and are zero only if both
PDFs in the integrand are identical, which implies that no new information is acquired.
The sum of the KLD over the mission duration reflects the overall average changes in the
uncertainty of the undetected target locations during the search mission. The cumulative
sum of Equation (B.24) from mission start to end was computed for each trial offline via
discretization techniques.
Effect of Human Operator Soft Inputs
To quantify the benefit of the human operator soft inputs to the Bayesian fusion performance, trials were conducted to compared the proposed GM target state estimator which
fused soft human information to a baseline GM target state estimator that ignored soft
human information. A basic greedy Markov Decision Process (GMDP) path planner served
to generate default trajectories. For each robot, the GMDP discretized the combined target
PDF for the robot’s assigned targets, and then selected the cell with the largest PDF share
as the goal location. A path to that location was then planned using value iteration [212],
where the robot was allowed to move into adjacent cells by moving either left, right, up,
down, or diagonally. For the trials where the soft human observations were ignored, only
the probability of no detection information from the robot camera and pose information
7

Note that mission duration could be less than the allotted 10 minutes either because: all targets were
found and identified successfully, or because the trajectory planner or robot controller became “stuck” in
an irrecoverable state (e.g. inside an obstacle buffer), in which case the mission was terminated since
the robots could not continue autonomously without significant human intervention. Hence, the mission
termination condition also served as a loose qualitative measure of planner performance, although it should
be emphasized that this is sensitive to the particular tuning and implementations of the local robot controllers
and the experimental environment.
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were used to update the target GMs. In such cases, the human agent was instructed not to
send any observations to the robots, other than responding to target confirmations. For the
trials where the human’s observations were fused, the human could send soft information
observations to the robots at will, as long as the robots were not awaiting target confirmation responses. In all cases, the maximum number of GM components per target was
set to 15. The trials were repeated using a 4 sec replan rate for the CBBA task allocation
component and a 10 sec replan rate. Table B.1 shows the detected targets along with the
time it took the team to find them in each of the trials.
Table B.1: Results for Human Operator Soft Input Experiments: Targets Detected and
Time to Detect Targets (in order of acquisition)
Case

Targets, no Human

Time (s), no Human

Targets, with Human

Time (s), with Human

4 sec CBBA

2,5,4,1

98,246,496,543

4,3,2,1,5

25,199,241,286,336

10 sec CBBA

1,4,5,3

65,209,262,427

2,4,3,1,5

49,60,79,347,365

Figure B-8 compares the mission performance for the different trials, showing the vehicle
distances traveled (Figure B-8(a)) and the mission durations (Figure B-8(b)) for each case.
These results highlight the benefit of the human operator soft inputs, showing that by fusing
in the information provided by the operator, the robotic team is able to locate and identify
the targets more quickly and efficiently than without the operator inputs.
Information-Based Search and Track
Next, the IRRT trajectory planning approach described in Section III.B.3.2 was implemented and used to generate information-based paths for the robotic agents. Multiple trials
were conducted for different task allocation replan rates (4 sec vs. 10 sec), and for cases
with and without the human operator soft inputs described above. Table B.2 presents the
results for these trials, showing the targets acquired throughout the mission along with the
time it took the team to located and identify them. Figure B-9 shows the mission durations
and vehicle distances traveled for the different trials, and Figure B-10 shows the information
acquired by the team throughout the mission for the different experiments. There are some
interesting observations that can be made from these results. Firstly, as shown in Figure
B-10, the trials incorporating human soft inputs achieved a higher information content than
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the trials without human inputs for both the 10 sec and 4 sec replan cases. In fact, in the
4 sec replan case the autonomous team found only 2 out of the 5 targets, but using human
inputs it was able to find 4 (see Table B.2). A second observation is that the information
acquired using a 10 sec replan rate was consistently higher than that obtained using a 4 sec
replan rate (for both with and without human inputs). This is due to a tradeoff between
replanning often to include the latest target estimate information vs. allowing IRRT enough
time to generate a quality plan before using it. Finally, it is worth noting that the impact of
human inputs and replan rates on vehicle distances and total mission completion times was
inconclusive for this set of experiments. This is partly due to the fact that vehicle distances
and mission times were affected by the collision avoidance software that would sometimes
stop or reroute vehicles before returning them to the trajectories planned by IRRT. The
next section provides a more detailed discussion on the different elements that impacted
the results, especially with regards to mission times and vehicle distances.
Table B.2: IRRT Targets Detected and Time to Detect Targets (in order of acquisition)
Case

Targets, no Human

Time (s), no Human

Targets, with Human

Time (s), with Human

4 sec CBBA

5,3

148,287

3,4,1,5

77,176,178,282

10 sec CBBA

5,4,2,1

27,85,121,339

4,2,1,5

30,144,222,421

B.4.3

Discussion

The hardware implementation results for the multi-target search and identification mission
provide several interesting and useful insights about the proposed information-rich planning
and hybrid fusion framework for human-robot teams. This section describes the benefits of
the proposed architecture as well as lessons learned and suggestions for future work.
Effects of soft human inputs on Bayesian fusion performance
The performance metrics above show that the fusion of human information generally improved target search efficiency; in particular, the rates of average information gain with
respect to the undetected target PDF without human inputs were smaller than the rates
of average information gain with human input. This shows that although human agents
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are rate limited and less precise than conventional robot sensors, proper Bayesian fusion of
soft categorical human data can lead to significant improvements in team performance for
information-based tasks. Soft categorical human inputs are especially interesting to consider for data fusion in ISR-type missions, due to their natural interpretability to human
operators and their high degree of flexibility. The GM-based data fusion framework presented here for soft human inputs can also readily accommodate existing Bayesian fusion
methods for conventional sensors (e.g. such as those based on Kalman filtering).
However, care must always be taken in practice to properly characterize the context
of soft human inputs before fusion takes place. For example, the meaning (and hence the
likelihood functions) of ‘nearby’ is quite different in the statements ‘the car is nearby the
tree’ and ‘Newark is nearby New York City’. In the experiments presented here, this issue is
resolved through the use of a simple messaging protocol and a limited but unambiguous set
of contextual cues (i.e. the ‘wall’ and ‘robot’ location reference points) that can be passed
to an interpreter, which is constructed offline. More sophisticated messaging protocols
or interfaces (e.g. natural language) could also be implemented with additional effort for
other applications, as long as sufficient training data is available for properly translating
the desired soft categories into meaningful probabilistic likelihood functions, as described
in Section B.3.
Interestingly, while human sensor inputs are clearly advantageous from an information
fusion perspective, they remain challenging to directly accommodate and account for within
information-based planning algorithms, since humans are not as predictable or reliable as
conventional sensors such as cameras and LIDAR. In particular, the highly intermittent
and nonlinear/non-Gaussian nature of soft categorical human inputs makes it difficult to
predict the expected amount of information to be contributed by human sensor agents over
a finite horizon. As a result, information-based planners must be tuned carefully to the
styles of different human operators in order to ensure good team performance. Future work
will explore different strategies for coping with these issues, such as explicitly polling the
human operator for inputs to improve predictability and calculation of information gain
bounds with respect to intermittent human observations.
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Analysis of information-based search and track
While the experiments using the proposed IRRT-CBBA fusion architecture illustrated the
viability of a unified information-based planning framework, there were several interesting
issues observed and lessons learned. Firstly, the experiments using a 4 sec task allocation
replan rate vs. a 10 sec replan rate highlighted a tradeoff between plan relevance and plan
quality. The quality of the plans generated by IRRT improves the longer the algorithm
is allowed to run, thus the 10 sec replan rate created more informative trajectories which
enabled the team to acquire larger amount of information throughout the mission (see Figure
B-10). On the other hand, a faster replan rate ensures that the current plan remains relevant
in light of changing information, such as updated GM estimates and critical information
provided by human operators. For this particular mission, a 10 sec task allocation replan
rate proved more efficient than a 4 sec rate, but in a more dynamic environment it is likely
that the relevance of the plan will become more important than the quality, thus favoring
faster replan rates. This tradeoff is problem and implementation dependent, and should be
carefully considered when implementing these system to achieve the best performance.
Secondly, the complications associated with performing actual hardware experiments
impacted the performance of the system resulting in discrepancies between expected and
actual performance. For example, the information-based trajectories planned by the IRRT
component were not being executed exactly by the rovers during the experiments for a
variety of reasons such as collision avoidance, delays, and modeling inaccuracies. The lowlevel dynamic collision avoidance software often changed the shape of the trajectory, creating
detours so that the vehicles would not hit each other. These detours often resulted in
larger vehicle distances and longer mission completion times. Although the IRRT algorithm
presented in [133] accounts for dynamic collision avoidance, the distributed hardware nature
of the experiment did not allow us to take advantage of this feature, however, this capability
will be included in future iterations of these experiments. The other reason mentioned above
involved delays between planning the trajectory and communicating it to the vehicles.
Although minor, these delays impacted the trajectory following capability and the next
iteration of experiments will attempt to minimize these delays as much as possible. The
third reason was due to mismatches between the IRRT’s model of the vehicle dynamics and
sensor model, and those actually used by the rovers during execution (such as many of the
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D? effects). IRRT specifies exact trajectories that include position, orientation and sensor
location, but the low-level path following software consisted only of waypoint following,
causing discrepancies between the planned and actual sensor location/orientation required
for obtaining accurate measurements (although the vehicles often got really close to taking
a proper measurement, they would pass by without looking directly at the target, and
therefore there would be no reward for executing the almost perfect trajectory). In addition,
the actual measurement procedure was slightly different than that modeled in the IRRT
framework, causing mismatches in predicted and actual performance. In particular, the
vehicle sensor limitations in the vision processing software were more conservative than the
sensor models used by IRRT. Thus, while the trajectories generally exhibited good behavior,
the “reward” in terms of valid observations was often insufficient. Furthermore, there was
significant sensitivity in the actual measurement procedure making it difficult to obtain a
good measurement. For example, the target cones had to be centered at a certain height
and distance for the vision processing software to accept them, and white labels used to
mark the targets were interfering with the vision software’s classifiers, therefore, even when
the vehicles were looking directly at the targets, a proper measurement was not received.
These real-world considerations are hard to model within the IRRT framework, and future
work should consider ways to incorporate robustness into both the planning and image
processing components.
Lastly, it should also be noted that, out of all these trials, only the two GMDP trials
with human input terminated in under 10 minutes because all targets were successfully
detected and identified. All other trials ended either because the 10 minute time limit was
reached (GMDP, no human, 4 sec CBBA replan rate) or because the robots determined
that they were irreversibly “trapped” by obstacles (often by moving too close to previously
detected targets or walls), thus requiring human intervention to break free (all other trials).
To ensure some consistency for meaningful comparisons in light of these difficulties, these
latter trials were only accepted after at least 5 minutes of the search had elapsed, otherwise
the trial was discarded and restarted. As mentioned before, early termination due to motion
infeasibility was usually caused by discrepancies in the low level controllers, Vicon state
estimation, and/or environmental setup, which are issues that will be addressed in the next
iteration of trials. In spite of all the real-world considerations that arise when dealing with
actual hardware, note that at least 4 out of the 5 targets were successfully detected and
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identified in all but one of the eight total trials, illustrating the potential benefits of this
information-based planning and fusion architecture for search and track missions.

B.5

Conclusions and Ongoing Work

Motivated by the need for scalable and flexible information-based planning algorithms and
robust fusion methods to exploit heterogeneous information sources in large-scale semiautonomous systems, this paper introduces a new planning and estimation framework for
optimizing information collection in cooperative human-robot missions. To this end, a
unified approach to high-level distributed task planning, information-based path planning,
and hybrid Bayesian information fusion using Gaussian mixtures is presented and validated
in a real hardware experiment involving multi-target search with a cooperative human robot
team. The results illustrate the benefits of including information acquisition as a goal at
every level of planning, as well as showing that by including human operator soft inputs
into the Bayesian fusion framework the performance and efficiency of the autonomous search
team can be greatly improved.
Future work will consider extending the proposed planning and fusion framework in
several ways to accommodate other realistic estimation problems for cooperative humanrobot search missions. These extensions include (but are not limited to): dynamic target tracking with continuous sensor information fusion and multiple model uncertainties;
environmental map uncertainties to accommodate simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) [212]; 3D target dynamics and sensor model updates (e.g. using UAV sensor platforms); decentralized fusion with Gaussian mixtures; and improved false alarm modeling
and data association techniques for soft information fusion. Future work will also consider
task-planning extensions for human sensor agents and for human-operated mobile agents,
as well as task and path planning for mobile human agents. Since CBBA is well-suited
to handling heterogeneous agents that can perform a wide variety of tasks, extensions to
incorporate realistic secondary mission objectives such as refueling and automation failure
handling (e.g. assignment of a human agent to tele-operate a ‘trapped’ robot to rescue it)
will also be studied.
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(a) Main operator user interface window, with menus for soft inputs and windows
for camera feeds

(b) Overhead field map with the combined target GM PDF, walls, and robot locations

Figure B-6: Screenshots from the HRI console available to the human operator
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Figure B-7: Field map showing walls (magenta lines), true target locations (red triangles),
initial target prior for combined target GM, and initial vehicle locations (circles) with camera
detection field of view (black triangles).
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(a) Individual and combined vehicle distances traveled during each
trial

(b) Total mission duration for each trial

Figure B-8: Results for Human Operator Soft Input Experiments: Comparison of mission
durations and distances traveled with and without human operator soft inputs.
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(a) Individual and combined vehicle distances traveled during each
trial

(b) Total mission duration for each trial

Figure B-9: Results for Information-Based Search and Track Experiments: Comparison of
mission durations and distances traveled
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure B-10: Results for Information-Based Search and Track Experiments: KLD information gain for the combined undetected target PDF. Plots show information acquired for (a)
10 sec CBBA replan with human inputs, (b) 10 sec CBBA replan without human inputs,
(c) 4 sec CBBA replan with human inputs, and (d) 4 sec CBBA replan without human
inputs. Red lines indicate target detection/ID events and black diamonds denote instances
where a soft human observation message is fused.
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